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Abstract 
Herein the design of transparent heat mirrors for enhanced solar thermal applications is presented. 
Dielectric mirrors are considered to function as infrared mirrors that reduce heat losses in the 
receiver of solar concentrators. The alternating layers have been designed to selectively reflect 
light strongly over the infra-red spectral region while being highly transmissive towards solar 
irradiance. This is achieved by designing the interfaces between the high- and low- index films 
within the dielectric mirror to have a graded refractive index profile. Three different graded index 
profiles are considered including: 1. a linear index variation, 2. a cubic index variation and 3. a 
quintic index variation. The effects of altering the dielectric mirror parameters on its performance 
are investigated. Accordingly, the sensitivity of the transmittance and reflectance spectra of the 
dielectric mirror towards its number of layers, resolution of the refractive index profiles, refractive 
index, number of stacked dielectric mirrors, absorption, and incident angle of the incoming light 
is analyzed. Results show that a single stack infrared dielectric mirror coated on top of the receiver 
of a solar concentrator system operating at 500 K can increase its power electric generation by 
more than 60 % and using a triple stack design can increase the power by more than 100 %. 
Furthermore, considering a typical Dish-Sterling system operating at a temperature of T=1000 K, 
the electricity generated can be increased by ~ 30 % by coating the receiver within the system with 
the transparent heat mirrors designed in this work. 
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1. Introduction 
1-1. Global warming 
Accelerated global warming due to green house gas (GHG) emissions is an important modern-day 
challenge. There are several factors that contribute to GHG emissions in Canada and around the 
world. Approximately 80% of GHG emissions from human activities are related to energy 
consuming activities including transportation, electricity production, building heating and cooling, 
goods production and operations [1]. 
1-2. Global energy usage 
In general, two different kinds of energy usage statistics can be considered for comparison: primary 
energy use and secondary energy use. Primary energy use represents the total energy required for 
all energy users, and secondary energy use is the energy consumed by the end user in the economy. 
The global total primary energy supply (TPES) in 2015 was reported as follows: 
o Fossil Fuels: 81% (oil 32%, coal 28%, natural gas 22%) 
o Renewables: 14% 
o Nuclear: 5% 
Comparatively, Canada’s TPES in 2015 is shown in the pie chart in Figure 1-1. As can be seen the 
total primary energy supply in 2015 was 11,493 PJ. Fossil fuels (natural gas, crude oil, natural gas 
liquids and coal) made up 73% of Canada’s TPES in 2015. Renewable energies accounted for 
more than 17% and nuclear power contributed to almost 10% of this energy supply. 
As for the secondary energy use, which is the energy used by the final consumer, Canada’s 
secondary energy use in 2015 was estimated to be around 9,013 PJ. This amount shows about an 
11% increase from 2000 to 2015. 
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Figure 1-1. Canada’s total primary energy supply by source, 2015 [1] 
Generally, due to extreme climate changes, large land mass, and discrete population, Canadians 
consume more energy than citizens of other countries. The pie chart in Figure 1-2 shows that out 
of a total of 9,013 PJ of secondary energy usage in 2015 in Canada, 71% was provided from fossil 
fuel combustion, while electricity accounted for 20%, followed by biomass which accounted for 
6%, and other fuel types such as coal and natural gas liquids accounted for 3%. 
Figure 1-2. Canada's secondary energy use by fuel type, 2015 [1] 
Another important element in this statistical comparison is to consider the energy usage in the 
different sectors. In 2015, 71% of all primary energy was transformed into secondary energy, 
where the energy consumption within each sector is as follows: 
o Industrial: 39.4% 
o Transportation: 29.6% 
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o Residential and Commercial: 28.2% 
o Agriculture: 2.8% 
Looking forward to future demands, Figure 1-3 shows the trend of energy use in the industrial 
sector from 2010 to 2040 [2,3]. For the reason that fossil fuel usage can result in damage to human 
life, particularly ecological issues concerning with these fuels, modern industries are not attracted 
to consume conventional fuels anymore. In contrast, using renewable energy-based technologies 
in productions can result in a significant reduction in the greenhouse emissions. Figure 1-4 
represents GHG emission from renewable and conventional electricity generation technologies. 
The data used here are based on the maximum emissions for renewable energy sources and mean 
values for conventional electricity generation technologies. As can be seen, the life cycle GHG 
emissions in conventional electricity generation sources are reasonably higher than those for 
renewable technologies [4]. 
 
Figure 1-3. Global industrial sector energy consumption during 2010–2040 [3] 
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Figure 1-4. GHG emission levels produced by different methods for generation of electric power [4]  
While Canada’s dependency on fossil fuels is small in comparison to the global fossil fuel 
consumption, it is still huge and according to Figure 1-5, which is illustrating Canada's national 
GHG emissions in megatons of carbon dioxide equivalent (CO2eq) from 1990 to 2016, Canada 
emits ~ 700 megatons (Mt) of CO2eq every year [5]. Consequently, conventional energy supplies 
should be replaced with renewable energies and new systems have to be industrialized and used in 
companies. Furthermore, residential and commercial sectors contribute to almost 30% percent of 
energy usage in Canada, as building heating and cooling loads contribute largely to energy 
consumption and GHG emissions [1]. Therefore, more energy efficient systems using renewable 
energy resources are also required in the residential and commercial sectors in order to reduce our 
daily energy usage.  
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Figure 1-5. Canada's GHG emissions in megatons of CO2 eq from 1990 to 2016 [5] 
1-3. Renewable energy resources 
Global energy resources can be divided into three types: fossil fuels, renewable energy resources 
and nuclear power. Usually fossil fuels are coal, petroleum and natural gas [6]. Renewable energy 
sources, also referred to as alternative energy sources, can be used to produce energy without 
depleting the energy source such as solar, wind, and biomass energy [7]. 
Although there are challenges involved with using renewable energy resources, including 
intermittency, cost and domestic and environmental restrictions, they can potentially provide 
energy services with negligible emissions of GHGs and air pollutants. Advances in renewable 
energy based technologies will open a new area to better resolve the recent significant challenges 
such as improving energy supply reliability and organic fuel economy, solving problems regarding 
water purification, improving the standards of living and civilisation in remote zones, ensuring 
sustainable growth in the remote areas like deserts and mountains, and encouraging countries to 
be responsible to the international agreements concerning the ecological and environmental 
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preservation [8]. Interestingly, using renewable energy systems in rural areas can provide more 
job opportunities and diminish immigration towards cities in the long term [9]. For instance, 
renewable energy harvesting can be a great solution for small-scale energy needs in a reliable, 
reasonable and naturally sustainable manner [10]. 
1-4. Solar energy 
Among all the renewable energy resources, solar energy is undoubtedly the largest useable 
resource, providing one of the cleanest energy resources. Interestingly, the sun emits more energy 
in one second than people have used since beginning of time. And the energy provided by the sun 
in an hour to the earth is much higher than all of the energy used by people in a complete year 
[11,12]. The amount of energy received from the sun has been estimated to be in the range of 1,575 
to 49,837 EJ/year, which is approximately 3 to 100 times larger than the world's TPES in 2008 
[13]. Despite its abundance and environmentally benign qualities, solar power contribution to the 
global energy supply is still trivial [14]. 
Solar energy is the most abundant, free and the cleanest renewable energy resource available which 
does not contribute to global warming and does not make any noise or any kind of pollution to the 
atmosphere. Solar energy is also called “alternative energy” to fossil fuels such as petroleum, and 
coal. Due to considerations of a long-term world-wide energy shortage, and the destructive 
ecological effects of fossil fuel energy sources, solar energy has been considered much in 
researches and experiments done by engineering scientists. Therefore, in the next steps, more 
investigations should be considered for operative and commercial methods to capture and convert 
solar energy into useful energy and store it in on large scales to be used later in other systems [15]. 
The growing lack of fossil fuel resources has raised prevalent attention towards solar energy [16-
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18]. Currently, around 46 nations are enthusiastically promoting solar energy-based technologies 
[13]. 
Another important aspect of solar energy is related to present efforts to diminish global carbon 
emissions, which has been a major ecological, social, and economic issue throughout the world in 
recent years. Besides, global agreements, such as the Conference of Parties 21, can deter 
environmental change and will enable advances in sustainable energy-based systems to ensure a 
sustainable future for the planet [19,20]. For instance, reports showed that in California, USA, CO2 
emissions have been reduced through the implementation of 113,533 solar systems mostly in small 
scales [14]. One strategy that California benefits from is to accept electricity generation in small 
scale cases using a feed-in tariff (FIT). Accordingly, for a specific duration, electricity generators 
such as homeowners are paid based on the size and efficiency of their system [21]. 
Solar energy has been widely implemented under sunny conditions in warm desert zones such as 
Africa, the Middle East, China, the USA and Australia. Other advances can be found in more 
humid environments such as Sub- Saharan Africa, South America, southern Asia and Europe as 
well. 
Considering locations with cold weather and less solar irradiance, solar energy resources can also 
be used in these situations, but it is always challenging in terms of share and impact. If the 
feasibility is reasonable, then quite a lot of factors need to be considered prior to optimizing such 
systems. For instance, a typical house designed in a way to use solar energy in Canada can lead to 
an improvement in energy consumption by 21–32% [19]. 
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1-5. Different types of solar energy technologies 
In general, solar energy technologies can be divided into two different groups: active and passive. 
Furthermore, active solar energy systems which are mainly used for energy harvesting, can be 
categorized into two areas: 1. solar photovoltaic cells (PV) and 2. solar thermal technology or 
concentrated solar thermal power (CSP) [22].  
Generally, CSP technologies use a dish Stirling system, a parabolic trough, a solar power tower or 
linear Fresnel reflectors to concentrate the suns rays and harvest heat within a heat transfer fluid 
(HTF) to be converted to electricity in a turbine [23]. Alternatively, solar PV systems use solar 
cells to directly convert solar energy into electricity. The installed cost of PV electricity is 
significantly decreasing due to recent upgrading of PV technologies, however, in comparison with 
CSP systems the energy conversion efficiency of commercial PV panels is challenging yet. For 
comparison, the CSP facility located in Gela and the PV plant in Luxor are considered. For the 
same nominal energy output, the CSP system illustrates a higher electric power generation 
compared to the PV plant, with output of 40.7 GWh and 10.6 GWh, respectively. Although, the 
overall efficiency of the CSP is higher than the PV modules, due to the smaller occupied area the 
PV installation represents higher land use efficiency. Accordingly, considering the same area for 
both methods can result in a higher electricity production by PV modules, reaching to 70.5 GWh.  
The main drawback of PV systems is the failure of power dispatch due to the energy storage 
challenge as it will cost a fortune to consider the energy storage system in PV systems [23, 24]. A 
CSP-based system has more potential to dispatch energy compared to a PV-based system as it can 
provide electricity during night using thermal energy storage (TES) system over daytime at a lower 
cost. On account of the huge capacity of TES systems for electric energy supply, a CSP system is 
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now the primary choice to offer flexibility for power generation and service at a large scale (>100 
MW) [25,26]. 
1-5-1. PV technology 
There are numerous isolated areas in the world where electric power is rarely available, but solar 
irradiation is abundant, thus the use of solar energy to produce electricity in these areas is quite 
advantageous [27]. Capture and conversion of solar energy may be accomplished by PVs [28]. PV 
conversion can be defined as the direct conversion of sunlight into electrical energy [29].  
PV systems are quite simple in design and their main advantage over other energy sources is their 
structure as stand-alone systems which can provide from microwatts to megawatts of electric 
energy. PV devices have long service times and low maintenance costs. Consequently, the 
technology can be used as a power generator for various operations ranging from small scale 
systems to large plants, in remote buildings, in solar home systems, for satellites and spacecrafts, 
for reverse osmosis in plants, and even for megawatt-scale power plants [30]. The main challenge 
here is to significantly reduce the cost per Watt of energy delivered by solar energy system [10]. 
PV is presently a theoretically and practically recognised technology able to produce and supply 
electricity in short/mid-term by means of solar energy. However, the present PV installations are 
still trivial [31]. The International Energy Agency (IEA) estimated that the solar power 
contribution to world’s electricity generation by 2050 will be 11% and that solar electricity will 
account for approximately 20% of the global energy supply by 2050 and 60% by 2100. [32].  
Due to advancing PV technology and high levels of financial support, the PV market is now being 
rapidly developed and distributed around the world, especially in Europe, China and in the United 
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States and even in Canada [33-37]. Figure 1-6 shows a typical solar PV system provided by Enviro-
Energy Technologies located in Cambridge, Ontario, with 98,000 kWh electricity generation. 
 
Figure 1-6.  A typical solar PV system provided by Enviro-Energy Technologies located in Cambridge, 
Ontario, with 98,000 kWh electricity generation (Reprinted with permission from Ref. [34]). 
1-5-2. Solar thermal technology 
The earth intercepts approximately 1.8×1014 kW of the energy emitted by the sun at a rate of 
3.8×1023 kW [38]. Concentrating solar power or solar thermal electricity (STE) is unique among 
all renewable energy resources as it can simply be coupled with TES and conventional fuels, 
making it extremely flexible [39]. Since 1985 CSP has been used commercially and it produces 
electric power with a thermal power cycle like the one used in typical fuel-operated power plants 
[40]. Generally, a CSP uses solar collectors and concentrators to gather sun radiation, store it and 
use it for heating fluids such as air or water [6]. Passive solar energy can be presented based on 
the concepts for heating under cold climates. Although, buildings in such areas are generally well-
designed to overcome the cold, a simple method for using passive solar energy is by optimizing 
buildings including the color of the walls and roof for a better absorptivity, addition of 
infrastructures to the existing buildings and modifying the shape of the buildings. Even integrating 
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a limited number of these changes can have a significant effect towards reducing energy 
consumption. 
1-5-2-1. Main CSP technologies 
CSP technologies utilize four main types of solar concentrators: parabolic trough collectors (PTC), 
solar power towers (SPT), linear Fresnel reflectors (LFR), and parabolic dish collectors (PDC) 
(Figure 1-7). Also, they can be classified based on the receiver’s position and the way they 
concentrate solar radiation [40]: 
1. Systems wherein the solar irradiance is tracked along one axis and focused along one axis, 
referred to as the line of focus, including parabolic trough and linear Fresnel systems. 
2. Systems wherein the solar irradiance is tracked along two axes and focused onto a point, such 
as tower and dish systems. 
 
Figure 1-7. The main STE technologies (Reprinted with permission from Elsevier, Fig. 1, [40]) 
In tower and linear Fresnel systems the receiver is fixed, while in dish and parabolic trough systems 
it is moveable. The direct solar radiation in a parabolic trough system is focused by a reflector onto 
a receiver tube that runs along the line of focus. The reflector in this system has a parabolically 
curved trough shape. The heat transfer fluid (HTF) in a parabolic trough system, which is usually 
synthetic oil, is heated by the solar irradiance that is concentrated onto the receiver tube. The 
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system uses the heated HTF to generate electric power with an existing steam generator and turbine 
system. Parabolic trough systems can also be coupled with conventional coal-fired plants [41].  
Solar power towers generate electric power from the insolation by means of many sun-tracking 
mirrors, commonly called heliostats. Each heliostat reflects the direct portion of the solar 
irradiance onto a receiver located at the top of the tower [40]. In a typical solar power tower, the 
HTF is usually molten salts or water/steam. Therefore, as the HTF flows through the receiver it is 
heated by the concentrated solar irradiance incident onto the receiver. Finally, the HTF is used in 
a steam generator-turbine system to generate electric power. 
In a linear Fresnel system, plane (or to some extent rounded) mirrors are located on trackers to 
reflect the direct portion of the solar irradiance onto a receiver tube located along the focal line 
directly above the mirrors. Further concentration of the reflected sunrays can be achieved using a 
small secondary parabolic mirror mounted at the top of the receiver. 
Parabolic dish technology utilizes a concentrator in the form of a parabolic-shaped dish with a 
focal point. Using this dish, the system reflects the direct portion of the incident solar radiation 
onto a receiver located at the focal point. In a parabolic dish system, a two-axis tracking system is 
used, and a heat engine mounted on the receiver directly uses the collected heat. Currently, for 
power conversion process one can use Stirling or Brayton cycle engines.  
Parabolic trough technology is the most abundant CSP technology in the market and are presently 
the most established STE system, being used in approximately 81% of the active STE plants in the 
world, about 48% of which are currently under construction. As for the solar tower technology, 
presently among all active global STE plants, almost 14% are of this type, while this proportion 
increases to 28% for the plants which are under construction [40]. 
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The growth in the solar tower projects in the current years demonstrates that this technology has 
reached a decent level of maturity to be used in large scales even up to hundreds of MW. However, 
parabolic dishes are at their initial demonstration phase. This is while, linear Fresnel system is now 
in the phase of transition to becoming a commercially proven technology [40]. 
1-5-2-2. Thermal energy storage 
Time and weather dependency are the main problems associated with solar energy source. To 
overcome this disadvantage, one can integrate solar thermal-based technologies with a backup 
system that works with fossil fuel or biomass. Another solution is to use a TES system to store 
heat during times when there is excess solar radiation and to release it during the times with 
insufficient or no sunshine (Figure 1-8). 
Advances in TES technologies and development of well-organized and cost-effective TES system 
is very important for the future of CSP systems [42, 43]. Using TES will increase the availability 
of the electricity produced from the system. Furthermore, integrating a TES system with CSP 
configurations guarantee electric power resale and the CSP production in large scales [44]. 
Therefore, CSP systems integrated with TES technologies will be economically viable if they can 
provide electricity at peak-demand hours, when tariffs are the greatest [45-46]. 
The simplicity of operation and flexibility of TES to be integrated with various systems, makes 
CSP unique among other available renewable energy resources. Recently there has been 
substantial growth in solar thermal energy production in industrial scale and its TES technologies. 
Compared to mechanical or chemical storage technologies, TES has several advantages. Many 
comparisons have been done between different energy storage technologies [47, 48]. For instance, 
capital costs of TES technologies in comparison with other storage technologies are lower. 
Moreover, they operate very efficiently compared to mechanical or chemical storage systems [49–
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53]. A typical TES system is comprised of plentiful materials with a lot less harmful ingredients 
compared to the existing storage technologies [54]. 
 
Figure 1-8. CSP plant with a TES system (Reprinted with permission from Elsevier, Fig. 1, [54]) 
1-5-2-3. Solar thermal energy for industrial processes 
Generating thermal power by use of solar power for industrial processes not only can result in a 
lower reliance on fossil fuel energies but also reduced GHG emissions such as CO2, SO2, and NOx 
emissions [2]. Presently, space and water heating require a large share of the energy consumed in 
residential zones: around 80% in Canada and 82% in Europe [55]. Hence, there is huge motivation 
to convert solar energy into heat [56]. However, there are some difficulties to transfer solar heat 
to industries due to the natural behaviour of solar energy including its intermittency, diluteness 
and variability [57]. Currently, solar energy used in industrial sectors for thermal applications can 
be classified as follows: 
o Hot water or steam demand processes 
o Drying and dehydration processes 
o Preheating 
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o Concentration 
o Pasteurization, sterilization 
o Washing, cleaning 
o Chemical reactions 
o Industrial space heating 
o Textile 
o Food 
o Buildings 
o Chemistry 
o Plastic 
o Business establishments 
Also, solar energy is a great choice capable of being one of the principal sources for cooking [58-
60]. Currently several types of solar ovens are existing, among them a box type solar cooker 
(Figure 1-9) that is commonly used all over the world. 
 
Figure 1-9. Box type solar cooker (Reprinted with permission from Elsevier, Fig. 2, [61])  
Currently the solar water heating (SWH) industry is a popular application of solar thermal energy 
in both domestic and industrial sectors. It is considered as a great cost-effective alternative among 
other available solar thermal systems. SWH technology has been commercialized and is well 
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known in many countries all around the world. Interestingly SWH usage has been increased with 
an annual growth rate of 30% since 1980 [62]. 
SWH systems usually consist of collectors and a storage box. The system operates on the basis of 
the difference between the density of hot and cold water. Integrated collector/storage systems are 
more acceptable in colder countries due to simple and compact structure. Batch solar collectors 
are more suitable for compensating sun radiation limitations over the time sun is not available like 
during evening time or cloudy weather condition [63]. 
A schematic diagram for a typical solar water heating system commonly used in industrial 
applications is shown in Figure 1-10. In this system the water never returns to the storage space. 
A typical SWH system is composed of solar collectors, circulating and load pumps, storage tank, 
a differential thermostat and a thermal relief-valve. To control the temperature of the system, a 
controller block is also needed. Therefore, once the temperature goes beyond the fixed value, the 
valves will mix the hot water and main water to provide energy from supply system and reach the 
desired temperature. In situations with insufficient temperature, an auxiliary heater will 
compensate the weakness and the desired temperature of the tank will be available. 
 
Figure 1-10. Block diagram of a SWH system (Reprinted with permission from Elsevier, Fig. 2, [2]) 
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1-6. Thesis outline 
Common to all CSP systems is the desire to absorb solar radiation without losing energy through 
thermal radiation. An efficient method to avoid radiative thermal losses and to achieve high 
temperatures on the receiver within CSP systems is to implement low-Emissivity (low-E) coatings 
on top of the surface of the receiver, which absorbs incident solar radiation. Low-E materials can 
significantly reduce energy usage by reducing radiative heat losses [64-66]. Furthermore, 
transparent solar selective coatings exhibit high transmittance for solar radiation and high 
reflectance in the near infrared and infrared spectral regions [67-72]. Consequently, by applying a 
transparent solar selective surface, herein also referred to as a transparent heat mirror, on the 
surface of a receiver (which transmits solar radiation and functions as a low-E coating in the 
infrared region) subjected to concentrated solar radiation will result in a considerable reduction in 
thermal losses [64,73]. For example, more electric power can be produced by parabolic dish 
systems when its receiver is coated with a highly efficient solar selective coating. 
This thesis presents the design of novel transparent heat mirrors that can be used to enhance solar 
energy harvesting technologies such as CSP technologies and TES systems. In the following, in 
Chapter 2, the important background topics for designing transparent heat mirrors for solar thermal 
applications is presented. In Chapter 3, the thesis will be continued with the design of a transparent 
selective coating in the form of a dielectric mirror (often referred to as one-dimensional photonic 
crystal or a Bragg-reflector) comprised of alternating layers with different indices of refraction. 
Then, the alternating layers of films will be designed to selectively reflect light strongly over the 
infra-red spectral region while being highly transmissive towards solar irradiance. In order to 
accomplish this, thin graded index layers will be designed as anti-reflection coatings at the 
interfaces between the alternating layers within the dielectric mirror. Three different index of 
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refraction profiles will be considered including: 1. a linear index variation, 2. a cubic index 
variation and 3. a quintic index variation [139]. Chapter 4 will provide sensitivity analysis of the 
transmittance and reflectance spectra of the dielectric heat mirror towards its number of layers, 
resolution of the refractive index profiles, refractive index, number of stacked dielectric mirrors, 
absorption, and incident angle of the incoming light. In Chapter 5, the transparent heat mirrors will 
be used in the design of a solar concentrators operating at different temperatures to evaluate its 
ability to improve the performance of high-temperature solar thermal energy applications. Finally, 
conclusions and recommendations for future work will be provided in Chapter 6. 
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2. Background  
In this chapter, the background information for important topics related to the design of transparent 
heat mirrors for solar thermal applications is presented. Accordingly, different subjects including 
air mass coefficient, blackbody radiation, solar radiation spectrum, emissivity, low emissivity 
coatings, transparent conductive oxides, solar selective surfaces and antireflective coatings are 
studied in depth. Finally, a brief overview is provided to outline the methods and applications of 
the work presented in this thesis. 
2-1. Air mass coefficient 
The air mass coefficient is defined as the relative optical path length through the atmosphere that 
is traversed by incident solar radiation. This path length is measured based on the location of the 
sun and when the sun is directly overhead, at the zenith, the path length is called AM 1.0 because 
the solar irradiance travels vertically through a path length that is 1 atmosphere thick. The air mass 
coefficient is an important factor in characterizing the solar spectrum incident onto Earth’s surface 
at a specific time and location. With respect to Figure 2-1 and Figure 2-2, as the angle between the 
zenith and the direction towards the sun, 𝜃, gets bigger, the air mass increases roughly by sec 𝜃. 
For instance, when the direction towards the sun is about 48° and 60° from the zenith the air mass 
is 1.5 and 2.0 because the solar radiation incident onto the Earth’s surface travels 1.5 and 2 times 
further through the atmosphere, respectively, as compared to the AM 1.0 case when the sun is 
directly overhead [74, 75]. 
As the air mass increases (i.e. longer path lengths), scattering and absorption of solar radiation will 
be increased by environmental elements such as aerosols, air molecules, and water vapor. The 
scattering and absorption of solar radiation depends on the environmental circumstances (e.g., 
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clouds and aerosols). Both of these variables, air mass and environmental conditions, change with 
region, and time of day and year. Consequently, it is important to consider the environmental 
circumstances and air mass at the location of interest when designing a system or technology 
whose performance depends on the solar irradiance [75]. 
 
 
Figure 2-1. Examples of other realistic atmospheric 
and air mass conditions compared to AM 1.5 
(Reprinted with permission from Ref. [75], IEEE). 
   Figure 2-2. Schematic of AM 1.5 
reference spectral conditions (Reprinted 
with permission from Ref. [75], IEEE). 
The commonly used AM 1.5 spectra is defined based on a radiative simulation referred to as 
BRITE developed by Radiation Research Associates [76, 77]. The global AM 1.5 spectrum was 
simulated for a collector body tilted 37° from the horizon looking directly at the sun with respect 
to the "U.S. Standard Atmosphere" in a vertical column up to 100 km above sea level [75]. 
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2-2. Blackbody radiation 
A blackbody can be defined as an ideal surface that emits the maximum possible amount of 
radiation. A blackbody is also a perfect absorber of radiant energy. Thus, it can absorb the energy 
from all incident light regardless of its direction and wavelength. Finally, a blackbody acts as a 
diffuse emitter. That is, the radiant energy emitted from a blackbody only depends on its 
temperature and wavelength and is independent of direction [78]. 
The name blackbody comes from the fact that ideal absorbers of visible light seem black to the 
eye. However, except for the visible spectral region, the eye is not a good tool to evaluate the 
absorbing capability of an absorber. For instance, a surface coated with white oil-base paint can 
be a perfect absorber of infrared radiation, while for shorter wavelengths in the visible spectral 
region it reflects most of the light incident onto its surface. 
 
Figure 2-3. Schematic model of a blackbody 
Figure 2-3 shows a schematic model of a blackbody surface as a tiny hole in a cavity with walls 
which are opaque to radiation. Once incident radiation reaches the hole it will enter the cavity, and 
if the cavity is big it is unlikely to be re-emitted.  
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Only a handful of materials can act as a blackbody to absorb radiant energy. Among those one can 
refer to carbon black, carborundum, platinum black, and gold black. The radiative properties of 
the blackbody have been recognized using quantum mechanics and experiments [79]. 
Using Planck’s law, one can illustrate the spectral density of radiation emitted by a blackbody in 
thermal equilibrium at a selected temperature. The law was proposed by Max Planck in 1900 and 
is an innovative result of modern physics and quantum theory. 
The spectral radiation, 𝐵𝑣,  represents the quantity of energy emitted by a blackbody at different 
radiation frequencies. Based on Planck’s investigations, the spectral radiance of a blackbody can 
be defined per unit frequency as follows 
𝐵𝑣(𝑣, 𝑇) =
2ℎ𝑣3
𝑐2
1
𝑒
ℎ𝑣
𝑘𝐵𝑇−1
                2-1 
Where ℎ stands for the Planck constant, 𝑣 is the frequency, c is the light speed, 𝑘𝐵is the Boltzmann 
constant, and T is the absolute temperature. It can also be defined per unit wavelength, 𝜆 as follows 
𝐵𝜆(𝜆, 𝑇) =
2ℎ𝑐2
𝜆
1
𝑒
ℎ𝑐
𝜆𝑘𝐵𝑇−1
               2-2 
Plank’s law can also be represented based on the quantity of photons emitted at a selected 
wavelength, or the energy density in a volume of radiation. 
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2-3. Solar radiation spectrum 
The solar spectrum is well-approximated by the spectral radiance emitted from a black body with 
a temperature of ~ 5,700 K [80]. Figure 2-4  shows the solar spectral irradiance for direct light 
where the maximum irradiance with 2.142 W/m2·nm intensity occurs at around 450 nm. As 
sunrays pass through the atmosphere their energy decreases because of scattering and absorption. 
Gases with specific absorption bands absorb some portions of light. Sunrays are also redirected by 
Rayleigh scattering, which is the main reason for the blue color of the sky. In a sense, the observer 
receives more blue light from the sky because higher-frequency light is scattered into an indirect 
path to a greater extent. Conversely, when looking directly at the sun, the observer sees less blue 
light and relatively more light with longer wavelengths and the sun appears yellow. The curve 
shown in Figure 2-4 is based on the American Society for Testing and Materials Terrestrial 
Reference Spectra (ASTM). These spectra are standards accepted by industries to guarantee 
reliable test environments [74]. 
 
Figure 2-4. Solar irradiance spectrum and the spectral distribution of radiation emitted from that of a 
blackbody with temperature of ~ 5700 K   
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2-4. Emissivity 
Emissivity is a property of the surface of a material which describes the level of infrared energy 
radiation it emits [81]. The emissivity of an object is the ratio between the amount of radiation it 
emits to the amount of radiation emitted by a blackbody at the same temperature.  This ratio varies 
between 0 and 1 depending on the properties of the selected material. For example, the surface of 
an ideal blackbody at room temperature emits thermal radiation at an intensity of approximately 
448 W/m2 at room temperature (298 K). All real objects in the world can be categorized by their 
emissivity ratios which range between 0 and 1. It should be noted that the emissivity of real objects 
are all lower than a perfect blackbody which, by definition, has an emissivity equal to 1. An object 
with an emissivity of 0 is unable to emit infrared energy [82]. Also, another important thing about 
emissivity is that it is spectrally dependent and generally a function of surface temperature and 
direction. However, there is still limited data available for the spectral emissivity of most materials 
and most often the emissivity is reported solely for the normal direction. Accordingly, usually 
average values are being considered for emissivity over direction, wavelength, or both. The 
temperature and emissivity of an object are properties which can define how much infrared energy 
can be emitted by an object. An example of the spectral radiant emittance of an ideal blackbody 
and the common mineral quartz at 600 K is shown in Figure 2-5 . As can be seen, quartz as a real 
object in the world emits less thermal radiation than a perfect blackbody as expected [81]. 
 
 
Figure 2-5. Comparing the spectral radiant 
emittance of an ideal blackbody and quartz 
(Reprinted with permission from Ref. [81]). 
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2-5. Low emissivity coatings 
An efficient method to save energy is to apply low-Emissivity (low-E) coatings on top of surfaces, 
such as windows. Low-E materials can significantly reduce energy usage by reducing radiative 
heat losses [83-85]. 
In general, transparent low-E coatings can be divided into two categories: hard coatings based on 
metal oxides and soft coatings based on thin-film metallic materials. Metal-oxide based low-E 
coatings, which typically comprise transparent conductive oxides (TCOs) such as tin oxide (SnO), 
indium oxide (In2O3) or zinc oxide (ZnO), generally exhibit lower infrared reflectance and higher 
solar transmittance in comparison to thin-film metallic low-E coatings, which are mainly 
comprised of metals such as silver (Ag), copper (Cu) and gold (Au) [86-89]. Depending on the 
optical properties of coatings and their environmental stability, mechanical specifications and 
combined effects, they can be used for different applications [90].  
In order to increase the performance of solar thermal collectors, the proper combination of 
properties with regard to solar gains, thermal losses and resistance to temperature, humidity, 
mechanical stress as well as their combined effects should be considered. For example, soft 
coatings like silver are not a good choice for humid and wet areas because of their high sensitivity 
to corrosion [84]. As a result, several works have been cited to demonstrate TCOs application for 
solar thermal collectors [90-95]. For example, Ehrmann et al. [96] reported a solar transmittance 
of about 85% for a double glazing with selective layers of ZnO and Al2O3 to be used in solar-
thermal flat-plate collectors. Furthermore, nanoparticles can be used for filtering and optical 
purposes [97,98]. For example, Dejanette et al. [98] provided a spectrally selective filter to 
maximize absorption and transmission in desired wavelength ranges by means of a nanoparticle 
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fluid (transmitting more than 82 % insolation above a desired bandgap and absorbing 86% of 
insolation below the bandgap).  
2-6. Transparent conductive oxides  
First investigation of transparent conductive oxides (TCOs), which are a specific class of 
transparent conductive electrodes (TCEs), was reported by Bädeker in 1907 with CdO, Cu2O and 
PbO. Although TCOs have been identified for more than a century, industrial outcomes only 
appeared almost 5 decades later after Bädeker’s investigations in the 1950s. Furthermore, the most 
notable innovation introduced in the 1970s was the application of low-E TCO/metal/TCO 
multilayers in architectural and window glasses as well as ITO coatings in flat-panel displays with 
liquid crystals. By 2005, TCO layers became very convenient in solar cell applications, particularly 
with photovoltaics for electrical power generation. Among all kinds of TCOs nowadays, ITOs are 
still the most dominant material for flat-panel displays. This is while, ZnO and SnO2 are used in 
the production of solar cells with thin films. The main reason for using these materials instead of 
ITO for solar cells is the high price of ITO compared to those materials [99-103]. 
2-6-1.  Sandwich dielectrics 
Recently sandwich dielectrics have also been widely studied to improve the spectrally selective 
coating of the receiver for a more efficient solar collector. Taylor et al. [104] reported that indium 
tin oxide (ITO) and ZnS-Ag-ZnS provided the highest efficiency factor for selectivity (a 
nondimensional metric term for materials and configuration to serve as a transparent selective solar 
coating) among other existing materials. Bellas and Lidorikis [105] studied the performance of 
nano-composite metal-dielectric absorbers with selective coatings in parabolic trough collectors. 
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They simulated various coatings with selective filters for a temperature range from 400-1000 ℃ 
with maximum efficiency at approximately 850 ℃ (~30% better performance). 
A significant weakness of low-E coatings is the lower transmittance in the visible wavelength 
range compared to that of a bare glass pane. Although this area is still open for research, one 
method to overcome this drawback is to add an antireflective coating (ARCs) to increase 
transparency in the visible region [86, 87, 106]. ARCs will be illustrated more in depth in Section 
2-8. 
2-6-2. Nanoparticle films 
Nanoparticles refer to particles with dimensions up to 100 nm. These particles may exhibit 
extraordinary features that are different from those of the larger scale substance. Due to their 
flexibility in various aspects, they have been used in various industries with different applications 
including catalysts, electronics, drug carriers, magnetic and optical materials, pigments, and 
sensors. It is imperative to investigate novel procedures for the synthesis of nanoparticles to control 
properties such as composition, crystallinity, morphology and size distribution. So far, various 
methods have been introduced by scientists for nanoparticle synthesis such as gas-phase-, liquid 
phase- and solid-phase-processes [97]. 
Preparation of nanoparticles can be done using aerosol spray methods including spray pyrolysis, 
spray drying, and the flame spray methods. Aerosol spray methods are simple and rapid for 
processing. They can be use to prepare phosphor nanoparticles, transparent conductive 
nanoparticles, composite particles, and porous particles. Nanoparticle fabrication using organized 
pores with spray drying is of interest. Generally, porous particles can be prepared with oxide 
materials, if colloidal oxide nanoparticles are existing. When the particles and pores are small 
enough, they do not scatter light and can be used as thin optical films. In this case, the precursor 
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is a combination of two colloids: 1. silica nanoparticles with different sizes and 2. polymer 
(polystyrene latex (PSL)). The size of the resulting nanoparticles is on the order of ~ 10 to 100 nm 
[107].  
In order to reduce the index of refraction of a material, porosity can be introduced because the 
index of refraction is related to the density [108-109]. However, the pore size needs to be 
significantly smaller than the light wavelength. Also, in order to avoid scattering, the pore 
distribution has to be homogenous. The relation between the density and index of refraction can 
be defined as follows 
𝑛𝑝
2 −1
𝑛2−1
=
𝑥𝑝
𝑥
                2-3 
where 𝑛 is the refractive index of non-porous material, 𝑥 is the density of non-porous material, 
𝑛𝑝 is the index of the porous material and 𝑥𝑝 is the density of porous material.  
Equation 2-3 can also be written in terms of porosity as follows 
𝑛𝑝
2 −1
𝑛2−1
= 1 −
𝑝
100
               2-4 
where 𝑃 is percent porosity. As an example, Figure 2-6 shows the refractive index variation with 
porosity for TiO2, A1203, and SiO2 [108].  
 
Figure 2-6. Porosity effect on refractive indices of different oxides (Reprinted with permission 
from Ref. [108], The Optical Society) 
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2-7. Solar selective surfaces 
In the context of a building, by applying low-E coatings on glass windows a large portion of the 
radiant heat that would otherwise be exchanged between the structure and surrounding 
environment can be prevented. As a result, to keep the building at a desired temperature (e.g. warm 
enough in the winter and cool in the summer) less power is required.  Low-E coatings can also be 
used for solar thermal applications [110-115]. A solar selective surface is similar, but the solar 
light that is transmitted is absorbed for the case of the solar selective surface. Consequently, by 
applying low-Emissivity coatings to the surface of a solar concentrator it will result in a 
considerable reduction in thermal losses [83,116]. For example, more electric power can be 
produced by Dish-Stirling systems using these types of solar concentrators. 
In order to improve the conversion of solar energy into useful heat, with respect to Figure 2-7.a, 
an object should be able to provide two properties. Both of these properties can be presented based 
on the reflectance phenomenon. The first is that it should have low reflectance (i.e. high 
absorptance) in visible and near IR wavelength and high reflectance (i.e. low emittance) in the IR 
and far IR wavelength ranges for thermal radiation [117]. The ideal case can be stated 
quantitatively with the following expressions: 
R(λ) = 0 for 300 < λ < 4000 nm                                   (2-5) 
and 
R(λ)= 1 for 4000 < λ < 50 000 nm           (2-6) 
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How can the temperature of a blackbody under solar radiant energy be maximized? As shown in 
Figure 2-7.b, a transparent low-E coating deposited onto a black body functions as a solar selective 
surface that absorbs solar radiation (with wavelengths between 0.3 to 4 μm) while preventing 
infrared radiant energy from exiting the blackbody (with wavelengths on the order of ~10 μm 
depending on the temperature of the blackbody) . Figure 2-7.c shows a transparent heat mirror film 
with a gap, and yet the combination of the transparent low-E coating on glass and the black body 
together still function as a solar selective surface with capability to maximize transparency in 
a.                                         
b.                                       
c.                            
Figure 2-7. a. Schematic diagram of a black surface with high solar absorbance b. Solar selective coating 
behaviour on the surface of a blackbody c. Solar selective coating behaviour far from the blackbody 
surface (G represents the solar radiant power) 
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visible wavelengths to allow solar radiation pass through the coating and provide highest reflection 
in infrared wavelengths to reflect IR thermal radiation [118].  
Figure 2-8 shows the solar spectrum and four different blackbodies with temperatures of 500, 1000, 
1500 and 2000 K. It can be seen that these spectra are bell-shaped and have different maximum 
intensities for different temperatures, which decrease towards smaller wavelengths as the 
temperature increases. Thus, the temperature of a blackbody like the one shown in Figure 2-8 under 
solar radiation can be maximized by coating it with a selective surface that maximizes the 
transmittance of solar radiation while reflecting thermal radiation. The ability to maximize the 
temperature of a blackbody subjected to incident solar radiation using transparent low emissivity 
films is described quantitatively in the next section.  
 
Figure 2-8. Solar irradiance (left scale) and radiant blackbody spectra (right scale) for blackbodies at 
different temperatures (500, 1000, 1500 and 2000 K) 
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2-7-1. Maximizing the temperature of a blackbody subjected to incident 
solar radiation 
Considering a transparent cover with a low-E coating over top of a black body (e.g. the diagram 
shown in Figure 2-7.c), the power radiated from the blackbody surface can be determined by the 
Stefan-Boltzmann law for absolute temperature T and body surface area of A with emissivity ε as 
follows: [119-120] 
Prad = εσT
4A                                                                                                                             (2-7) 
Furthermore, the net power radiated between an emitting object with temperature T and 
surroundings with temperature T0 is the difference between the power emitted and the power 
absorbed: 
Pnet = Pemit − Pabsorb = εσ(T
4 − T0
4)A                                                                                   (2-8) 
where Stefan-Boltzmann’s constant is: 
σ =
2π5kB
4
15h3c2
=
π2k4
60ℏ3c2
≈ 5.67 × 10−8   W/(m2K4)                                                                      (2-9) 
where kB ≈ 1.38 × 10
−23 is Boltzmann’s constant, h ≈ 6.63 × 10−34 Js is Plank’s constant, ℏ =
h
2π
≈ 1.05 × 10−34 Js is the reduced Plank’s constant and c ≈ 3.00 × 108 m/s is the velocity of 
light. 
Moreover, the absorbed solar power [121] can be denoted as follows: 
P = G. t. a. A                        (2-10) 
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where G is the solar radiant power, a is absorbance of the surface, t is the transmittance for solar 
irradiation. 
For the case of a blackbody coated with a solar selective surface subjected to incident solar 
radiation, in equilibrium, the entering (Equation 4) and exiting (Equation 2) power should be equal 
(e.g. Pin = Pout), and this condition can be used to derive Equation 5: 
εσT4= G. t. a 
T4 =
G. t. a 
εσ
=
t
ε
G
σ
a 
T = Const . (
t
ε
)
1/4
                       (2-11) 
Thus, to maximize the temperature of a blackbody, the transmittance for solar irradiation and the 
emissivity of a spectral selective coating should be maximized and minimized, respectively. In 
order to satisfy the conservation condition for the total energy in the solar radiation beam, the 
relationship between transmittance (t), absorbance (a) and reflectance (r) can be defined as follows 
[96]: 
t(λ) + a(λ) + r(λ) = 1  (100%)                                                                                              (2-12) 
Where all these parameters are functions of wavelength, incident angle and the material’s optical 
properties such as index of refraction and extinction coefficient. 
 Kirchhoff’s law of thermal radiation states that for a given wavelength the emissivity and 
absorptivity of an object are equal: 
ε(λ) = a(λ)                                                                          (2-13) 
Where ε stands for the emittance. 
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Considering an opaque material (T(λ) = 0) for the case of a transparent cover with a low-E coating 
over top of the black body the emittance can be represented as follows [83, 122-123]: 
ε(λ) = 1 − r(λ)                       (2-14) 
This leads to an important conclusion that in the design of a transparent heat mirror a low-E coating 
can be achieved by maximizing the reflectance over the infra-red region. More theoretical 
background and details are given by Jelle [83, 124]. 
2-7-2. Solar selective surfaces 
A spectrally selective, or solar selective, surface can be realized using different materials structured 
in different forms. Among these, six different kinds of solar selective surfaces reported by Kanu 
and Binions [117] are shown through Figure 2-9 to Figure 2-14. 
Figure 2-9 shows a material which is comprised of solar selective materials with intrinsic optical 
properties. It is also called a “mass absorber” in which selective absorption and emissivity are 
intrinsic characteristics of the materials and examples include MoO3-doped Mo, Silicon doped 
with Boron (Si doped with B), Calcium fluoride (CaF2), Hafnium Carbide (HfC), Zirconium 
Diboride (ZrB2, SnO2), Indium(III) Oxide (In2O3), Europium(III) Oxide (Eu2O3), Rhenium 
Trioxide (ReO3), Vanadium(V) oxide (V2O5) and Lanthanum hexaboride (LaB6) [125, 126]. 
However, there are limited materials which ideally exhibit this property and further work needs to 
be done in order to develop these materials further. 
 
Figure 2-9. Solar selective materials with intrinsic optical properties (Reprinted with permission from 
Ref. [117], The Royal Society). 
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Figure 2-10 illustrates a semi-conductor-metal tandem design with spectrally selective properties. 
Semiconductors with band gaps of approximately 0.5 eV to 1.26 eV absorb incident solar radiation 
while exhibiting low emissivity in the IR spectral range on account of their band-gap. As 
mentioned, the drawback of this surface is that working with semiconductors leads to larger 
refractive index materials, which means higher reflection losses and demands for an additional 
anti-reflection layer [117]. As an example, one can refer to Si (1.1 eV) and Ge (0.7 eV) [126]. 
 
Figure 2-10. A semi-conductor metal design with spectral selectivity property (Reprinted with 
permission from Ref. [117], The Royal Society). 
Figure 2-11 shows a multi-layer coating design comprised of alternate layers of 
dielectric/metal/dielectric (D/M/D). D/M/D absorbers or multilayer interface stacks can be 
designed so that they become efficient selective absorbers. The selectivity is achieved by tuning 
the thickness of the bottom dielectric layer such that interference effects occur for selective 
wavelengths, and is not dependent on the selectivity of the dielectric material within the structure. 
Various multilayer absorbers comprised of different metals (e.g., Mo, Ag, Cu, Ni) and dielectric 
layers (e.g., Al2O3, SiO2, CeO2, ZnS) have been used for high-temperature applications [126]. This 
type of solar selective surface, with Mo and Al2O3 as the metal and dielectric layers, respectively, 
has been produced at large-scales via vacuum coating technology [117]. 
 
Figure 2-11. Multi-layer coatings design consisting of dielectric/metal/dielectric layers (Reprinted with 
permission from Ref. [117], The Royal Society). 
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A metal/dielectric-composite-metal tandem, or absorber-reflector tandem design, is shown in 
Figure 2-12, wherein a dielectric medium hosts metallic nanoparticles. In order to optimize the 
spectral selectivity, one can choose different materials, layer thicknesses, concentration of 
particles, shape and orientation of the particles and grading. Another version of this type is a 
powder semiconductor-reflector design in which the solar selective characteristics of inorganic 
metal oxides, organic black pigments, metal-dust-pigmented selective paints and semiconductors 
are of interest. 
 
Figure 2-12. A metal/dielectric-composite-metal tandem design (Reprinted with permission from Ref. 
[117], The Royal Society). 
Figure 2-13 shows the high solar absorptance in textured metal surfaces which can be produced 
by frequent internal reflections against metal dendrites with 2µm separation. As here the 
corresponding wavelengths are much larger than the dendrite deviation, the low-E term is 
unaltered by this design [117]. An ideal textured surface provides low emissivity at long 
wavelengths while at the same time gives high absorptivity at shorter wavelengths. Surface 
texturing can be created by several methods including: 1. ion-exchange reactions between metals, 
2. oxidation of metals at high temperature, 3. unidirectional solidification of eutectic alloys, 4. 
vapor deposition, 5. vapor–liquid–solid mechanism, and 6. x-ray, e-beam, or nanoimprint 
lithography. [125]. 
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Figure 2-13. Solar absorptance in textured metal surfaces (Reprinted with permission from Ref. 
[117], The Royal Society). 
Finally, Figure 2-14 illustrates a spectrally selective solar-transmitting coating on an absorbing 
surface with properties very close to a black-body [127]. In this case, the coating may be a highly 
doped semiconductor such as SnO2:F, SnO2:Sb, In2SO3:Sn, and ZnO:Al, and black enamel can 
be used as the absorber material [126].  
 
Figure 2-14. A spectrally selective solar-transmitting coating on a blackbody-like absorber (Reprinted 
with permission from Ref. [117], The Royal Society). 
Among all the existing materials, Nickel pigmented anodic alumina [128] is the most well-known 
coating in the market and is provided by AC anodization of an aluminium sheet in dilute 
phosphoric acid followed by AC electrolysis in a NiSO4 bath [127]. 
2-8. Photonic crystals 
The thermal radiation spectra of emitter surfaces depend on their photon density of states. The 
photon density of states can be controlled by structuring the emitter in the form of a photonic 
crystal (PhC) such that it behaves as a selective solar absorber. PhCs are comprised of a pattern of 
materials arranged in a periodic form with different dielectric constants. PhCs can provide a 
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complete photonic band gap over particular wavelength ranges wherein all light is reflected, 
regardless of its incident angle or polarization. Moreover, by using 2D and 3D arrangements, the 
angle-dependant photonic density of states can be tuned. Accordingly, higher values for emission 
is achieved, which result in better thermal transfer efficiencies.   
Figure 2-15 shows some examples of photonic crystals with one-, two-, and three-dimensional 
structures. The distinct colors represent materials with distinct dielectric constants. The 
distinguishing property of a PhC is its periodic dielectric constant in at least one direction [129]. 
 
Figure 2-15. Samples for one-, two-, and three-dimensional photonic crystals with regard to their 
periodicity along one, two and three directions, respectively (Reprinted with permission from Ref. 
[129], The Princeton University Press). 
2-8-1. One-dimensional photonic crystals 
Applying a one-dimensional (1-D) periodic structure on the surface of a material strongly changes 
the effective optical absorption and emission of that material. The main parameters that can be 
altered in this design are the periodicity and depth which have been studied in the literature [125].  
For the case of a 1-D PhC deposited on a surface, wherein the layers within the PhC are parallel 
to the surface, the surface may exhibit a photonic stop-gap, wherein normally incident light is very 
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strongly reflected over a spectral region. Any 1-D PhC at the surface will provide distinct reflecting 
zones where the reflectance is a function of the number of repeat units of the structure and 
wavelength of the incident light. The high reflectance wavelength regions are known as the 
photonic band gaps, or stop-gaps for the case of a 1-D PhC [130]. Furthermore, by fabricating the 
1-D PhC with transparent materials, the 1-D PhC may still be transmissive to light that is outside 
the stop-gap. Herein, 1-D PhCs are being used to function as coatings for solar concentrators that 
transmit solar radiation while reflecting infrared radiation to reduce radiative heat losses. In 
comparison to 2-D and 3-D PhCs, 1-D PhCs have the broadest and most intense reflection spectra 
for normally incident light (or near-normal). Moreover, it is generally easier to fabricate 1-D PhCs 
than 2-D and 3-D PhCs.  
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2-9. Antireflective coatings 
Antireflective coatings (ARCs) provide minimal reflection and are used in the design of numerous 
optical devices. Recently, researches in biological and optical fields focused on the reflectance 
minimization and importance of nanotechnology to enhance ARCs design [131-132]. 
The term reflection in optical literatures is originated from a transition in the medium (glass, water, 
air, etc.) where light is moving forward. The medium here is defined by refractive index (n) which 
represents the light speed in the medium with regard to that in vacuum. Consequently, as light 
shines on an object, eyes will be able to discover an optical disturbance if there is a variation in 
refractive index (RI). The basic model of reflection and refraction is defined by the Fresnel 
equation. With respect to the model provided by Augustin-Jean Fresnel, the reflected portion of 
incident light at the interface is calculated by reflectance, R and the rest which is transmitted is 
calculated by transmittance, T. 
With respect to Figure 2-16.a and Figure 2-16.b, the Fresnel model for the anti-reflection condition 
considers a thin film (RI = n) on a glass substrate (RI = ns) and the reflectance for normal incidence 
is illustrated as follows 
r = [
nairns−n
2
nairns+n
2]
2
                                                                                                                         (2-14) 
 
Figure 2-16. Light propagation through (a) a 1-layer film on substrate (ns > n) (b) multilayer film on 
substrate absorber (Reprinted with permission from Ref. [132], The Royal Society of Chemistry). 
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As the goal here is to reach zero reflectance, setting r to zero in Equation 2-14, one can find the 
refractive index of the film (n) as follows  
𝑛 = √𝑛𝑎𝑖𝑟𝑛𝑠                (2-15) 
As the term reflectance (r) in Fresnel model is related to the s-polarization and p-polarization of 
the light, the antireflective phenomenon is also analyzed on the basis of these two. The analysis 
provided so far is with respect to a single layer on the substrate. For multi layered ARCs, the main 
idea remains the same and just the mathematical model changes based on the vector analysis of 
the individual rays. Overall, by adjusting the RI and thickness of the film, antireflective coatings 
are attainable.  
2-9-1. Strategies to achieving anti-reflection 
Antireflective coatings can be realized at a surface using two methods.  First, one can use 
porous/patterned surfaces and the second method involves grading the refractive index at a surface, 
and both methods will be discussed here.  The basic design has been introduced based on existing 
natural species like moth eyes and it has been enhanced by computational discoveries and 
techniques to advance innovative procedures. 
2-9-1-1. Porous/patterned anti-reflection coatings 
Zero reflectance can be achieved at a surface by applying an anti-reflective coating with an index 
of refraction equal to √𝑛𝑎𝑖𝑟𝑛𝑠, where nair is the refractive index of the incident medium, which is 
assumed to be air, and ns is the substrate refractive index. In order to adjust the refractive index of 
a film one can make it porous. For example, porous/density graded silicon (PSi) is a well-known 
material with a decreased index of refraction compared to that of solid Si [133]. Moreover, the 
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index of refraction of PSi depends on its volume fraction. Consequently, the index of refraction 
can be decreased by decreasing the fraction, f, of Si and increasing the pore volume (1-f). 
In the natural world, the “moth’s eye” functions as a highly effective ARC. In order to avoid 
detection from predators, the eye of the moth has changed into a dull surface to prevent reflection 
of light [132]. As shown in Figure 2-17, sub-wavelength structures (SWS) or fine nanostructure 
patterns captured by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) has feature sizes that are smaller than 
the wavelength of light. In fact, it is these microscopic nanostructured patterns that interact 
differently with light compared to macroscopic structures.  
 
Figure 2-17. The eye of the moth and the scanning electron microscopy image illustrating the Nano 
bumps on the outer domain of the corneal lens (Reprinted with permission from Ref. [132] , The Royal 
Society of Chemistry). 
In macroscopic structures the incident light would normally be reflected after being partly 
absorbed as shown in Figure 2-18.a. However, in microscopic structures, especially the SWSs with 
dimensions less than the wavelength of light by a factor of ~10 [134], it will interact in a completely 
different way. That is, when the wavelength of incident light is much longer than the size of the 
surface structures, the effective index of refraction at the surface is graded. Consequently, incident 
light tends to bend significantly at the surface while reflection is suppressed (Figure 2-18.b). Figure 
2-18.c illustrates that in applying similar dimensional restrictions to the spacing and depth of the 
nanostructured pattern, light rays undergo several internal reflections and are more likely to be 
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absorbed before being reflected.  This phenomenon causes the maximum absorption of the incident 
light and reflection over the visible wavelength range may be reduced to as low as 0.1%. 
 
Figure 2-18. (a) reflection of light in a macrostructure pattern, (b) interaction of light with the rough 
domain because of similar size, (c) internal reflections of light over a nanostructure pattern (Reprinted 
with permission from Ref. [132] , The Royal Society of Chemistry).  
2-9-1-2. Graded-index anti-reflection coatings 
Another method to decrease the reflectance from a surface is to apply an ARC whose index of 
refraction gradually decreases from that of the substrate (ns) at the substrate surface to that of the 
air (nair). The reduction of the index of refraction can be defined by different profiles such as those 
shown in Figure 2-19. This phenomenon can also be seen in nature such as the antelope’s eyes 
which have a broad field vision, human’s eyes with aberration reduction, and the eyes of eagles 
with high spatial resolution. 
The concept behind this work was initially provided by Lord Rayleigh [135] in 1880 once he 
solved the gradual transition problem using numerical solutions to show that as density varies in a 
variable medium design, reflection decreases and light rays twists (Figure 2-19c). This design is 
also referred to as graded refractive index (GRIN) and the variation in index of refraction can be 
done by means of different profiles (such as linear, cubic, and quintic) as will be discussed in 
Chapter 3 of this thesis. 
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Figure 2-19. (a) Refractive index variation with a step profile in a single layer antireflective design (b) 
gradual decrement of the index of refraction from ns to nair (c) bending of sun rays with smooth index 
variation of medium (Reprinted with permission from Ref. [132], The Royal Society of Chemistry). 
2-9-2. Different types of antireflective coatings 
Anti-reflection coatings can be classified into two different categories including homogeneous or 
inhomogeneous coatings. They can be further classified into single-layer, digital, or structured, 
and homogenous multilayer or complex inhomogeneous coatings as shown in Figure 2-20.a 
through d. Due to the importance in industries, antireflective coatings for the visible and infrared 
wavelengths have been studied carefully over the past years. 
2-9-2-1. Homogeneous anti-reflective coatings 
A single homogeneous antireflective layer with index of refraction n, is optimized according to 
Equation 11 and reflection is minimized when its thickness is equal to 𝜆/4 (Figure 2-20.a). 
However, in case of a substrate surrounded by air, nair is equal to 1 and n principally depends on 
the refractive index of the substrate. Considering dense ARCs, a suitable material that satisfies 
Equation 11 can only be guaranteed when ns > 2.0. This is while usually optical glasses have lower 
refractive indices (e.g. the index of refraction of a dense film is just ~ 1.45 for glass). To decrease 
the effective refractive index one can use porous or patterned layers (Figure 2-20.b). Besides, 
several homogeneous thin films in certain arrangements also can lead to zero reflectance at certain 
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wavelength(s) (Figure 2-20.c), however, it is difficult to minimize reflection over the broad solar 
spectrum using this technique. [132, 136-138]. 
 
Figure 2-20. Homogeneous ARCs, single layer (a), patterned (b) and multilayer (c) and inhomogeneous 
ARCs, single layer (d), patterned (e) and multi-layer (f). Notice the variation in refractive index with 
respect to film thickness (Reprinted with permission from Ref. [132], The Royal Society of Chemistry). 
2-9-2-2. Inhomogeneous anti-reflective coatings 
Inhomogeneous ARCs use a GRIN structure to achieve anti-reflectivity. As shown in Figure 
2-20.d, the reflection from abrupt interfaces is decreased by gradually decreasing the index of 
refraction with depth from nair to ns. For this design, the total thickness of the layer is not important, 
however, results from the literature suggest that the thickness should be more than 𝜆𝑈 or 2𝜆𝑈, 
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where 𝜆𝑈 stands for the upper wavelength, or longest wavelength, of the incident light. The 
primary reason for AR behaviour of an inhomogeneous layer is that in such a design the influence 
of an abrupt interface on the reflection of the surface is mitigated. However, it is very difficult to 
deposit inhomogeneous layers with precise control.  
Assuming nair =1, the inhomogeneous ARC can reach almost zero reflectance if the thickness of 
the layer obeys the aforementioned 𝜆𝑈 border and that the lateral dimensions of the patterns are 
less than the wavelength of light (Figure 2-20.e). When these situations are guaranteed the effective 
medium theory can be used and the material–air structure can be represented by the layer set up 
be similar to SWS structure with indices of refraction vary gradually from nair=1 to ns (Figure 
2-20.f) [132, 136-138]. 
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2-10. Fabrication and characterization 
In this section methods for fabrication and characterization of graded-index thin films is reported.  
2-10-1. Fabrication 
Although graded index profiles exhibit excellent improvement in the design of transparent heat 
mirrors, it would be very difficult to precisely fabricate the linear, cubic, and quintic graded index 
profiles throughout the dielectric mirror. The main reason is that it is difficult to control the 
continuous change of the refractive index profile over the large number of periods in the dielectric 
mirror [139, 140]. However, results recently reported in the literature show various emerging 
methods to fabricate graded-index films including lithography and wet etching, integrated nano-
island coating arrays on nano-conical-frustum arrays, improved metal-induced chemical etching, 
oblique-angle deposition, electron beam coevaportion, ion beam assisted deposition, plasma-
enhanced chemical vapor deposition and sol-gel process [139-144]. Most of the reports 
demonstrate oblique-angle decomposition technique as a successful method to fabricate graded-
index films [144-147].  
Oblique-angle deposition is categorized as a vapour deposition technique usually used to fabricate 
thin films with a nanostructure, predesigned tilt angle and controllable porosity. The precise 
control of the porosity can allow one to control the refractive indices ranging from nL=1.09 to 
nH=2.6. Accordingly, almost all graded index profiles can be realized by this technique [147].  
Although fabrication of the graded-index profile is still challenging, a low refractive index of 1.063 
was achieved by Zhang Jun-Chao et al. [144] for SiO2 with a quintic profile grown by the glancing 
angle deposition technique using electron-beam evaporation. Recently, the lowest refractive index 
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with n= 1.05 was reported by Xi and Schubert et al. [140] using oblique-angle deposition to control 
the graded refractive index profile with flat substrates. 
As discussed earlier, it is still problematic to fabricate graded-index profiles throughout the 
dielectric mirror. Consequently, the dielectric mirrors presented in this work are not presently 
expected to the best option from an economic standpoint when compared to commercially 
available solar selective films. However, results recently reported in the literature show various 
emerging methods. Future work will focus on using these fabrication techniques to demonstrate a 
decent method to simply fabricate graded index profiles and dielectric heat mirrors presented in 
this work such that they can be economically used in various solar thermal applications. 
2-10-2. Characterization 
Characterization of deposited layers with a graded-index profile can be done using ellipsometry. 
Although in the beginning application of ellipsometry in gradient index analysis showed some 
inhomogeneity in the layers because of the deposition process, several reports demonstrate 
characterization of the deposited layers with graded-index profiles using ellipsometry [139, 148-
149].  
Ellipsometry is an optical technique allowing accurate investigation of the optical properties of 
thin films such as refractive index of the films, film thickness and the dielectric constant. 
Ellipsometry uses the changes in the light polarization upon reflection or transmission [149]. 
As an example, Figure 2-21 shows a scanning-electron-micrograph (SEM) image of a graded-
index multilayer thin films design. As shown in the Figure 2-21, the refractive indexes of each 
layer are characterized by ellipsometry, and their thicknesses are 69, 78, 81, 101, 113, 145, and 
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156 nm, from bottom to top, respectively. Two layers of TiO2 are fabricated in the bottom with 
high refractive indexes of n=2.60 and 2.52, respectively. In the middle, three layers using SiO2 and 
TiO2 are co-sputtered. Finally, for the top two layers SiO2 nanorods are fabricated [147]. 
 
Figure 2-21. SEM image of a sample with a graded refractive index multilayer thin film design 
(Reprinted with permission from Ref.  [147], The Optical Society) 
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2-11. Motivation and objectives 
As discussed earlier in Section 2-5, an efficient method to save energy is to implement low-E 
coatings on top of the receiver of a CSP system as a solar selective surface and reduce radiative 
heat losses.  In the design of a selective surface, a low-E coating can be achieved by maximizing 
the reflectance over the infra-red region. This solar selective surface can be designed as a 1-D PhC 
deposited on a surface to provide high reflectance wavelength regions as the photonic band gaps. 
However, as discussed earlier and as will be shown in Section 3-2-1, a 1-D design provides lower 
transmittance in the visible wavelength regions which finally requires higher incoming energy 
source as well. In order to compensate for this weakness, the 1-D PhC should be designed in such 
a way to exhibit high transmittance for solar radiation and high reflectance in the near infrared and 
infrared spectral regions. Using a 1-D design, higher transmittance in the visible wavelengths can 
be achieved by implementing graded-index anti-reflection coatings where the refractive index 
profile between its high and low index of refraction regions is defined with a graded-index profile 
rather than a step function. Considering the new selective surface, one can increase the efficiency 
of a CSP system without loosing the incoming energy. 
With regards to the technology gap addressed by this work, in practice, commercially available 
selectively absorbing surfaces such as black chrome and TiNOx, are used for making solar 
receivers. However, for receiver designs that require a transparent cover, such as porous 
volumetric receivers, the technology is not well developed. Thus, the work presented in this thesis 
focuses on the advancement of transparent solar selective covers. The approach taken towards 
advancing transparent solar selective covers is to use dielectric mirrors comprised of materials that 
are highly transparent in the visible region. In the literature it has been suggested that this approach 
is not technologically feasible because of the number of layers (on the order of hundreds) that 
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would have to be deposited in the dielectric mirror to achieve a selective coating of high quality 
[150]. However, the novelty of the dielectric mirrors designed in this thesis, as discussed in Chapter 
3, is that the index of refraction between the high- and low- index of refraction films within the 
dielectric mirror is graded. This feature greatly increases the selectivity of these dielectric mirrors 
while drastically reducing the number of layers they are comprised of.    
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2-12. Thesis outline  
The important background topics for designing transparent heat mirrors for solar thermal 
applications was presented in this chapter. In the following, in Chapter 3, the thesis will be 
continued with the design of a transparent selective coating in the form of a dielectric mirror (often 
referred to as one-dimensional photonic crystal or a Bragg-reflector) comprised of alternating 
layers with different indices of refraction. Then, the alternating layers of films will be designed to 
selectively reflect light strongly over the infra-red spectral region while being highly transmissive 
towards solar irradiance. In order to accomplish this, thin graded index layers will be designed as 
anti-reflection coatings at the interfaces between the alternating layers within the dielectric mirror. 
Three different index of refraction profiles will be considered including: 1. a linear index variation, 
2. a cubic index variation and 3. a quintic index variation [139]. Chapter 4, will provide sensitivity 
analysis of the transmittance and reflectance spectra of the dielectric heat mirror towards its 
number of layers, resolution of the refractive index profiles, refractive index, number of stacked 
dielectric mirrors, absorption, and incident angle of the incoming light. In Chapter 5, the 
transparent heat mirrors will be used in the design of a solar concentrators operating at different 
temperatures to evaluate its ability to improve the performance of high-temperature solar thermal 
energy applications. Finally, conclusions and recommendations for future work will be provided 
in Chapter 6. 
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3. Dielectric mirrors and graded index antireflection coatings 
In this chapter, dielectric mirrors as well as graded index antireflection coatings will be studied. A 
dielectric mirror (otherwise referred to as a Bragg-reflector or a one-dimensional photonic crystal) 
is comprised of several thin layers of dielectric material, usually deposited on a substrate of glass 
or other optical specimen. They can be used to produce high reflectivity over a certain range of 
wavelengths. Conversely, in order to decrease the reflectance from a surface one can apply an 
antireflection coating whose index of refraction gradually decreases from that of the substrate (ns) 
at the substrate surface to that of the incident medium, which is typically air (nair). 
3-1. Dielectric mirrors 
A dielectric mirror is composed of alternating thin film layers with a higher and lower index of 
refraction, denoted herein as H and L, respectively. For the case of optical coatings, a film is 
considered to be thin if reflections from its interfaces cause wave interference effects in the visible 
spectral region. On the other hand, films that do not cause significant wave interference effects for 
light with wavelengths in the visible spectral region or lower are considered to be thick. Normally, 
in a multilayer coating design the films are thin and the substrates are thick [151]. 
The reflected light at each interface within a dielectric mirror depends on the refractive indices of 
the materials on either side of the interface. Consequently, the intensity of the reflected light waves 
can be controlled by tuning the refractive indices of the films within the dielectric mirror. On the 
other hand, the phases of the light reflected at each interface can be controlled by the layer 
thickness. Accordingly, two key parameters for each layer within the multilayer coating, namely 
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the thickness and refractive index, are used to control its wavelength dependent reflectance and 
transmittance.  
Using electromagnetic wave theory, and with reference to Figure 3-1, the reflectance, r, and 
transmittance, t, of light incident onto a surface are provided by Equations 3-1 and 3-2, 
respectively. 
r = ρρ∗ = [
η0−Y
η0+Y
] [
η0−Y
η0+Y
]
∗
                                           (3-1) 
t =
4η0Re(Y)
(η0+Y)(η0+Y)∗
                                 (3-2) 
where 𝜌 is the amplitude of the reflection coefficient, 𝜂0 represents the admittance of the incident 
medium and Y is the admittance of the medium the light is incident on. Also, 𝑅𝑒 denotes the real 
part of Y in Equation 2. However, Equations 1 and 2 are valid only for normal incidence. For the 
case of oblique incidence, one can define p-polarized and s-polarized light, which have electric 
vectors parallel and perpendicular to the plane of incidence, respectively (Figure 3-2). 
Accordingly, the new expressions will be defined for the admittance for the case of oblique 
incidence for s-polarized and p-polarized light as in Equations 3 and 4: 
ηs = Y cos θ = (n − ik) cos θ           for s-polarized light                            (3-3) 
ηp = Y/ cos θ = (n − ik)/ cos θ       for p-polarized light                                                        (3-4) 
 
 
Figure 3-1. Transmitted and reflected light 
at an interface between two media 
Figure 3-2. P-polarized and s-polarized light 
obliquely incidence onto a surface.  
Incident 
Reflected 
Interface 
Transmitted 
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The surface admittance of the multilayer thin films can be calculated as follows 
Y =
C
B
 
[
B
C
] = {∏ [
cos δj
i sin δj
yj
iyj sin δj cos δj
]
q
j } [
1
ysub
]                      (3-5) 
Where, B and C are normalized tangential electric and magnetic fields, respectively, δj is the phase 
thickness of layer j, yj is the characteristic admittance of layer j, q is the number of layers and ysub 
is the characteristic admittance of the substrate [151]. 
3-1-1. Designing dielectric heat mirrors 
One-dimensional dielectric mirrors can be designed to function as coatings for solar concentrators 
that reflect infrared radiation to reduce radiative heat losses. The term “one-dimensional” here 
refers to the fact that there is no variation in the dielectric function, ε, along directions other than 
z, which is the direction that is normal to the surface of the coating [152]. It should be noted that 
the dielectric function is proportional to the square root of the refractive index (𝜀 = √𝑛) [153, 
154]. 
The quarter-wave stack, which is a type of distributed Bragg reflector or one-dimensional photonic 
crystal, is comprised of a series of alternating films with quarter-wave thicknesses, and of different 
H and L refractive index values. The structure provides a strongly reflected spectrum over a region 
around the wavelength for which the coatings are quarter-waves, usually denoted as the reference 
wavelength, 𝜆0 [155]. The reflectance peak is usually described by its full-width at half-maximum 
(FWHM). Accordingly, the quarter-wave thickness can be expressed as 
quarter − wave thickness =λ0/4n                 (3-6) 
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where n denotes the refractive index, H or L, of the high or low index materials within the structure, 
respectively. 
In this thesis, films with an index of refraction of 2 and 1.3 are selected as the H and L layers 
respectively. The L layer is representative of materials with a low index of refraction such as SiO2 
nanoparticle (NP) films [156-159] and the H layer is representative of materials with a high index 
of refraction including TCO films such as titanium dioxide (TiO2), colloidal yttrium oxide (Y2O3) 
and indium-doped tin oxide (ITO) films. In Chapter 4, a sensitivity analysis will be done to study 
the effects of altering the dielectric mirror parameters, including the H and L values of its 
constituent layers, on its performance to show the effects of selecting different materials on the 
properties of the dielectric mirror. A dielectric mirror with a stacking sequence of [HL]5 where H 
and L represent films with an index of refraction of 2 and 1.3, respectively, and the superscript 
denotes that there are 5 bilayers in the dielectric mirror, is shown in Figure 3-3. Using the methods 
described in the following section, the thicknesses of the H and L films were chosen such that the 
spectral position of the reflectance peak from the dielectric mirror minimizes the radiative heat 
losses from a receiver (or absorber) being heated by a solar concentrator to a temperature of 500 
K. Accordingly, the dielectric mirrors are designed to maximally reflect radiation from a black-
body with a temperature of 500 K, and the resulting thicknesses of the H and L layers are 725 nm 
and 1,154 nm, respectively. 
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Figure 3-3. A one-dimensional dielectric mirror comprised of alternating layers of a high index film, H, 
(blue color) and a low index film, L, (gray color). This dielectric mirror is coated onto glass. 
 
Figure 3-4. Refractive index profile for a quarter-wave dielectric mirror comprised of high index films 
(725 nm, n=2) and low index films (1,115.4 nm, n=1.3) 
With respect to Figure 3-5, a light beam (e.g. with power flux equal to the solar irradiance, G, and 
a spectral distribution similar to that from the sun) is incident onto a dielectric film which is highly 
transmissive towards solar radiation, allowing sunlight to pass, and highly reflective towards 
thermal radiation, preventing a large portion of the infrared radiant energy from exiting the 
absorber which is acting like a blackbody (emitting radiation with wavelengths on the order of ~10 
μm depending on the temperature of the blackbody). Accordingly, to illustrate the method of 
designing a dielectric mirror to function as a solar control film, the blackbody receiver is assumed 
to be at an equilibrium temperature of 500 K. Figure 3-6 illustrates the radiation spectrum for a 
TCO SiO2 
Glass Air 
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blackbody at an equilibrium temperature of 500 K. As can be seen in Figure 3-6, the highest 
intensity emitted from such a blackbody occurs at a wavelength of 5,810 nm, and therefor this has 
been chosen as the reference wavelength for the Bragg-peak position of the dielectric mirror. 
Accordingly, the thicknesses of the H and L films are set to be that of a quarter-wave stack with a 
reflectance peak wavelength of 5,810 nm. Considering the dielectric mirror with a stacking 
sequence of [HL]5 shown in Figure 3-4, the thicknesses of the H and L layers within the mirror 
would be 725 nm and 1,115.4 nm, respectively. 
 
Figure 3-5. Schematic diagram of a dielectric mirror functioning as a solar selective film 
 
Figure 3-6. Radiation spectrum for a blackbody at a temperature of 500 K 
λc = 5,810 nm 
Dielectric film 
Receiver (blackbody) 
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The reflectance spectrum for the [HL]5 stack is shown in Figure 3-7. This reflectance spectrum 
exhibits a strong reflectance peak with a FWHM of 2,150 nm, starting at 4,920 nm and ending at 
7,070 nm, and a maximum reflectance value of ~98% in the spectral vicinity of 5,810 nm. Over 
the near infrared and infrared spectral regions, the reflectance spectrum shows fluctuations, with 
the reflectance value remaining below 30%. For the visible wavelength range the reflectance 
spectra for the [HL]5 stack exhibits drastic fluctuations with reflectance peak values exceeding 90 
%. These reflectance peaks in the solar spectral region cause ~ 23% of the solar irradiance to be 
reflected. Considering Figure 3-7, the amount of solar radiation incident onto the solar receiver 
would be reduced to almost 77% of its original value, and thus these reflectance peaks reduce the 
efficiency and performance of the dielectric mirror in functioning as a solar control film. To reduce 
reflection in the solar spectrum region, one can apply the graded index technique to increase 
transmittance in the visible wavelength range while keeping the high reflectance values in the 
infrared spectral regions, which will be discussed in the next section. 
 
Figure 3-7. Reflectance spectrum for the quarter-wave dielectric mirror with alternating 725 nm thick H 
and 1,154 nm thick L layers with indices of refraction of 2 and 1.3, respectively (e.g. the dielectric 
mirror shown in Figure 3-3) 
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3-1-2. Modelling and validation of the dielectric mirror design 
In this thesis, a MATLAB code was developed based on the methods described in Section 3-1-1, 
that calculates the reflectance and transmittance spectra of dielectric mirrors. Accordingly, 
Equation 3-5 provides the admittance of each layer in matrix arrays to be formulated for all layers 
and used as input to calculate the reflectance and transmittance presented in Equations 3-1 through 
3-4. In order to calculate the blackbody radiation, Planck’s equations for spectral radiance provided 
in Section 2-2 has been used. Also, in order to have the graded-index coating behaviour, instead 
of a constant value for the refractive index, the calculated refractive index based on the method 
which will be discussed in Section 3-2 is used. The developed code is presented in the appendix.  
To validate the code, the reflectance and transmittance of dielectric mirrors are calculated and 
compared to those studied in the literature. For example, the reflectance from a dielectric mirror 
comprised of nine layers of polystyrene and tellurium is calculated and the results are compared 
to experimentally measured results in Figure 3-8 [160]. Also, the transmittance of dielectric 
mirrors comprised of alternating layers of indium-tin oxide (ITO) and SiO2 nanoparticle films is 
calculated and the results are compared to experimentally measured results [161]. As shown in 
Figure 3-9, the reflectance and transmittance spectra calculated using the MATLAB code provides 
a good approximation to those reported in the literature. Discrepancies between the calculated and 
experimentally measured spectra shown in Figure 3-8 and 3-9 are attributed to differences between 
the thickness or index of refraction values used in the experiment as compared to the values 
assigned to parameters in the analytical method. Furthermore, the reflectance and transmittance 
spectra calculated using the MATLAB code are compared with the results from COMSOL 
Multiphysics software (version 5.3), which offers two separate modules that can be used for thin-
film calculations (Ray Optics and Wave Optics). The results from the MATLAB code are 
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compared with those from COMSOL in Figure 3-9 and Figure 3-10. The results from both ray 
optics and wave optics modules agree well with those of the MATLAB code. 
 
Figure 3-8- Experimentally measured and calculated (MATLAB code) reflectance spectra of a dielectric 
mirror comprised of nine layers of polystyrene and tellurium [160] 
 
Figure 3-9. Experimentally measured and calculated (MATLAB code) transmittance spectra of 
dielectric mirrors comprised of alternating layers of ITO and SiO2 nanoparticle films [161] 
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Figure 3-10. Transmittance of a dielectric mirror comprised of alternating layers of TCO and SiO2 
nanoparticle films calculated using our MATLAB code and COMSOL Multiphysics software (five 
layers of TCO and SiO2 with thicknesses of 60 and 90 nm, respectively). 
 
Figure 3-11. Reflectance spectra from a dielectric mirror comprised of alternating layers of TCO and 
SiO2 nanoparticle films calculated using our MATLAB code and COMSOL Multiphysics software (five 
layers of TCO and SiO2 with thicknesses of 73 and 257 nm, respectively). 
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3-2. Graded-index antireflection coatings 
One way to increase the transparency in the visible range is to design the dielectric mirror such 
that the refractive index profile between the H and L films within the mirror is a graded-index 
profile rather than a step function. This technique involves using a continuously varying index of 
refraction profile at the interfaces between the H and L layers within the dielectric mirror. 
Southwell [141] investigated three different index of refraction profiles (e.g. linear, cubic and 
quintic profiles) to study their antireflection properties at the interface between two dielectric 
media. Here, the dielectric media are two films with nH = 2 and nL = 1.3, and nH and nL are the 
refractive indices of the two films at the interface. Southwell applied these graded refractive index 
profiles to glass surfaces to reduce the reflection from these surfaces in the visible spectral region. 
In this work the graded index of refraction profiles that Southwell considered are applied to each 
interface in the dielectric mirrors that are designed to reflect infrared radiation. That is, Southwell’s 
graded index of refraction profiles are applied at the interfaces between the H and L layers within 
a dielectric mirror to reduce reflection over spectral regions wherein the wavelength of light is 
considerably shorter than the Bragg-peak wavelength. Herein, this technique is referred to as the 
interfacial graded index technique. Accordingly, a dielectric mirror is designed to function as a 
transparent heat mirror that exhibits minimal reflection in the solar spectral region and a strong 
reflectance peak in infrared spectral regions. Furthermore, the effects of altering the dielectric 
mirror parameters on its performance are investigated. In this work several cases have been 
considered wherein the width of the graded index of refraction profile at the interface between the 
H and L layers is varied. The width of the region with a graded index of refraction, denoted herein 
as Wgrin, is varied from 0.5·(dL+H ) to 0.1·(dL+H), where dL+H = dL + dH, and dH and dL are the 
thicknesses of the H and L layers within the dielectric mirror, respectively. 
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To show how graded-index of refraction profiles can reduce reflection, consider an interface with 
a stacking sequence of [LH], as shown in Figure 3-12. The figure illustrates the refractive index 
variation for the linear (Figure a.), cubic (Figure b.) and quintic (Figure c.) profiles based on the 
graded-index technique where Wgrin, is varied from 0.1·(dL+H) to 0.5·(dL+H) and n is varied from 
nL = 1.3 to nH = 2. 
a. 
 
b. 
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c. 
 
Figure 3-12. Refractive index variation for the linear (Figure a.), cubic (Figure b.) and quintic (Figure c.) 
profiles based on the graded-index technique for two interfaces with Wgrin equal to 0 to 0.5·(dL+H), where 
nH = 2 and nL = 1.3 
To demonstrate functionality of the technique, three different cases of interfaces are considered 
here with stacking sequences of [HL], [LH] and [LHL]. Figure 3-13 shows the index of refraction 
profile at an [HL] interface for the cases of a step profile and the linear, cubic and quintic profiles.  
In general, the linear, cubic, and quintic index of refraction profiles are represented by Equations 
3-6, 3-7, and 3-8, respectively. 
n = ni + (ns − ni)d,                                                         0 ≤ d ≤ 1                                              (3-7) 
where ni and ns are the indices of refraction of the incident and substrate media, respectively. 
n = ni + (ns − ni)(3d
2 − 2d3),                                    0 ≤ d ≤ 1                            (3-8) 
n = ni + (ns − ni)(10d
3 − 15d4 + 6d5),                   0 ≤ d ≤ 1                               (3-9) 
As can be seen in Figure 3-14, the interfacial graded index technique significantly increases the 
transmission through the [HL] interface in the short wavelength region. On the other hand, the 
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reflectance from the [HL] interface in the long-wavelength spectral region, shown in Figure 3-15, 
remains almost the same as the case for the conventional interface wherein the index of refraction 
follows a simple step profile. Moreover, as shown in Figure 3-15, the reflectance from the [HL] 
interface with cubic or quintic interfacial graded index of refraction profiles better approximates 
that of the conventional quarter-wave stack interface as compared to the case when a linear 
interfacial profile is used. Figure 3-16 shows the index of refraction through an [LH] interface with 
step, linear, cubic and quintic graded index profiles. With reference to Figure 3-17, the [LH] 
interface exhibits the same transmittance as compared to the [HL] interface and this is obvious 
considering the transmittance relation provided earlier in Equation 3-2. Furthermore, as can be 
seen in Figure 3-19, the transmittance in the visible spectral region is the highest for a [LHL] 
interface with interfacial graded index of refraction profiles, which are shown in Figure 3-18. 
 
Figure 3-13. Refractive index variation for different profiles based on the interfacial graded-index 
technique with Wgrin=0.5·(dH + dL) for an interface with stacking sequences of [HL], having nH = 2 and 
nL = 1.3, respectively 
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Figure 3-14. Transmission through an interface with stacking sequences of [HL] for different profiles 
based on the interfacial graded-index technique with Wgrin = 0.5·(dL+H) and comprised of two films 
with nH = 2 and nL = 1.3, respectively.  
 
Figure 3-15. Reflectivity of an interface with stacking sequences of [HL] and different profiles based 
on the interfacial graded-index technique with Wgrin = 0.5·(dL+H) and comprised of two films with nH = 
2 and nL = 1.3, respectively. 
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Figure 3-16. Refractive index variation for different profiles based on the interfacial graded-index 
technique with Wgrin = 0.5·(dL+H) for an interface with stacking sequences of [LH] and comprised of 
two films with nH = 2 and nL = 1.3, respectively. 
 
Figure 3-17. Transmission through an interface with stacking sequences of [LH] for different profiles 
based on the interfacial graded-index technique with Wgrin = 0.5·(dL+H) and comprised of two films 
with nH = 2 and nL = 1.3. 
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Figure 3-18. Refractive index variation for different profiles based on the interfacial graded-index 
technique with Wgrin = 0.5·(dL+H) for an interface with stacking sequences of [LHL],  
and comprised of films with nH = 2 and nL = 1.3. 
 
Figure 3-19. Transmission through an interface with stacking sequences of [LHL] for different profiles 
based on the interfacial graded-index technique with Wgrin = 0.5·(dL+H) and comprised of films with nH 
= 2 and nL = 1.3. 
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3-2-1. Design of transparent dielectric heat mirrors with different 
interfacial graded index profiles and their optical performance 
A dielectric mirror comprised of five by-layers of films with nL = 2 and nH = 1.3, and with linear 
interfacial index of refraction profiles (denoted as [HLLL]
5), is shown in Figure 3-20 for different 
values of Wgrin. As shown in Figure 3-23, [HLLL]
5 exhibits a higher transmittance in the visible 
spectral range without the reflectance fluctuations that are present for the case of the conventional 
dielectric mirror (e.g. [HL]5).  However, as can be seen in Figure 3-24, for Wgrin = 0.5·(dL+H ), the 
reflectance from [HLLL]
5 in the infrared spectral region is decreased as compared to the reflectance 
from the conventional dielectric mirror, [HL]5. Furthermore, the FWHM for [HLLL]
5 is equal to 
1,550 nm with a maximum reflectance peak of ~90%. In comparison, the FWHM for [HL]5 is 
equal to 2,150 nm with a maximum reflectance peak of ~98%. 
For a cubic interfacial index of refraction profile (denoted as [HCLC]
5), shown in Figure 3-21,  the 
transmittance over the solar spectral region is much greater than that of [HLLL]
5. As shown in 
Figure 3-23Figure 3-24, the transmittance in the solar spectral region for [HCLC]
5 achieves values 
as high as 98 % , while the reflectance for [HCLC]
5 in the IR spectral region is greater than that of 
[HLLL]
5 with a FWHM equal to 1,770 nm and a peak reflectance maximum of ~95%. 
When the interfaces between the films with the higher and lower refractive indices within the 
dielectric mirror is designed with a quintic index of refraction profile (denoted as [HQLQ]
5), as 
provided by Equation 7 and shown in Figure 3-22, further improvements can be achieved. As can 
be seen in Figure 3-24, the reflection in the infrared spectral region is significantly increased in 
comparison to the case for [HLLL]
5 or [HCLC]
5 and the FWHM of the reflection peak equals 1,860 
nm with a maximum of ~96%. At the same time, the visible transparency is improved for [HQLQ]
5.  
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Figure 3-25 shows the percent transmittance of the solar irradiance by [HLLL]
5, [HCLC]
5, and 
[HQLQ]
5 for the cases in which Wgrin increases from 0 to 0.5·(tL+H). Accordingly, Wgrin=0 is 
representative of the dielectric mirror that is a quarter-wave stack with an index of refraction that 
follows a step profile denoted by [HL]5. The solar transmission through the structure has a 
maximum value of ~ 97 % for the case when the dielectric mirror has the form of [HQLQ]
5 with 
Wgrin =0.5·(tL+H). Figure 3-26 shows the solar irradiance spectra (the solar spectrum is 
approximated by the radiation emitted from a blackbody at a temperature of ~ 5,700 K) and the 
amount of spectral power transmitted through [HL]5, [HLLL]
5, [HCLC]
5 and [HQLQ]
5 with 
Wgrin=0.5·(dL+H). 
Figure 3-27 and Figure 3-28 show the blackbody radiation at a temperature of 500 K that is 
reflected by [HLLL]
5, [HCLC]
5, and [HQLQ]
5 for the cases in which Wgrin increases from 0 to 
0.5·(dL+H). Results show that [HL]
5 provides the highest reflectance which results in the highest 
amount of reflected thermal radiation. However, [HL]5 also has higher reflectance in the visible 
spectrum compared to the rest of the cases wherein Wgrin has values ranging from 0.1·(dL+H) to 
0.5·(dL+H), which means that [HL]
5 exhibits the lowest transmittance for the solar irradiance.  As 
can be seen, considering different profiles and Wgrin, the dielectric mirror with [HL]
5 exhibits the 
maximum thermal radiation reflectance value of ~ 42 % followed by the [HQLQ]
5 structure with 
Wgrin = 0.5·(dL+H) which reflects ~ 37 % of the thermal radiation. Finally, Figure 3-28 depicts the 
blackbody radiation spectrum from an emitter at a temperature of 500 K and the amount of spectral 
power reflected by [HL]5, [HLLL]
5, [HCLC]
5 and [HQLQ]
5 with Wgrin=0.5·(dL+H). 
In the following, in Chapter 4, the effects of altering the dielectric mirror parameters on its 
performance will be investigated. Accordingly, the sensitivity of the transmittance and reflectance 
spectra of the dielectric mirrors presented in this chapter on their number of layers, resolution of 
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their refractive index profiles, refractive index, number of stacked dielectric mirrors, absorption, 
and incident angle of the incoming light will be analyzed.  
 
Figure 3-20. Linear refractive index variation for different Wgrin equal to 0.1·(dL+H) to 0.5·(dL+H) based 
on the interfacial graded-index technique for two dielectric media with stacking sequences of [HLLL]5, 
comprised of two alternating films with nH = 2 and nL = 1.3, respectively. 
 
Figure 3-21. Cubic refractive index variation for different values of Wgrin equal to 0.1·(dL+H) to 0.5·(dL+H) 
based on the interfacial graded-index technique for two dielectric media with stacking sequences of 
[HCLC]5, and comprised of two alternating films with nH = 2 and nL = 1.3, respectively. 
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Figure 3-22. Quintic refractive index variation for different Wgrin values equal to 0.1·(dL+H) to 
0.5·(dL+H) based on the interfacial graded-index technique for two dielectric media with stacking 
sequences of [HQLQ]5, and comprised of two alternating films with nH = 2 and nL = 1.3, respectively. 
 
Figure 3-23. Transmission through dielectric mirrors with stacking sequences of [HL]5, [HLLL]5, 
[HCLC]5, and [HQLQ]5 with Wgrin=0.5·(dL+H) and comprised of alternating layers with nH=2 and nL=1.3. 
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Figure 3-24. Reflection spectra for dielectric mirrors with stacking sequences of [HL]5, [HLLL]5, 
[HCLC]5, and [LQHQ]5 with Wgrin=0.5·(dL+H) based on the interfacial graded-index technique comprised 
of two films with nH=2 and nL=1.3, respectively. 
 
Figure 3-25. Percent transmittance of the solar irradiance as a function of Wgrin for [HL]5, [HLLL]5, 
[HCLC]5 and [HQLQ]5 comprised of alternating films with nH = 2 and nL = 1.3, respectively. 
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Figure 3-26. Solar irradiance spectra (the solar spectrum is approximated by the radiation emitted from a 
blackbody at a temperature of ~ 5,700 K) and the fraction of spectral power transmitted through [HL]5, 
[HLLL]5, [HCLC]5 and [HQLQ]5 with Wgrin=0.5·(dL+H) and comprised of alternating films with nH = 2 and nL 
= 1.3. 
 
Figure 3-27. Percent reflection of the radiation spectrum emitted from a blackbody at T= 500 K with 
various values of Wgrin for [HL]5, [HLLL]5, [HCLC]5 and [HQLQ]5 comprised of alternating films with nH = 
2 and nL = 1.3, respectively. 
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Figure 3-28. Radiation spectrum emitted from a black body at a temperature of 500 K and the amount of 
spectral power reflected by [HL]5, [HLLL]5, [HCLC]5 and [HQLQ]5 with Wgrin=0.5·(dL+H) and comprised 
of alternating films with nH = 2 and nL=1.3. 
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3-3. Summary 
In this chapter, a transparent selective coating in the form of a dielectric mirror comprised of 
alternating layers with different indices of refraction was designed. The alternating layers of films 
were designed to selectively reflect light strongly over the infra-red spectral region while being 
highly transmissive towards solar irradiance. In order to accomplish this, thin graded index layers 
were designed as anti-reflection coatings at the interfaces between the alternating layers within the 
dielectric mirror. Three different index of refraction profiles were considered including: 1. a linear 
index variation, 2. a cubic index variation and 3. a quintic index variation. Results showed that the 
quintic profile provides better results for the reflectance and transmittance contributions compared 
to the cases when the graded index profile is linear or cubic. In the following, in Chapter 4, 
sensitivity analysis of the transmittance and reflectance spectra of the dielectric heat mirror 
towards different parameters will be discussed including the number of layers, resolution of the 
refractive index profiles, refractive index, number of stacked dielectric mirrors, absorption, and 
incident angle of the incoming light. 
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4. Sensitivity analysis 
In this chapter, the effects of altering the transparent dielectric heat mirror parameters on its 
performance are investigated. That is, the sensitivity of the transmittance and reflectance spectra 
of the dielectric mirror towards its number of layers, resolution of the refractive index profiles, 
refractive index, number of stacked dielectric mirrors, absorption, and incident angle of the 
incoming light is analyzed. In this chapter all dielectric mirrors are designed, according to the 
methods described in Chapter 3, to maximize reflectance of the radiation spectrum emitted from a 
black-body solar receiver that is at a temperature of 500 K, and the corresponding thicknesses of 
the H and L layers with refractive indices of 2 and 1.3 within the dielectric mirrors considered in 
this chapter are 725 nm and 1,154 nm, respectively. Moreover, dielectric mirror designs with 
linear, cubic, and quintic refractive index profiles at the interfaces between their high and low 
index of refraction layers are considered along with the conventional case wherein the refractive 
index profile at the interfaces within the dielectric mirror is represented by a step-function.  
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4-1. Effects of altering the angle of incident light on the performance of 
transparent dielectric heat mirrors 
To investigate the effects of altering the angle of incident light on the transmittance and reflectance 
spectra a dielectric heat mirror with a stacking sequence of [HL]5 is considered, where H and L 
represent films with refractive indices equal to 2 and 1.3, respectively. 
Using the methods described in Section 3-1, the dielectric mirrors are designed to optimally reflect 
radiation from a black-body with a temperature of 500 K, and the resulting thicknesses of the H 
and L layers are 725 nm and 1,154 nm, respectively. Furthermore, the dielectric mirrors 
investigated here are comprised of five bilayers, and the cases of linear (e.g. [HLLL]
5) , cubic (e.g. 
[HCLC]
5), and quintic (e.g. [HQLQ]
5) interfacial index of refraction profiles are considered along 
with the conventional quarter-wave stack wherein the index of refraction profile is a step-function 
(e.g. [HL]5) at the interface between the H and L layers. Also, the width of the region with a graded 
index of refraction, denoted herein as Wgrin, is equal to 0.5·(dL+H) where dL+H = dL+dH, and dH and 
dL are the thicknesses of the H and L layers within the dielectric stack, respectively. 
Figure 4-1, Figure 4-2, Figure 4-3, Figure 4-5 and Figure 4-7 show transmittance spectra for 
dielectric mirrors with [HL]5, [HLLL]
5, [HCLC]
5 and [HQLQ]
5 stacking sequences and 
Wgrin=0.5·(dL+H) for the cases in which light is incident from angles of 0, 5, 10, 15, 20, 30, 40, and 
50° with reference to the direction that is normal to the planar surfaces of the dielectric mirror. 
Likewise, Figure 4-2, Figure 4-4, Figure 4-6 and Figure 4-8 show the reflectance spectra for the 
corresponding cases. As can be seen in Figure 4-2.a, Figure 4-4.a, Figure 4-6.a and Figure 4-8.a, 
for the reflectance spectra of P-polarized light, increasing the angle of incidence causes the FWHM 
of the reflection peak for [HL]5, [HLLL]
5, [HCLC]
5 and [HQLQ]
5 to decrease from 2,140 nm, 1,550 
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nm, 1,770 nm and 1,870 nm  for an incident angle of 0° to 1,350 nm, 888 nm, 1,094 nm and 1,172 
nm for an incident angle of 50°, respectively. Similarly, the corresponding maximum peak 
reflection values for [HL]5, [HLLL]
5, [HCLC]
5 and [HQLQ]
5 decreases from 97.97%, 90.2%, 94.4% 
and 95.53% when light is normally incident to 88.48%, 69.85%, 78.3% and 81.22% when the light 
is incident from an angle of 50° with reference to the normal direction, respectively. This is while, 
with respect to Figure 4-2.b, Figure 4-4.b, Figure 4-6.b and Figure 4-8.b which show the 
reflectance spectra based on the S-polarized estimations, increasing the angle of incidence will 
result in the increase of the FWHM of the reflectance spectra from the dielectric mirrors with 
[HL]5, [HLLL]
5, [HCLC]
5 and [HQLQ]
5
  to 2,300 nm, 1,687 nm, 1,902 nm and 1,997 nm when light 
is incident from 50°, respectively. Likewise, the corresponding peak reflectance maximum values 
increases to ~99.63%, 96.88%, 98.48% and 98.9%, respectively. It should be noted that, although 
the S-Polarized estimations illustrate higher FWHM and peak reflectance maximum values which 
result in a higher percentage of reflected thermal radiation as shown in Figure 4-14, the reflectance 
values in the visible spectrum also increase which results in an undesirable reduction in the 
percentage  of the total solar irradiance transmitted through the structure, which is shown in Figure 
4-13. 
Figure 4-9 and Figure 4-10 show a comparison of transmittance spectra for dielectric mirrors with 
[HL]5, [HLLL]
5, [HCLC]
5 and [HQLQ]
5 for the cases in which light is incident from angles of 0, 10, 
and 20° and is P-Polarized and S-Polarized, respectively. Likewise, Figure 4-11 and Figure 4-12 
show a comparison of reflectance spectra from dielectric mirrors with [HL]5, [HLLL]
5, [HCLC]
5 and 
[HQLQ]
5 for the cases wherein the incident angles are 0, 10, and 20 ° and the light is P-polarized 
and S-polarized, respectively. 
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When the incident angle of the light is greater than 50°, the Bragg reflector behaviour is no longer 
seen and most of the energy from the sun is reflected by the dielectric mirror. This behaviour is 
noticeable in Figure 4-13 and Figure 4-14 where the percent transmittance of the solar irradiance 
and the percent reflection of the radiation spectrum emitted from a blackbody at T= 500 K through 
dielectric mirrors with different interfacial index of refraction profiles are plotted for [HL]5, 
[HLLL]
5, [HCLC]
5 and [HQLQ]
5. As can be seen in Figure 4-13.a, the P-polarized portion of solar 
radiation transmitted through the dielectric mirror drops from roughly 97.25% when light is 
incident from the normal direction to just below 50% when the light is incident from an angle of 
85°. Here, the solar radiation transmitted through a dielectric mirror with a step profile shows a 
drop from 76.91% when light is normally incident to 53.6% when the incoming light is incident 
from an angle of 85°. This is while, as shown in Figure 4-13.b, the fraction of S-polarized solar 
spectral power transmitted through [HL]5, [HLLL]
5, [HCLC]
5 and [HQLQ]
5 decreases to ~16.81%, 
30.92%, 33.54% and 34.69% at the incident angle of 85°, respectively. Moreover, Figure 4-13.c, 
shows the mean transmittance based on the P-Polarized and S-Polarized estimations which results 
in a smooth drop to approximately 42.2% for [HLLL]
5, [HCLC]
5 and [HQLQ]
5 and lower percentage 
of 35.21% for [HL]5. On the other hand, Figure 4-14.b plots the percent reflection of the S-
polarized radiation spectrum emitted from a blackbody at T = 500K by the dielectric mirror which 
increases from ~30.11%, 35.03%, 37.22% and 42.26% when light is normally incident to as high 
as 81.92%, 82.92%, 83.39% and 86.33% when light is incident from an angle of 85° for [HL]5, 
[HLLL]
5, [HCLC]
5 and [HQLQ]
5, respectively. This is while, the percentage of P-polarized radiation 
emitted from a blackbody at T = 500 K that is reflected is as low as 47.45% when the incident 
angle is 85° as shown in Figure 3-18.a. Furthermore, Figure 4-14.c shows an increase to ~47 % in 
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percent reflection of the total radiation emitted from a blackbody at T= 500K for the case when 
the incident light is half p-polarized and half s-polarized and incident from an angle of 85°. 
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a.  
b.  
Figure 4-1. Transmittance spectra for [HL]5 comprised of alternating films with nH=2 and nL=1.3 with light 
incident from angles of 0, 5, 10, 15, 20, 30, 40, and 50°  
a. Considering P-polarized light and Wgrin=0.5·(dL+H)  
b. Considering S-polarized light and Wgrin=0.5·(dL+H) 
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a.  
b.  
Figure 4-2. Reflectance spectra for [HL]5 comprised of alternating films with nH=2 and nL=1.3 with light incident 
from angles of 0, 5, 10, 15, 20, 30, 40, and 50°  
a. Considering P-polarized light with Wgrin=0.5·(dL+H) 
b. Considering S-polarized light with Wgrin=0.5·(dL+H) 
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a.  
b.  
Figure 4-3. Transmittance spectra for [HLLL]5 comprised of alternating films with nH=2 and nL=1.3 with light 
incident from angles of 0, 5, 10, 15, 20, 30, 40, and 50 °  
a. Considering P-polarized light and Wgrin=0.5·(dL+H) 
b. Considering S-polarized light and Wgrin=0.5·(dL+H) 
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a.  
b.  
Figure 4-4. Reflectance spectra for [HLLL]5 comprised of alternating films with nH=2 and nL=1.3 with light 
incident from angles of 0, 5, 10, 15, 20, 30, 40, 50°  
a. Considering P-polarized light with Wgrin=0.5·(dL+H) 
b. Considering S-polarized light with Wgrin=0.5·(dL+H) 
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a.  
b.  
Figure 4-5. Transmittance spectra for [HCLC]5 comprised of two alternating films with nH=2 and nL=1.3 with light 
incident from angles of 0, 5, 10, 15, 20, 30, 40, and 50°  
a. Considering P-polarized light with Wgrin=0.5·(dL+H) 
b. Considering S-polarized light with Wgrin=0.5·(dL+H) 
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a.  
b.  
Figure 4-6. Reflectance spectra for [HCLC]5 comprised of alternating films with nH=2 and nL=1.3 with incident 
light from angles of 0, 5, 10, 15, 20, 30, 40, and 50°  
a. Considering P-polarized light with Wgrin=0.5 ·(dL+H) 
b. Considering S-polarized light with Wgrin=0.5·(dL+H)  
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a.  
b.  
Figure 4-7. Transmittance spectra for [HQLQ]5 comprised of two alternating films with nH=2 and nL=1.3 with light 
incident from angles of 0, 5, 10, 15, 20, 30, 40, and 50°  
a. Considering P-polarized light with Wgrin=0.5·(dL+H) 
b. Considering S-polarized light with Wgrin=0.5·(dL+H) 
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a.  
b.  
Figure 4-8. Reflectance spectra for [HQLQ]5 comprised of two alternating films with nH=2 and nL=1.3 with light 
incident from angles of 0, 5, 10, 15, 20, 30, 40, and 50°  
a. Considering P-polarized light with Wgrin=0.5·(dL+H) 
b. Considering S-polarized light with Wgrin=0.5·(dL+H) 
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 Figure 4-9. Transmittance spectra for [HL]5, [HLLL]5, [HCLC]5 and [HQLQ]5 comprised of alternating films 
with nH=2 and nL=1.3 with Wgrin=0.5·(dL+H) for P-polarized light incident form angles of 0° (Figure a.), 10° 
(Figure b.) and 20° (Figure c.).  
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b. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
c. 
 
Figure 4-10. Transmittance spectra for [HL]5, [HLLL]5, [HCLC]5 and [HQLQ]5 comprised of alternating films with 
nH=2 and nL=1.3 with Wgrin=0.5·(dL+H) for S-polarized light incident from angles of 0° (Figure a.), 10° (Figure b.) 
and 20° (Figure c.). 
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c. 
 
Figure 4-11. Reflectance spectra for [HL]5, [HLLL]5, [HCLC]5 and [HQLQ]5 comprised of alternating films with 
nH=2 and nL=1.3 with Wgrin=0.5·(dL+H) for P-polarized light incident from angles of 0° (Figure a.), 10° (Figure b.) 
and 20° (Figure c.). 
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c. 
 
Figure 4-12. Reflectance spectra for [HL]5, [HLLL]5, [HCLC]5 and [HQLQ]5 comprised of alternating films with 
nH=2 and nL=1.3 with Wgrin=0.5·(dL+H)  for S-polarized light incident from angles of 0° (Figure a.), 10° (Figure b.) 
and 20° (Figure c.). 
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b. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
c. 
 
 Figure 4-13. Percent transmittance of the solar irradiance through [HL]5, [HLLL]5, [HCLC]5 and [HQLQ]5 
comprised of two alternating films with nH=2 and nL=1.3 with Wgrin=0.5·(dL+H) for P-polarized light (Figure 
a.), S-polarized light (Figure. b) and half P-polarized and half S-polarized light (Figure c.). 
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 Figure 4-14. Percent reflection of the radiation spectrum emitted from a blackbody at T= 500K plotted as a 
function of incident angle for [HL]5, [HLLL]5, [HCLC]5 and [HQLQ]5 comprised of two alternating films with 
nH=2 and nL=1.3 with Wgrin=0.5·(dL+H) for P-polarized light (Figure a.), S-polarized light (Figure. b) and half 
P-polarized and half S-polarized light (Figure c.). 
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4-2. Effects of altering the number of layers within transparent dielectric 
heat mirrors on their performance 
In the previous section the performance of different dielectric mirrors with five bi-layers, denoted 
as [HL]5, [HLLL]
5, [HCLC]
5 and [HQLQ]
5, with alternating films with refractive indices equal to 2 
and 1.3, were considered. In this section, the transmittance and reflectance spectra of similar 
dielectric mirrors, but with 10, 15, and 20 bi-layers are calculated and plotted to investigate the 
performance of the dielectric mirrors as a function of the number of layers they are comprised of. 
Accordingly, the transmittance and reflectance spectra, as well as the radiation spectra emitted 
from a blackbody at T = 500 K that is transmitted through different dielectric mirrors with 
Wgrin=0.5·(dL+H) are presented in Figure 4-15 through Figure 4-28. Also, the percent of solar 
radiation transmitted through the dielectric mirror and the percentage of radiation emitted from a 
blackbody at T = 500 K that is reflected by the dielectric mirrors are studied and compared for 
each case considering different values of Wgrin of [0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5]·(dL+H). 
Figure 4-15 and Figure 4-16 show transmittance and reflectance spectra for [HL]5, [HLLL]5, [HCLC]5, 
[HQLQ]5, [HL]20, [HLLL]20, [HCLC]20 and [HQLQ]20 with Wgrin=0.5·(dL+H). As can be seen in Figure 4-16, 
for the reflectance spectra, by increasing the number of layers, the FWHM of the reflection peak 
decreases from 1,550 nm, 1,770 nm, 1,870 nm and 2,140 nm for [HLLL]
5, [HCLC]
5, [HQLQ]
5 and 
[HL]5  to 1,180 nm, 1,370 nm,1,460 nm and 1,680 nm for [HLLL]
20, [HCLC]
20, [HQLQ]
20 and [HL]20, 
respectively. This is while, the corresponding maximum peak reflection values increase from 
90.2%, 94.4% and 95.53% and 97.93 for [HLLL]
5, [HCLC]
5 and [HQLQ]
5, [HL]5 to 100.00% for 
[HLLL]
20, [HCLC]
20, [HQLQ]
20 and [HL]20, respectively. Accordingly, a general note here is that by 
increasing the number of layers the FWHM decreases and the maximum peak reflection increases. 
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Figure 4-17 depicts the solar spectrum and the amount of solar power transmitted through [HL]5, 
[HLLL]
5, [HCLC]
5 and [HQLQ]
5 (Figure. a) and through [HL]20, [HLLL]
20, [HCLC]
20 and [HQLQ]
20 
(Figure. b) for Wgrin=0.5·(dL+H). Figure 4-19 shows the percent transmittance of the solar irradiance 
with 5, 10, 15 and 20 bi-layers comprised of two films with nH=2 and nL=1.3 as a function of Wgrin 
for step, linear, cubic and quintic profiles. With respect to Figure 4-17 and Figure 4-19, the general 
trend here is that by increasing the number of layers less solar radiation will be transmitted by 
different dielectric mirrors. As can be seen, by increasing the number of layers to 15 or greater, 
the results do not show a significant difference in the transmittance and reflectance spectra of the 
dielectric mirror. 
Figure 4-18 shows the blackbody radiation spectra at T=500 K and the amount of spectral power 
reflected by [HL]5, [HLLL]
5, [HCLC]
5 and [HQLQ]
5 (Figure. a) and [HL]20, [HLLL]
20, [HCLC]
20 and 
[HQLQ]
20 (Figure. b) with Wgrin=0.5·(dL+H). With respect to Figure 4-20 which illustrates the 
summation of the portion of blackbody irradiance reflected by [HL]5, [HLLL]
5, [HCLC]
5 and 
[HQLQ]
5 with Wgrin=0 to Wgrin=0.5·(dL+H), increasing the number of layers increases the 
summation. Accordingly, for [HL]5 the percent reflection of the radiation spectrum emitted from 
the blackbody at T= 500K is equal to ~ 42 % and for [HL]10, [HL]15 and [HL]20 the percent 
reflection slightly increases to ~ 43 %. For [HLLL]
5 the percent reflection of the radiation spectrum 
emitted from the blackbody at T= 500K is equal to ~ 30 % and for [HLLL]
10, [HLLL]
15 and [HLLL]
20 
the percent reflection slightly increases to ~ 32 %. For [HCLC]
5 the percent reflection of the 
radiation spectrum emitted from the blackbody at T= 500K is equal to ~ 35 % and for [HCLC]
10, 
[HCLC]
15 and [HCLC]
20 the percent reflection slightly increases to ~ 37 %. Finally, for [HCLC]
5 the 
percent reflection of the radiation spectrum emitted from the blackbody at T= 500K is equal to ~ 
37 % and for [HCLC]
10, [HCLC]
15 and [HCLC]
20 the percent reflection slightly increases to ~ 39 %.  
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Figure 4-15. Transmittance spectra for [HL]5, [HLLL]5, [HCLC]5 and [HQLQ]5 (Figure a.) and 
[HL]20, [HLLL]20, [HCLC]20 and [HQLQ]20 (Figure b.) with Wgrin=0.5·(dL+H) comprised of two 
alternating films with nH=2 and nL=1.3. 
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Figure 4-16. Reflectance spectra for [HL]5, [HLLL]5, [HCLC]5 and [HQLQ]5 (Figure a.) and [HL]20, 
[HLLL]20, [HCLC]20 and [HQLQ]20 (Figure b.) with Wgrin=0.5·(dL+H) comprised of two alternating films 
with nH=2 and nL=1.3 
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a.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
b.  
Figure 4-17. Solar irradiance (the solar spectrum is approximated by the radiation emitted from a blackbody at a 
temperature of 5700 K) and the amount of spectral power transmitted through [HL]5, [HLLL]5, [HCLC]5 and 
[HQLQ]5 (Figure a.) and through [HL]20, [HLLL]20, [HCLC]20 and [HQLQ]20 (Figure b.) with Wgrin=0.5·(dL+H) 
comprised of two alternating films with nH=2 and nL=1.3. 
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b.  
a.  
Figure 4-18.  Blackbody radiation spectrum at a temperature of 500 K and the amount of spectral 
power reflected by [HL]5, [HLLL]5, [HCLC]5 and [HQLQ]5 (Figure a.) and by [HL]20, [HLLL]20, 
[HCLC]20 and [HQLQ]20 (Figure b.) with Wgrin=0.5·(dL+H) comprised of two alternating films with 
nH=2 and nL=1.3. 
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Figure 4-19. Percent transmittance of the solar irradiance with 5, 10, 15 and 20 bi-layers comprised of two films with 
nH=2 and nL=1.3 plotted as a function of Wgrin for step, linear, cubic and quintic profiles. 
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Figure 4-20. Percent reflection of the radiation spectrum emitted from a blackbody at T= 500K with 5, 10, 15 and 20 
bilayers comprised of two films with nH=2 and nL=1.3 plotted as a function of Wgrin for linear (Figure a), cubic (Figure 
b) and quintic (Figure c) profiles. 
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4-3. Performance dependence of the dielectric mirrors on the resolution 
of their refractive index profiles 
In this section sensitivity analysis has been carried out for dielectric mirrors with graded refractive 
index profiles at their internal interfaces. However, from a practical standpoint, it would be very 
difficult to precisely fabricate the linear, cubic, and quintic graded index profiles throughout the 
dielectric mirror. The main reason is that, as described in Chapter 2, it is difficult to control the 
continuous change of the refractive index profile over the large number of periods in the dielectric 
mirror. It may be more practical to fabricate a graded refractive index profile in a layer by layer 
fashion. Thus, in this section the performance dependence of the dielectric heat mirrors on the 
resolution of their refractive index profiles is investigated.  
Herein the resolution of the graded index of refraction profiles is defined as W* = Wgrin/ΔW, where 
Wgrin is set to be equal to 0.5·(dL+H) and ΔW is the distance over which the index of refraction is 
constant. For results presented in previous sections calculations were performed using a refractive 
index profile resolution of W* = 20. That is, as shown in Figure 4-21, ΔW = 0.05·Wgrin, and the 
graded refractive index profile increased from the value of 1.3 at the L layer to 2 at the H layer 
over 20 discrete steps. 
In this section the effects of changing the refractive index profile resolution on the reflectance and 
transmittance spectra of the dielectric mirror are investigated. The width of the H and L layers 
within the dielectric mirror are 725 nm and 1,154 nm, respectively, and linear, cubic and quintic 
interfacial refractive index profiles are considered. 
The resolution of the index of refraction profile is varied and set to the values W* = 1, 3, 5, 10, 20, 
50, and 100. The results are provided in Figure 4-22 through Figure 4-29. 
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Figure 4-21. Schematic diagram for a [LHL] stack with the graded refractive index profile increased 
from the value of 1.3 at the L layer to 2 at the H layer over 20 discrete steps (ΔW = 0.05·Wgrin) 
Figure 4-22 and Figure 4-24 show the transmittance spectra for the dielectric mirror design with 
W* = 3, 10 and 100 and Wgrin=0.5·(dL+H). Figure 4-23 and Figure 4-25 show the reflectance spectra 
for the dielectric mirror design with W* = 3, 10 and 100 and Wgrin=0.5·(dL+H). As can be seen, by 
increasing W* from 3 to 100, the FWHM of the reflection peak for the case of linear, cubic and 
quintic refractive index profiles decreases from 1,820 nm, 1,870 nm and 1,910 nm for W*=3 to 
1,510 nm, 1,570 nm, and 1,845 nm for W*=100, respectively. Also, the corresponding maximum 
peak reflection values decrease from ~94.6%, 95.6% and 96.1% for W* = 3 to ~89% for the linear 
profile, ~94% for the cubic profile and ~95.4 for the quintic profile. Accordingly, a general note 
here is that increasing W* will result in a decrease of both the FWHM and the maximum peak 
reflection. With respect to the results from Figure 4-22 to Figure 4-25, he resolution of the index 
of refraction profile has the greatest effect on the linear index of refraction profile, followed by 
cubic and quintic profile.  
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Figure 4-26 illustrates the solar radiant spectra and the amount of spectral power transmitted 
through different designs for selected Wgrin and W*. As can be seen, by increasing the value for 
W* more solar radiation will be transmitted by the different dielectric mirrors. However, with 
respect to Figure 4-28, for percent transmittance of the solar irradiance this trend is not valid for 
the dielectric mirror design with W*=1 with a drop from ~77% for Wgrin=0 to ~71.5% for 
Wgrin=0.5·(dL+H). For the design with W*=100 the ~77% transmitted solar radiation increases for 
all profile types including linear, cubic and quintic to ~96%, ~97% and ~97%, respectively. As 
can be seen from Figure 4-19, by increasing the value for W* from 20 to 50 and 100 the results do 
not change significantly. 
Figure 4-27 shows the blackbody radiation spectra at T=500 K and the amount of spectral power 
reflected by different dielectric mirrors for selected values of Wgrin and W*. Considering these 
results, increasing W* results in a lower maximum peak reflectance value. And with respect to 
Figure 4-29 which illustrates the summation of the fraction of spectral power reflected by different 
dielectric mirrors for various Wgrin, generally the results illustrate a decrease for the cases with 
Wgrin=0 to those with Wgrin=0.5·(dL+H). However, for the dielectric mirror with W*=1 the 
summation increases from ~42.2% with Wgrin=0 to ~43.2% with Wgrin=0.5·(dL+H). The design with 
W* = 100 shows the highest drop with ~29% for linear profile, ~34.5% for cubic profile and ~37% 
for quintic profile. 
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c.  
Figure 4-22. Transmittance spectra for [HLLL]5 (Figure a.), [HCLC]5 (Figure b.) and [HQLQ]5 (Figure c.) 
with Wgrin=0.5·(dL+H) and W* = 1, 3, 10, 20 and 100. Here, W* = 1 is representative of [HL]5.  
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Figure 4-23. Reflectance spectra for [HLLL]5 (Figure a.), [HCLC]5 (Figure b.) and [HQLQ]5 (Figure c.) 
with Wgrin=0.5·(tL+H) and W* = 1, 3, 10, 20 and 100. Here, W* = 1 is representative of [HL]5. 
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Figure 4-24. Transmittance spectra for [HL]5, [HLLL]5, [HCLC]5 and [HQLQ]5 with Wgrin=0.5·(tL+H) and W* = 
3 (Figure a.), W* = 10 (Figure b.) and W* = 100 (Figure c.) 
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Figure 4-25. Reflectance spectra for [HL]5, [HLLL]5, [HCLC]5 and [HQLQ]5 with Wgrin=0.5·(tL+H) and W* = 
3 (Figure a.), W* = 10 (Figure b.) and W* = 100 (Figure c.) 
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Figure 4-26. Solar irradiance spectra and the amount of spectral solar power transmitted through 
[HLLL]5 (Figure a.), [HCLC]5 (Figure b.) and [HQLQ]5 (Figure c.) with Wgrin=0.5·(tL+H) and W* = 1, 3, 10, 
20 and 100. Here, W*=1 is representative of [HL]5. 
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a.  
b.  
c.  
Figure 4-27. Radiation from a blackbody at T=500 K and the amount of spectral power reflected by 
[HLLL]5 (Figure a.), [HCLC]5 (Figure b.) and [HQLQ]5 (Figure c.) with Wgrin=0.5·(dL+H) and W* = 1, 3, 
10, 20 and 100. Here, W*=1 is representative of [HL]5. 
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a.    
b.  
c.  
Figure 4-28. Percent transmittance of the solar irradiance for [HLLL]5 (Figure a.), [HCLC]5 (Figure b.) 
and [HQLQ]5 (Figure c.) plotted as a function of Wgrin for W* = 2, 3, 5, 10, 20, 50, 100. 
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a.  
b.  
c.  
Figure 4-29. Percent reflectance of the radiation spectrum emitted from a blackbody at T= 500K for 
[HLLL]5 (Figure a.), [HCLC]5 (Figure b.) and [HQLQ]5 (Figure c.) and plotted as a function of Wgrin for W* 
= 2, 3, 5, 10, 20, 50, 100. 
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4-4. Effects of changing the refractive index of the layers within a 
dielectric mirror on its performance 
In this section, the sensitivity of the transmittance and reflectance spectra of dielectric mirrors 
towards changes in the refractive index of its films is analyzed for different dielectric mirror 
designs. As discussed earlier, throughout this thesis it has been assumed that the index of refraction 
of the alternating layers in the dielectric mirror are 1.3 and 2.0. In this section, the sensitivity 
analysis will be done with the lower index of refraction having a range of vales from the set nL= 
[1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 1.4, 1.5] and the higher index of refraction having the set of values nH= [1.5, 1.6, 
1.7, 1.8, 1.9, 2, 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, 2.4, 2.5]. The corresponding results for the transmittance and 
reflectance spectra as well as the blackbody irradiance with the fraction of spectral power reflected 
by different dielectric mirrors and the solar radiation spectra with the fraction of spectral solar 
power transmitted  through different dielectric mirrors are provided in Figure 4-30 through Figure 
4-37. Finally, the maximum achievable temperature of a black body receiver subjected to solar 
irradiance that is transmitted through the dielectric mirrors considered in this section is provided 
in Figure 4-38,  and the reflectance and transmittance spectra corresponding to the dielectric mirror 
that provided for the maximum blackbody temperature is plotted in Figure 4-39 and Figure 4-40, 
respectively. 
Figure 4-30, Figure 4-32 and Figure 4-34 show the transmittance spectra for dielectric mirrors  with 
nH= [1.6, 2, 2.5], nL= [1.1, 1.3, 1.5] and Wgrin=0.5·(dL+H) for [HL]
5, [HLLL]
5, [HCLC]
5 and [HQLQ]
5 
interfacial index of refraction profiles, respectively. Likewise, Figure 4-31, Figure 4-33 and Figure 
4-35 show the reflectance spectra for the dielectric mirror design. As can be seen, by increasing 
the lower index of refraction from 1.1 to 1.5 for a constant nH= 2.5, the FWHM of the reflection 
peak for [HL]5, [HLLL]
5, [HCLC]
5 and [HQLQ]
5 decreases from 3,650 nm, 2,760 nm, 3,120 nm, and 
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3,260 nm to 2,440 nm, 1,830 nm, 2,080 nm, and 2,170 nm, respectively. Also, the corresponding 
maximum peak reflection values decrease from 99.97% to 99.41% for [HL]5, from 99.24% to 
95.17% for [HLLL]
5, from 99.68% to 97.49% for [HCLC]
5 and from 99.88% to 98.11% for [HQLQ]
5. 
This is while for a constant value of nL= 1.1, by varying the higher index of refraction from 1.6 to 
2.5, the FWHM increases from 930 nm to 3,650 nm for [HL]5, form 1,310 nm to 2,760 nm for 
[HLLL]
5, from 1,530 nm to 3,120 nm for [HCLC]
5, and from 1,620 nm to 3,260 nm for [HQLQ]
5. 
Likewise, the corresponding maximum peak reflection values increase from 94.55%, 83.84%, 
89.96% and 91.91% to a higher value of 99.97%, 99.24%, 99.68% and 99.88%, for [HL]5, [HLLL]
5, 
[HCLC]
5 and [HQLQ]
5, respectively. Accordingly, an important note here is that the results improve 
with increasing contrast between the high and low values of the indices of refraction within the 
dielectric mirror. Consequently, the best dielectric mirror is the one with the highest nH and lowest 
nL, which is the one with nH=2.5 and nL=1.1.  
Figure 4-36 shows the fraction of the solar irradiance transmitted through [HL]5, [HLLL]
5, [HCLC]
5 
and [HQLQ]
5 with nL = 1.1 to 1.5 and nH = 1.5 to 2.5 and with Wgrin=0.5·(dL+H). As can be seen in 
Figure 4-36, the solar power transmitted through the dielectric mirror is maximized when nH is 
between 1.5 and 1.7 while nL is equal to 1.3 for the cases of the linear, cubic and quintic index of 
refraction profiles. However, for the dielectric stack with a [HL]5 the amount of solar irradiance 
transmitted is maximized when nH and nL are equal to 1.5, which represents the case of a 
homogeneous film rather than a dielectric mirror since there is no contrast in the index of refraction 
between the alternating layers within the structure. 
Figure 4-37 plots the fraction of radiant power emitted form a blackbody at 500 K that is reflected 
by [HL]5, [HLLL]
5, [HCLC]
5 and [HQLQ]
5 with nL = 1.2 to 1.5, nH = 1.5 to 2.5, and with 
Wgrin=0.5·(dL+H). Generally, more blackbody radiation will be reflected with increasing contrast 
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between the high and low values of the indices of refraction of the films comprising the dielectric 
heat mirrors. Consequently, the best reflector is the one with the highest nH and lowest nL, that is 
the one with nH=2.5 and nL=1.1. 
As discussed in Chapter 2, to maximize the temperature of a blackbody, the transmittance for solar 
irradiation and the emissivity of a spectrally selective coating covering the black body should be 
maximized and minimized, respectively. Considering Equation 2-11 in Chapter 2, the temperature 
is proportional to (
𝑡
𝜀
)
1/4
, where t is the transmittance and 𝜀 is the emissivity of the dielectric mirror. 
Figure 4-38 illustrates the dependency of the temperature of a blackbody receiver when it is 
subjected to solar radiation and covered with a dielectric mirror on the index of refraction of the 
layers (nH and nL) within the dielectric mirror. This temperature dependency on nH and nL is plotted 
for [HL]5, [HLLL]5, [HCLC]5 and [HQLQ]5 with Wgrin=0.5·(dL+H). The general trend apparent in Figure 
4-38 is that by increasing the contrast between nH and nL, a higher temperature on the surface of 
the blackbody receiver is achieved. Consequently, the best design for all cases considered in this 
study is with nH= 2.5 and nL= 1.1. Figure 4-39 shows the transmittance and reflectance spectra for 
a dielectric mirror with nH=2.5 and nL=1.3 with Wgrin=0.5·(dL+H) for [HL]5, [HLLL]5, [HCLC]5 and 
[HQLQ]5. Finally, Figure 4-40 depicts the radiation emitted from a blackbody at T=500 K and the 
fraction of this spectral power reflected by [HL]5, [HLLL]
5, [HCLC]
5 and [HQLQ]
5 and the solar 
irradiance and fraction of solar irradiance transmitted through [HL]5, [HLLL]
5, [HCLC]
5 and 
[HQLQ]
5 for the cases in which nH=2.5 and nL=1.1 and Wgrin=0.5·(dL+H).   
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a.  
b.  
c.  
d.  
Figure 4-30. Transmittance spectra for [HL]5 (Figure a.), [HLLL]5 (Figure b.), [HCLC]5 (Figure c.) and 
[HQLQ]5 (Figure d.) with Wgrin=0.5·(dL+H), nH=1.6 and nL=1.1, 1.3 and 1.5 
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a.  
b.  
c.  
d.  
Figure 4-31. Reflectance spectra for [HL]5 (Figure a.), [HLLL]5 (Figure b.), [HCLC]5 (Figure c.) and 
[HQLQ]5 (Figure d.) with Wgrin=0.5·(dL+H), nH=1.6 and nL=1.1, 1.3 and 1.5 
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a.  
b.  
c.  
d. 
 
Figure 4-32. Transmittance spectra for [HL]5 (Figure a.), [HLLL]5 (Figure b.), [HCLC]5 (Figure c.) and 
[HQLQ]5 (Figure d.) with Wgrin=0.5·(dL+H), nH=2 and nL=1.1, 1.3 and 1.5. 
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a.  
b.  
c.  
d.  
Figure 4-33. Reflectance spectra for [HL]5 (Figure a.), [HLLL]5 (Figure b.), [HCLC]5 (Figure c.) and 
[HQLQ]5 (Figure d.) with Wgrin=0.5·(dL+H), nH=2 and nL=1.1, 1.3 and 1.5 
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a.  
b.  
c.  
d.  
Figure 4-34. Transmittance spectra for [HL]5 (Figure a.), [HLLL]5 (Figure b.), [HCLC]5 (Figure c.) and 
[HQLQ]5 (Figure d.) with Wgrin=0.5·(dL+H), nH=2.5 and nL=1.1, 1.3 and 1.5 
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a.  
b.  
c.  
d.  
Figure 4-35. Reflectance spectra for [HL]5 (Figure a.), [HLLL]5 (Figure b.), [HCLC]5 (Figure c.) and 
[HQLQ]5 (Figure d.) with Wgrin=0.5·(dL+H), nH=2.5 and nL=1.1, 1.3 and 1.5 
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a.   
b.  
c.  
d.  
Figure 4-36. The fraction of the solar irradiance transmitted through [HL]5 (Figure a.), [HLLL]5 (Figure 
b.), [HCLC]5 (Figure c.) and [HQLQ]5 (Figure d.) with Wgrin=0.5·(dL+H) plotted as a function of the index 
of refraction of its layers, nH and nL.  
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a.  
b.  
c.  
d.  
Figure 4-37. The fraction of power emitted from a blackbody at a temperature of 500 K that is reflected 
by [HL]5 (Figure a.), [HLLL]5 (Figure b.), [HCLC]5 (Figure c.) and [HQLQ]5 (Figure d.)  with 
Wgrin=0.5·(dL+H) plotted as a function of the index of refraction of its layers, nH and nL. 
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a.   
b.  
c.  
d.  
Figure 4-38. Temperature of a receiver covered with a transparent dielectric heat mirror designed with the 
form [HL]5 (Figure a.), [HLLL]5 (Figure b.), [HCLC]5 (Figure c.) and [HQLQ]5 (Figure d.) and 
Wgrin=0.5·(dL+H) plotted as a function of the index of refraction, nH and nL, of the alternating layers within 
the heat mirror. 
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a.  
b.  
Figure 4-39. Transmittance (Figure a.) and reflectance (Figure b.) spectra for nH=2.5 and nL=1.1 with 
Wgrin=0.5·(dL+H) for [HL]5, [HLLL]5, [HCLC]5 and [HQLQ]5. 
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a.  
b.  
Figure 4-40. The solar irradiance and amount of solar radiation that is transmitted through [HL]5, [HLLL]5, 
[HCLC]5 and [HQLQ]5 with nH=2.5 and nL=1.1 and Wgrin=0.5·(dL+H) (Figure a) and the radiation spectra 
emitted from a blackbody at T=500 K and the amount of this radiation that is reflected from [HL]5, [HLLL]5, 
[HCLC]5 and [HQLQ]5 with nH=2.5 and nL=1.1 and Wgrin=0.5·(dL+H) (Figure b)  
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4-5. Enhancing the performance of spectrally selective heat mirrors by 
stacking multiple dielectric mirrors in sequence 
In this section, the transmittance and reflectance spectra of stacked dielectric mirrors are 
investigated. Accordingly, additional heat mirrors (quarter-wave dielectric mirrors) with different 
peak reflectance wavelengths can be stacked on top of each other. The reflectance and 
transmittance spectra for double-stack and triple-stack dielectric mirrors with Wgrin=0.5·(dL+H) and 
different index of refraction profiles are investigated to determine their dependency on the 
reflectance peak position of the second and third dielectric mirrors within the stack. Herein, a 
double-stack dielectric mirror is comprised of two sets of five bi-layers of films with nL=2 and 
nH=1.3, denoted here as [HL]
5
f1
·[HL]5f2 for the case of the conventional quarter-wave stack, 
[HLLL]
5
f1·[HLLL]
5
f2 when the interfaces between the films with the higher and lower refractive 
indices within the dielectric mirror is designed with a linear index of refraction profile, 
[HCLC]
5
f1·[HCLC]
5
f2 when the dielectric mirror is designed with a cubic index of refraction profile 
and [HQLQ]
5
f1·[HQLQ]
5
f2 when the dielectric mirror is designed with a quintic index of refraction 
profile, respectively. Here, f1 and f2 are the reflectance peak position of the first stack and second 
stack of the dielectric mirror, respectively. 
A triple-stack dielectric mirror is comprised of three sets of five bi-layers of films with nL=2 and 
nH=1.3, denoted herein as [HL]
5
f1·[HL]
5
f2·[HL]
5
f3, [HLLL]
5
f1·[HLLL]
5
f2·[HLLL]
5
f3, 
[HCLC]
5
f1·[HCLC]
5
f2·[HCLC]
5
f3 and [HQLQ]
5
f1·[HQLQ]
5
f2·[HQLQ]
5
f3 when the interfaces between the 
films with the higher and lower refractive indices within the dielectric mirrors are designed with a 
step, linear, cubic and quintic index of refraction profile, respectively. Here, f1, f2 and f3 are the 
reflectance peak position of the first stack, second stack and third stack within the dielectric mirror, 
respectively.  
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The transmittance and reflectance spectra of stacked dielectric heat mirrors for the cases of the 
step, linear, cubic and quintic interfacial refractive index profiles are considered and the results are 
provided from Figure 4-41 through Figure 4-52. 
Figure 4-41 shows the transmittance spectra dependency of the first stack and second stack 
reflectance peak positions for [HL]5f1·[HL]
5
f2, [HLLL]
5
f1·[HLLL]
5
f2, [HCLC]
5
f1·[HCLC]
5
f2 and 
HQLQ]
5
f1·[HQLQ]
5
f2. As can be seen, [HL]
5
f1·[HL]
5
f2 shows a drastic drop in the amount of solar 
irradiance transmitted with a maximum transmittance of just ~75%. This is while, 
[HLLL]
5
f1·[HLLL]
5
f2, [HCLC]
5
f1·[HCLC]
5
f2 and [HQLQ]
5
f1·[HQLQ]
5
f2 show much better transmittance, 
with values as high as 97 % in most cases. With respect to Figure 4-42, for the fraction of 
blackbody spectral power reflected by different double-stack dielectric mirrors with 
[HL]5f1·[HL]
5
f2, [HLLL]
5
f1·[HLLL]
5
f2, [HCLC]
5
f1·[HCLC]
5
f2 and [HQLQ]
5
f1·[HQLQ]
5
f2 and various 
reflectance peak positions for the first and second stacks, although [HL]5f1·[HL]
5
f2 provides higher 
reflectance compared to the rest of the profiles, for the maximum peak positions the results are as 
high as ~54 % and 49 % for [HL]5f1·[HL]
5
f2 and [HQLQ]
5
f1·[HQLQ]
5
f2, respectively. This case is 
related to the dielectric mirror design with f1= 6,600 nm and f2= 9,200 nm.  
As discussed earlier, the equilibrium temperature of a blackbody receiver under a dielectric heat 
mirror that is subjected to solar irradiation is proportional to (
t
ε
)
1/4
. Figure 4-43 depicts the 
temperature dependency of a receiver, when subjected to solar radiation and covered with 
[HL]5f1·[HL]
5
f2, [HLLL]
5
f1·[HLLL]
5
f2, [HCLC]
5
f1·[HCLC]
5
f2 and [HQLQ]
5
f1·[HQLQ]
5
f2, on the values 
of f1 and f2. Accordingly, the best result for [HL]5f1·[HL]
5
f2
 is achieved with f1= 5,800 nm and 
f2= 9,800 nm and the corresponding (
t
ε
)
1/4
 is equal to 1.129. For the case of the 
[HLLL]
5
f1·[HLLL]
5
f2 structure, the best result is achieved with f1= 6,600 nm and f2= 9,200 nm and 
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the corresponding (
t
ε
)
1/4
 is equal to 1.14. For the case of the [HCLC]
5
f1·[HCLC]
5
f2 structure, the 
best result is achieved with f1= 6,600 nm and f2= 9,200 nm and the corresponding (
t
ε
)
1/4
 is equal 
to 1.187. As can be seen in Figure 4-43.d, altogether [HQLQ]
5
f1·[HQLQ]
5
f2 provided the best design 
followed by [HCLC]
5
f1·[HCLC]
5
f2 and [HLLL]
5
f1·[HLLL]
5
f2 where the best design is related to f1= 
6,600 nm and f2= 9,200 nm and the corresponding (
t
ε
)
1/4
 is equal to 1.21. Accordingly, the 
corresponding results including the transmittance and reflectance spectra as well as the fraction of 
spectral power transmitted from the solar spectrum and the fraction of spectral power reflected by 
the dielectric mirror are provided in Figure 4-44 to Figure 4-46. With respect to these results, 
[HQLQ]
5
f1·[HQLQ]
5
f2 still provides the best design followed by [HCLC]
5
f1·[HCLC]
5
f2 and 
[HLLL]
5
f1·[HLLL]
5
f2. 
Figure 4-47 shows the transmittance spectra dependency on the second stack and third stack 
reflectance peak positions (f1, f2 and f3) for the triple-stack transparent dielectric heat mirrors 
denoted as [HL]5f1·[HL]
5
f2·[HL]
5
f3, [HLLL]
5
f1·[HLLL]
5
f2·[HLLL]
5
f3, [HCLC]
5
f1·[HCLC]
5
f2·[HCLC]
5
f3 
and [HQLQ]
5
f1·[HQLQ]
5
f2·[HQLQ]
5
f3. Here, the second stack has a reflectance peak position that 
coincides with the maximum of the thermal radiation spectra emitted from a black body at 500 K 
(f2= 5,800 nm) and the first stack and third stack reflectance peak positions are chosen according 
to the wavelength ranges from 0 nm to 15,000 nm with higher resolution in the ranges with higher 
blackbody intensity and less resolution in the ranges where the blackbody intensity decreases to 
find the best design for the triple-stack dielectric mirror. 
 As can be seen, [HL]5f1·[HL]
5
f2·[HL]
5
f3
 exhibits a drastic drop in the fraction of spectral power 
transmitted from the solar spectrum with a maximum up to ~60%. This is while, 
[HLLL]
5
f1·[HLLL]
5
f2·[HLLL]
5
f3, [HCLC]
5
f1·[HCLC]
5
f2·[HCLC]
5
f3 and [HQLQ]
5
f1·[HQLQ]
5
f2·[HQLQ]
5
f3 
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show much better transmittance to as much as 98 % in most cases. With respect to Figure 4-48, 
the fraction of blackbody spectral power reflected by [HL]5f1·[HL]
5
f2·[HL]
5
f3, 
[HLLL]
5
f1·[HLLL]
5
f2·[HLLL]
5
f3, [HCLC]
5
f1·[HCLC]
5
f2·[HCLC]
5
f3 and [HQLQ]
5
f1·[HQLQ]
5
f2·[HQLQ]
5
f3 
is plotted as a function of f1 and f3, and although [HL]5f1·[HL]
5
f2·[HL]
5
f3 provides higher 
reflectance compared to the rest of the profiles, when f1= 7,800 nm and f3= 10,500 nm the results 
are as high as ~80 % for both [HL]5f1·[HL]
5
f2·[HL]
5
f3 and [HQLQ]
5
f1·[HQLQ]
5
f2·[HQLQ]
5
f3. 
Considering the relation for temperature dependency, Figure 4-49 depicts the temperature 
dependency of a solar receiver on f1 and f3 when it is covered with  [HL]5f1·[HL]
5
f2·[HL]
5
f3, 
[HLLL]
5
f1·[HLLL]
5
f2·[HLLL]
5
f3, [HCLC]
5
f1·[HCLC]
5
f2·[HCLC]
5
f3 and [HQLQ]
5
f1·[HQLQ]
5
f2·[HQLQ]
5
f3. 
Accordingly, the best result with the [HL]5f1·[HL]
5
f2·[HL]
5
f3 structure is achieved with f1= 8,200 
nm and f3= 12,000 nm and the corresponding (
t
ε
)
1/4
 is equal to 1.267. For the case of the 
[HLLL]
5
f1·[HLLL]
5
f2·[HLLL]
5
f3 structure, the best result is achieved with f1= 7,600 nm and f3= 
10,000 nm and the corresponding (
t
ε
)
1/4
 is equal to 1.223. For the case of the 
[HCLC]
5
f1·[HCLC]
5
f2·[HCLC]
5
f3 structure, the best result is achieved with f1= 7,800 nm and f3= 
10,500 nm and the corresponding (
t
ε
)
1/4
 is equal to 1.302. As can be seen in Figure 4-49.d, 
altogether [HQLQ]
5
f1·[HQLQ]
5
f2·[HQLQ]
5
f3 provided the best design where the best design is related 
to f1= 7,800 nm and f3= 10,500 nm and the corresponding (
t
ε
)
1/4
 is equal to 1.341. Accordingly, 
the corresponding results including the transmittance and reflectance spectra as well as the fraction 
of spectral power transmitted from the solar spectrum and the fraction of spectral power reflected 
by [HL]5f1·[HL]5f2·[HL]5f3, [HLLL]5f1·[HLLL]5f2·[HLLL]5f3, [HCLC]5f1·[HCLC]5f2·[HCLC]5f3 and 
[HQLQ]5f1·[HQLQ]5f2·[HQLQ]5f3 with Wgrin=0.5·(dL+H) and f1 = 7,800 nm and f3 = 10,500 nm are provided 
in Figure 4-50 through Figure 4-52. With respect to these results, the 
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[HQLQ]
5
f1·[HQLQ]
5
f2·[HQLQ]
5
f3
 still provides the best design followed by 
[HCLC]
5
f1·[HCLC]
5
f2·[HCLC]
5
f3 and [HLLL]
5
f1·[HLLL]
5
f2·[HLLL]
5
f3. 
In order to verify the results provided so far for a triples-stack dielectric mirror, instead of using a 
second stack with a reflectance peak position that coincides with the maximum of the thermal 
radiation spectra emitted from a black body at 500 K , the values for the first, second and third 
stack reflectance peak positions can be chosen according to the wavelength ranges from 0 nm to 
15,000 nm with higher resolution in the ranges with higher blackbody intensity and less resolution 
in the ranges where the blackbody intensity decreases to find the best design for the triple-stack 
dielectric mirror. Hence, in the following the results for this case is presented and discussed. 
Figure 4-53 shows the fraction of solar spectral power transmitted through 
[HQLQ]
5
f1·[HQLQ]
5
f2·[HQLQ]
5
f3, the fraction of blackbody spectral power reflected by 
[HQLQ]
5
f1·[HQLQ]
5
f2·[HQLQ]
5
f3 and the temperature of a blackbody solar receiver covered with 
[HQLQ]
5
f1·[HQLQ]
5
f2·[HQLQ]
5
f3 as a function of f1, f2, and f3. In order to find the best design, one 
can show the planar cross-sectional views for the optimal values of f1, f2 and f3. Accordingly, 
Figure 4-54 illustrates these cross-sectional views for the fraction of solar spectral power 
transmitted through [HQLQ]
5
f1·[HQLQ]
5
f2·[HQLQ]
5
f3 (Figure a.), the fraction of blackbody spectral 
power reflected by [HQLQ]
5
f1·[HQLQ]
5
f2·[HQLQ]
5
f3 (Figure b.), and the temperature dependency of 
a blackbody solar receiver for the case where (
t
ε
)
1/4
 has the maximum value equal to 1.3409 when 
f1= 6,000 nm, f2= 8,000 nm and f3=10,750 nm (Figure c.). 
Interestingly, even after optimizing all three reflectance peak positions (f1, f2, and f3) the best 
design for the triple-stack dielectric mirror is still the case where the second stack has a reflectance 
peak position that coincides with the maximum of the thermal radiation spectra emitted from a 
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black body at 500 K (f2= 5,800 nm) when f1= 7,800 nm and f3= 10,500 nm and the corresponding 
(
t
ε
)
1/4
 has the maximum value equal to 1.341.   
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a.  
b.  
c.  
d.  
Figure 4-41. The fraction of solar spectral power transmitted through [HL]5f1·[HL]5f2 (Figure a.), 
[HLLL]5f1·[HLLL]5f2 (Figure b.), [HCLC]5f1·[HCLC]5f2 (Figure c.) and [HQLQ]5f1·[HQLQ]5f2 (Figure d.)  
plotted as a function of the reflectance peak positions for the first dielectric mirror (x axis) and the 
second dielectric mirror (y axis) 
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a.  
b.  
c.  
d.  
Figure 4-42. The fraction of blackbody spectral power reflected by [HL]5f1·[HL]5f2 (Figure a.), 
[HLLL]5f1·[HLLL]5f2 (Figure b.), [HCLC]5f1·[HCLC]5f2 (Figure c.) and [HQLQ]5f1·[HQLQ]5f2 (Figure d.) 
considering different reflectance peak positions for the first (x axis) and second stack (y axis) 
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a.  
b.  
c.  
d.  
Figure 4-43. Temperature dependency of a blackbody solar receiver covered with [HL]5f1·[HL]5f2 
(Figure a.), [HLLL]5f1·[HLLL]5f2 (Figure b.), [HCLC]5f1·[HCLC]5f2 (Figure c.) and [HQLQ]5f1·[HQLQ]5f2 
(Figure d.) on the reflectance peak positions for the first (x axis) and second dielectric mirror (y axis) 
within the stacked structure.  
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a.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
b
.  
 
Figure 4-44. Transmittance (Figure a.) and reflectance (Figure b.) spectra for [HL]5f1·[HL]5f2, 
[HLLL]5f1·[HLLL]5f2, [HCLC]5f1·[HCLC]5f2 and [HQLQ]5f1·[HQLQ]5f2 with Wgrin=0.5·(dL+H) 
considering the reflectance peak position of the first and second dielectric mirrors within the 
stack are at 6,600 nm and 9,200 nm, respectively.   
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Figure 4-45. Solar irradiance and the amount of spectral power transmitted through [HL]5f1·[HL]5f2, 
[HLLL]5f1·[HLLL]5f2, [HCLC]5f1·[HCLC]5f2 and [HQLQ]5f1·[HQLQ]5f2 with Wgrin=0.5·(dL+H)  considering the 
reflectance peak position of the first and second dielectric mirrors within the stack are at 6,600 nm and 
9,200 nm, respectively 
 
Figure 4-46. Blackbody radiation at T=500 K and the amount of spectral power reflected by 
[HL]5f1·[HL]5f2, [HLLL]5f1·[HLLL]5f2, [HCLC]5f1·[HCLC]5f2 and [HQLQ]5f1·[HQLQ]5f2 with Wgrin=0.5·(dL+H)  
considering the reflectance peak position of the first and second dielectric mirrors within the stack are at 
6,600 nm and 9,200 nm, respectively 
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a.   
b.  
c.  
d.  
Figure 4-47. The fraction of solar spectral power transmitted through [HL]5f1·[HL]5f2·[HL]5f3  (Figure a.), 
[HLLL]5f1·[HLLL]5f2·[HLLL]5f3 (Figure b.), [HCLC]5f1·[HCLC]5f2·[HCLC]5f3 (Figure c.) and 
[HQLQ]5f1·[HQLQ]5f2·[HQLQ]5f3 (Figure d.)  considering different peak positions for the second stack (x 
axis) and third stack (y axis) 
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a.  
b.  
c.  
d.  
Figure 4-48. The fraction of blackbody spectral power reflected by [HL]5f1·[HL]5f2·[HL]5f3  (Figure a.), 
[HLLL]5f1·[HLLL]5f2·[HLLL]5f3 (Figure b.), [HCLC]5f1·[HCLC]5f2·[HCLC]5f3 (Figure c.) and 
[HQLQ]5f1·[HQLQ]5f2·[HQLQ]5f3 (Figure d.)  considering different peak positions for the second (x axis) and 
third stack (y axis) 
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a.  
b.  
c.  
d.  
Figure 4-49. Temperature dependency of a solar blackbody receiver covered with [HL]5f1·[HL]5f2·[HL]5f3  
(Figure a.), [HLLL]5f1·[HLLL]5f2·[HLLL]5f3 (Figure b.), [HCLC]5f1·[HCLC]5f2·[HCLC]5f3 (Figure c.) and 
[HQLQ]5f1·[HQLQ]5f2·[HQLQ]5f3 (Figure d.) on the reflectance peak positions for the first (x axis) and third 
dielectric mirrors (y axis) within the stacked structure 
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a.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
b.  
 
Figure 4-50. Transmittance (Figure a.) and reflectance (Figure b.) spectra for [HL]5f1·[HL]5f2·[HL]5f3, 
[HLLL]5f1·[HLLL]5f2·[HLLL]5f3, [HCLC]5f1·[HCLC]5f2·[HCLC]5f3 and [HQLQ]5f1·[HQLQ]5f2·[HQLQ]5f3 with 
Wgrin=0.5·(dL+H) considering f1 = 7,800 nm and f3 = 10,500 nm.  
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Figure 4-51. Solar irradiance and the amount of spectral power transmitted through 
[HL]5f1·[HL]5f2·[HL]5f3, [HLLL]5f1·[HLLL]5f2·[HLLL]5f3, [HCLC]5f1·[HCLC]5f2·[HCLC]5f3 and 
[HQLQ]5f1·[HQLQ]5f2·[HQLQ]5f3 with Wgrin=0.5·(tL+H) considering f1 = 7,800 nm and f3 = 10,500 nm 
 
Figure 4-52. Blackbody radiation and the amount of spectral power reflected by [HL]5f1·[HL]5f2·[HL]5f3, 
[HLLL]5f1·[HLLL]5f2·[HLLL]5f3, [HCLC]5f1·[HCLC]5f2·[HCLC]5f3 and [HQLQ]5f1·[HQLQ]5f2·[HQLQ]5f3 with 
Wgrin=0.5·(dL+H) considering f1 = 7,800 nm and f2 = 10,500 nm. 
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a.  
b.  
c.  
Figure 4-53. The fraction of solar spectral power transmitted through different triple-stack designs (Figure 
a.), the fraction of blackbody spectral power reflected by different triple-stack dielectric mirrors (Figure 
b.) and temperature dependency of the blackbody to different peak positions (Figure c.) with the 
[HQLQ]5f1·[HQLQ]5f2·[HQLQ]5f3 considering selected ranges of peak positions for the first stack (x axis), 
second stack (y axis) and third stack (z axis). 
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a.  
b.  
c.  
Figure 4-54. The fraction of solar spectral power transmitted through different triple-stack designs(Figure 
a.), the fraction of blackbody spectral power reflected by different triple-stack dielectric mirrors (Figure 
b.) and temperature dependency of the blackbody to different peak positions (Figure c.) with the 
[HQLQ]5f1·[HQLQ]5f2·[HQLQ]5f3 considering three different sets of the peak positions for the first stack (x 
axis), second stack (y axis) and third stack (z axis) in order to find the best design. 
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4-6. Effects of the absorptance of the films within the dielectric mirror on 
its performance 
In this section the sensitivity of the absorptance, transmittance and reflectance spectra of dielectric 
heat mirrors towards changes in the wavelength dependant refractive index and extinction 
coefficient of its films is analyzed for different dielectric mirror designs. As discussed earlier, 
throughout this thesis it has been assumed that the index of refraction of the alternating layers in 
the dielectric mirror are 1.3 and 2.0, representative of a silica NP and TCO films, respectively. 
However, up to this point it has been assumed that the extinction coefficient, or light absorption in 
the thin films comprising the dielectric heat mirrors, is zero. In this section, the sensitivity analysis 
will be done with the lower index of refraction material considered to be silica NP and the higher 
index of refraction materials considered to be either TiO2 or ZnSe thin films, taking into 
consideration the non-zero value of the extinction coefficient for these films. The results for the 
absorptance, transmittance and reflectance spectra for different index of refraction profiles are 
provided in Figure 4-55 through Figure 4-62. 
In this work, the index of refraction and extinction coefficient of the SiO2 NP film is approximated 
using the results from a solid thin film [162-163], and with respect to the method described in 
Chapter 2-6-2, considering the SiO2 NP film is 30 % porous. 
Figure 4-55 illustrates the wavelength dependence of the refractive index (n) and extinction 
coefficient (k) for a SiO2 and SiO2 NP thin film (Figure a.) as a low index material and a TiO2 thin 
film (Figure b.) [163] as a high index TCO. As can be seen, for both materials, the graph shows an 
approximately zero value for the extinction coefficient up to 8,000 nm and a smooth trend for the 
refractive index values, which is always below 1.5 for the SiO2 film and around 2 for the TiO2 
film. Figure 4-56 to Figure 4-58, show the absorptance (Figure a.), transmittance (Figure b.) and 
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reflectance (Figure c.) spectra of [HL]5, [HLLL]
5, [HCLC]
5 and [HQLQ]
5 considering the wavelength 
dependant n and k values of the SiO2 NP and TiO2 thin films shown in Figure 4-55. With respect 
to these results, considering SiO2 NP and TiO2 thin films as low index and high index materials in 
the dielectric mirror design, but with a k value of zero, the fraction of spectral power transmitted 
through [HL]5 is 67.29 %, through [HLLL]
5 is 94.84 %, through [HCLC]
5 is 96.73 % and through 
[HQLQ]
5 is 96.72 %. When considering the dielectric mirrors comprised of SiO2 NP and TiO2 thin 
films (with non-zero k values) the fraction of spectral power transmitted through [HL]5, [HLLL]
5, 
[HCLC]
5 and [HQLQ]
5 reduces to  65.84 %, 84.72 %, 83.83 % and 84.73 %, respectively, for the 
case with wavelength dependant n and k. It would be interesting to note here that the corresponding 
values for the original calculations with constant refractive indices resulted in 76.91%, 96.45%, 
97.36% and 97.25% for the fraction of spectral power transmitted through the [HL]5, [HLLL]
5, 
[HCLC]
5 and [HQLQ]
5 stacking sequences, respectively. The absorptance spectra shows the 
contribution of extinction coefficient for longer wavelengths around 9,000 nm which results in a 
lower reflectance around this wavelength decreasing the fraction of spectral power reflected with 
49.61 % for the [HL]5, 42.47 % for the [HLLL]
5, 48.68 % for the [HCLC]
5, and 50.88 % for the 
[HQLQ]
5 for the dielectric mirrors with k = 0 to lower values of 47.33 %, 37.53 %, 41.12 % and 
42.42 % for the case with wavelength dependant n and k. Also, the corresponding values for the 
original calculations with constant refractive indices resulted in 30.11%, 30.11%, 35.03% and 
37.22% for the fraction of spectral power reflected by [HL]5, [HLLL]
5, [HCLC]
5 and [HQLQ]
5, 
respectively. 
illustrates the variation of the refractive index (n) and extinction coefficient (k) for a SiO2 NP thin 
film (Figure a.) as a low index material and the ZnSe thin film [164-165] (Figure b.) as a high 
index TCO. As can be seen, the wavelength dependant graph for the ITO thin film shows a high 
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dependency on wavelength for both n and k values which results in more absorptance and 
accordingly higher variation in the reflectance spectra. Figure 4-60 to Figure 4-62, show the 
absorptance (Figure a.), transmittance (Figure b.) and reflectance (Figure c.) spectra of [HL]5, 
[HLLL]
5, [HCLC]
5 and [HQLQ]
5 considering the wavelength dependant n and k for the SiO2 NP and 
ZnSe thin films shown in Figure 4-59. With respect to these results, considering SiO2 NP and ZnSe 
thin films as low index and high index materials in the dielectric mirror design, but with a k value 
of zero, the fraction of spectral power transmitted through [HL]5 is 65.03 %, through [HLLL]
5 is 
94.39 %, through [HCLC]
5 is 96.17 % and through [HQLQ]
5 is 96.13 %. When considering the 
dielectric mirrors comprised of SiO2 NP and ITO thin films (with non-zero k values) the fraction 
of spectral power transmitted through [HL]5, [HLLL]
5, [HCLC]
5 and [HQLQ]
5 reduces to 65.03 %, 
84.22 %, 85.86 % and 85.82 %, respectively, for the case with wavelength dependant n and k. The 
absorptance spectra shows the contribution of extinction coefficient for longer wavelengths after 
8,000 nm which results in a lower reflectance around this wavelength decreasing the fraction of 
spectral power reflected with 60.86 % for the [HL]5, 53.94 % for the [HLLL]
5, 57.07 % for the 
[HCLC]
5, and 58.45 % for the [HQLQ]
5 for the dielectric mirrors with k=0 to all time lower values 
of 47.77 %, 43.09 %, 46.33 % and 47.8 % for the case with wavelength dependant n and k. 
To recap this section, overall depending on the material selection for the TCO film, the 
transmittance and reflectance spectra will be affected. Although, the effect is towards reducing the 
efficiency of the dielectric mirror, by smart selection of the materials with near zero extinction 
coefficients better dielectric mirrors can be designed. 
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a.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
b.  
 
Figure 4-55. Variation of the refractive index (n) and extinction coefficient (k) for the SiO2 NP film 
(Figure a.) as a low index material and the TiO2 film (Figure b.) as a high index TCO [162-163] 
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a.   
b.  
c.  
Figure 4-56. Absorptance (Figure a.), transmittance (Figure b.) and reflectance (Figure c.) spectra of 
[HL]5, [HLLL]5, [HLLL]5 and [HQLQ]5 comprised of alternating layers of SiO2 NP and TiO2 thin films 
with wavelength dependant n and k 
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a.  
b.  
c.  
Figure 4-57. Absorptance (Figure a.), transmittance (Figure b.) and reflectance (Figure c.) spectra of 
[HL]5, [HLLL]5, [HCLC]5 and [HCLC]5 comprised of alternating layers of SiO2 NP and TiO2 thin films 
with wavelength dependant n and k 
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a.  
b.  
c.  
Figure 4-58. Absorptance (Figure a.), transmittance (Figure b.) and reflectance (Figure c.) spectra of 
[HL]5, [HLLL]5, [HQLQ]5 and [HQLQ]5 comprised of alternating layers of SiO2 NP and TiO2 thin films 
with wavelength dependant n and k 
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a.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
b.  
 
Figure 4-59. Variation of the refractive index (n) and extinction coefficient (k) for the SiO2 NP film 
(Figure a.) as a low index material and the ZnSe film (Figure b.) as a high index TCO [162-165] 
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a.   
b.  
c.  
Figure 4-60. Absorptance (Figure a.), transmittance (Figure b.) and reflectance (Figure c.) spectra of 
[HL]5, [HLLL]5, [HLLL]5 and [HLLL]5 comprised of alternating layers of SiO2 NP and ZnSe thin films 
with wavelength dependant n and k 
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a.  
b.  
c.  
Figure 4-61. Absorptance (Figure a.), transmittance (Figure b.) and reflectance (Figure c.) spectra of 
[HL]5, [HLLL]5, [HCLC]5 and [HCLC]5 comprised of alternating layers of SiO2 NP and ZnSe thin films 
with wavelength dependant n and k 
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a.  
b.  
c.  
Figure 4-62. Absorptance (Figure a.), transmittance (Figure b.) and reflectance (Figure c.) spectra of 
[HL]5, [HQLQ]5, [HQLQ]5 and [HQLQ]5 comprised of alternating layers of SiO2 NP and ZnSe thin films 
with wavelength dependant n and k 
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4-7. Conclusion  
In this chapter, the sensitivity of the transmittance and reflectance spectra of the dielectric mirror 
towards its number of layers, resolution of its refractive index profiles, refractive index, number 
and reflectance peak position of dielectric mirrors in a stacked configuration, absorption of its 
constituent layers, and incident angle of the incoming light was analyzed. In the following a 
summary of the effects of altering each parameter on the performance of the dielectric mirror is 
provided. 
Angle of incidence: 
• For P-polarized light, increasing the angle of incidence causes the FWHM of the reflection 
peak and the corresponding maximum peak reflection to decrease.  
• For S-Polarized light, increasing the angle of incidence results in an increase of the FWHM 
and peak reflectance value of the reflection peak. 
• Although increasing the angle of incidence for the case of S-Polarized light results in a 
higher FWHM and peak reflectance maximum values, which causes a higher fraction of 
blackbody spectral power to be reflected, the reflectance values in the visible spectrum also 
increase which results in a significant reduction in the fraction of solar spectral power 
transmitted through the structure. 
• For higher than 50° incident angles, the Bragg reflector behaviour is no longer seen and 
most of the energy from the sun is reflected by the dielectric mirror. 
Number of layers: 
• Increasing the number of layers decreases the FWHM and increases the maximum peak 
reflectance value. 
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• Increasing the number of layers results in a total reduction in the fraction of solar spectral 
power transmitted. However, beyond a certain number of layers, further increasing the 
number of layers decreases the total amount of thermal radiation reflected (this is because, 
although the reflectance peak for the heat mirror increases, the FWHM of the peak 
decreases resulting in a net decrease in the amount of thermal radiation reflected). 
• When the number of layers in the dielectric mirror is 15 or greater, further increases in the 
number of layers does not result in a significant difference in the transmittance and 
reflectance spectra of the dielectric mirror. 
Resolution of the refractive index profiles: 
• Increasing the resolution of the graded index of refraction profiles results in a decrease of 
both the FWHM and maximum reflectance value of the reflectance peak. 
• By increasing the value of W* more solar radiation is transmitted by the different dielectric 
mirrors considered. However, increasing W* also reduces the reflected fraction of 
blackbody spectral power. 
• Increasing the value of W* from 20 to 50 and 100 does not cause a significant difference 
in the results. 
Refractive index of the H and L layers within the heat mirror: 
• Increasing nH results in an increase of both the FWHM and intensity of the reflectance peak 
exhibited by the heat mirror. 
• By increasing the value of nH more blackbody radiation will be reflected by the different 
dielectric mirrors considered. However, the general trend for the solar power transmitted 
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through the dielectric mirror is that the transmitted solar power increases as the value of nH 
is decreased and becomes closer to nL, which is equal to 1.3. 
• By increasing the contrast between the high and low refractive indices results improve and 
a higher temperature on the surface of a blackbody is achieved. Consequently, for all cases 
considered, the best design is with nH= 2.5 and nL= 1.1. 
Additional heat mirrors 
• Considering that additional heat mirrors (quarter-wave dielectric mirror) with different 
peak reflectance wavelengths can be stacked on top of each other, increasing the number 
of stacked mirrors generally results in a decrease and large increase of the amount of solar 
radiation transmitted and thermal radiation reflected, respectively. The benefits of 
increasing the amount of thermal radiation that is reflected outweighs the losses due to 
decreases in the transmittance of the incident solar radiation.  
• The best result for a double-stack design (wherein each heat mirror in the stack is 
comprised of five bilayers) for a receiver operating at 500 K is for the case when both 
stacks have the [HQLQ]
5 structure and the first stack reflectance peak position is at 6,600 
nm and the second stack reflectance peak position is at 9,200 nm. As a result, the total 
amount of thermal radiation reflected from a black body at 500 K increases from ~ 42 % 
for the [HL]5 to  ~ 55 % for [HQLQ]
5·[HQLQ]
5and the total amount of the solar radiation 
transmitted through the dielectric mirror increases from ~ 77 % for the [HL]5 to more than 
97 % for the [HQLQ]
5·[HQLQ]
5. 
• The best result for a triple-stack design (wherein each heat mirror in the stack is comprised 
of five bilayers) for a receiver operating at 500 K and with one stack having a reflectance 
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peak position that coincides with the maximum of the thermal radiation spectra emitted 
from a black body at 500 K (5,800 nm) is for the case when all three stacks have the 
[HQLQ]
5  structure and the second stack reflectance peak position is at 7,800 nm and the 
third stack reflectance peak position is at 10,500 nm. As a result, the total amount of 
thermal radiation reflected from a black body at 500 K increases from ~42 % for the [HL]5 
to ~ 70 % for the [HQLQ]
5·[HQLQ]
5·[HQLQ]
5 and the total amount of the solar radiation 
transmitted through the dielectric mirror increases from ~ 77 % for the [HL]5 to more than 
96 % for the [HQLQ]
5·[HQLQ]
5·[HQLQ]
5. 
Absorption Coefficient 
• Depending on the absorption spectra of the material selected for the H and L films, the 
transmittance and reflectance spectra will be affected. 
• Overall, increased absorption within the H and L films reduces the efficiency of the 
dielectric mirror. 
• The best material is the one with near zero extinction coefficients. 
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5. Application of transparent dielectric mirrors 
In this chapter, as an application of the transparent heat mirrors designed in this work, a parabolic 
dish collector (PDC) system, or a Dish-Stirling system, is analysed to determine the benefits of 
using the selective transparent heat mirror designed in this work on top of its receiver.  
As discussed in Chapter 1, concentrated solar thermal power (CSP) technologies utilize four main 
types of solar concentrators: parabolic trough collectors (PTC), solar power towers (SPT), linear 
Fresnel reflectors (LFR), and PDC. In the following, a PDC system is being analysed with and 
without using the transparent heat mirrors on top of its receiver. Accordingly, Dish-Stirling 
systems operating at temperatures of 500 K, 1,000 K, and 1,500 K, are considered.  
5-1. Dish-Stirling system design 
Parabolic dish technology utilizes a concentrator in the form of a parabolic-shaped dish with a 
focal point. Using this dish, the system reflects the direct portion of the incident solar radiation 
onto a receiver located at the focal point. In a parabolic dish system, a two-axis tracking system is 
used, and a heat engine mounted on the receiver directly uses the collected heat. Currently, for 
power conversion processes, one can use Stirling or Brayton cycle engines.  
CSP systems use the heat produced by concentrating and absorbing the energy from the sun to 
generate electricity. Among existing solar thermal systems, Dish-Stirling systems have been 
reported to be the most efficient one by converting approximately 30 percent of direct-normal solar 
radiation into electric power [36]. In the following, several black body receivers, surrounded by 
solar selective coatings in the form of a transparent dielectric mirror as presented in this thesis, are 
heated to different temperatures of 500 K, 1,000 K or 1,500 K such that they could potentially be 
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used in the operation of Dish-Stirling systems. Consider the schematic of the blackbody depicted 
in Figure 5-1. The entering energy is the solar radiation and the exiting energy comprises of 
radiative losses (denoted as LR), usable power (denoted as Pout), and convective and conductive 
heat losses (denoted as LH). The temperature of the Dish-Stirling system receiver and surrounding 
area are denoted by Ts and T∞, respectively.  
 
Figure 5-1. Schematic explanation of input and output energy for the receiver within a typical Dish-
Stirling concentrator system. 
The actual usable power generated by the Dish Stirling system at equilibrium, considering 
convective, conductive and radiative heat losses, given by [166-170] can be derived as follows: 
Pout = P𝑖𝑛 − (L𝑅 + L𝐻)                    
Pin = IAapη0 
L𝑅 + L𝐻 = Arec[h(Ts − T∞) + εσ(Ts
4 − T∞
4)]                                                                           
Pout = IAapη0 − Arec[h(Ts − T∞) + εσ(Ts
4 − T∞
4)]         (5-1) 
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Where I is the direct solar flux intensity, which here is considered as the direct radiation from a 
blackbody at a temperature of ~ 5,700 K, Aap is the collector aperture area, 𝜂0 is the collector 
optical efficiency, Arec is the area of the receiver which absorbs the incoming solar radiation, h is 
the local convective heat transfer coefficient between the receiver and the surrounding 
environment, Ts is the average receiver temperature, T∞ is the ambient temperature, 𝜀 is emissivity 
of the receiver, and σ is Stefan’s constant as provided by Equation 2.3. Herein, the average value 
for h is considered equal to 17.4 W/m2K for air under clear sky conditions [171] and the ambient 
temperature is 300 K. A schematic diagram, shown as Figure 5-2.a and Figure 5-2.b, illustrates the 
collector and receiver, respectively, and shows the aperture diameter for the solar collector and 
receiver within the Dish-Stirling system. 
a. 
 
 
b.  
Figure 5-2. Schematic diagram of a Dish Stirling System with 
a. typical components 
b. corresponding aperture areas of the collector and the receiver 
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5-2.  Results and discussion 
Considering different Dish-Stirling systems and applying the transparent heat mirrors on top of 
the receivers will result in a significant increase in the power conversion efficiency. In the 
following, results for different receiver temperatures of 500 K, 1,000 K and 1,500 K are provided 
in Figure 5-3 through Figure 5-8 for the cases when the receiver is covered with single-stack, 
double-stack and triple-stack dielectric heat mirrors. Moreover, the power generated in Dish-
Stirling systems for the case when the receiver is covered with a single TCO (In2O3:Sn) layer and 
the case when the receiver is not covered is also shown for comparison. Furthermore, regarding 
the interfacial refractive index profiles within the dielectric heat mirrors, for this analysis only the 
conventional quarter-wave stack (e.g. step profile) and the quintic index of refraction profile, 
which yielded the top performance results presented in Chapter 4, are considered. Also, for all 
transparent dielectric heat mirrors considered in this work the indices of refraction of the 
alternating layers within the structure are nL=2 and nH =1.3. 
For the single-stack transparent dielectric heat mirrors considered in this analysis, denoted as 
[HL]5f1 and [HQLQ]
5
f1, the subscript f1 is the reflectance peak position of the single-stack dielectric 
mirror and is equal to 5,800 nm, 3,240 nm and 2,160 nm for the cases when the receiver 
temperature within the Dish-Stirling system is 500 K, 1,000 K and 1,500 K, respectively. The 
values of f1 are set to 5,800 nm, 3,240 nm and 2,160 nm because these are the peak positions of 
the blackbody emission spectra from the receiver when it is at a temperature of 500 K, 1,000 K 
and 1,500 K, respectively. A double-stack dielectric mirror is comprised of two sets of five bi-
layers of films with nL=2 and nH =1.3, denoted here as [HL]
5
f1·[HL]
5
f2 and [HQLQ]
5
f1·[HQLQ]
5
f2 for 
the case of the conventional quarter-wave stack and when the interfaces between the films with 
the higher and lower refractive indices within the dielectric mirror is designed with a quintic index 
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of refraction profile, respectively. Here, f1 is the reflectance peak position of the first stack of the 
dielectric mirror and is equal to 6,600 nm, 3,500 nm and 2,400 nm for the average receiver 
temperatures of 500 K, 1,000 K and 1,500 K, respectively, while f2 is the reflectance peak position 
of the second stack of the dielectric mirror and is equal to 9,200 nm, 4,800 nm and 3,700 nm for 
the average receiver temperatures of 500 K, 1,000 K and 1,500 K, respectively. The values for f1 
and f2, as discussed earlier in Chapter 4, are chosen to maximize Equation 2-11, T = 
constant·(
t
ε
)
1/4
, where t is the transmittance and 𝜀 is the emissivity of the dielectric mirror. The 
triple-stack dielectric mirrors considered in this section are comprised of three sets of five bi-layers 
of films with nL=2 and nH =1.3, denoted here as [HL]
5
f1·[HL]
5
f2·[HL]
5
f3 and 
[HQLQ]
5
f1·[HQLQ]
5
f2·[HQLQ]
5
f3 for the case of the conventional quarter-wave stack and when the 
interfaces between the films with the higher and lower refractive indices within the dielectric 
mirror are designed with a quintic index of refraction profile, respectively. Here, f1 is the 
reflectance peak position of the first stack within the dielectric mirror and is equal to 5,800 nm, 
2,900 nm and 1,930 nm for the cases when the receiver temperature is 500 K, 1,000 K and 1,500 
K, respectively. The reflectance peak position of the second stack within the dielectric mirror, f2, 
is equal to 7,800 nm, 4,000 nm and 3,000 nm for the average receiver temperatures of 500 K, 1,000 
K and 1,500 K, respectively, while f3 is the reflectance peak position of the third stack of the 
dielectric mirror and is equal to 10,500 nm, 5,600 nm and 4,800 nm for the receiver temperatures 
of 500 K, 1,000 K and 1,500 K, respectively. The values for f1, f2 and f3, as discussed earlier in 
Chapter 4, are chosen to maximize Equation 2-11, T = constant·(
t
ε
)
1/4
. 
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Figure 5-3 shows the generated power versus solar concentration ratio for different PDC systems 
with and without a single, double and triple -stack transparent heat mirror on top of the receiver 
operating at T = 500 K where alternating layers of films within the dielectric mirror with [HL]5f1, 
[HQLQ]
5
f1, [HQLQ]
5
f1·[HQLQ]
5
f2, and [HQLQ]
5
f1·[HQLQ]
5
f2·[HL]
5
f3 have refractive indices of nH =2 
and nL =1.3. In this work the solar concentration ratio is defined with reference to Fig 5-2b to be 
(Dap/Drec)
2. In the literature, for a PDC system operating at T = 500 K, the concentration ratio can 
vary from 6 to more than 200 depending on the design and operation of the PDC system and the 
power generated at an operating temperature of 500 K typically ranges from 0.25 kW to 10 kW 
[171-172]. For example, Mary Nelima Ondiaka et. al. [174] reported a PDC system operating at T 
= 500 K with a solar concentration ratio of 30 and generated power of 2,200 W [171]. As can be 
seen in Figure 5-3, considering different solar concentration ratios, the generated power shows 
different behaviour. Accordingly, for a low concentration ratio, or low number of suns (e.g. less 
than 30), the generated power for the case when a dielectric mirror with [HQLQ]
5
f1 or 
[HQLQ]
5
f1·[HQLQ]
5
f2 or [HQLQ]
5
f1·[HQLQ]
5
f2·[HL]
5
f3  is applied on top of the receiver is higher than 
the PDC system without any cover on top of the receiver or the case when a conventional TCO 
film (e.g. a In2O3:Sn film) coated on a glass substrate functions as the low-E coating on top of the 
receiver [171]. However, for the case of a PDC system operating at T=500 K with a high number 
of incident suns (e.g. higher than 30), the generated power for the PDC system without any cover 
on top of the receiver is always higher than the cases when a the receiver is covered with any 
transparent heat mirror or any form of low-E coating. The main reason for this behaviour is that, 
considering Equation 5-1, as the number of suns increases the solar power absorbed by the receiver 
plays a greater role compared to the radiative heat losses, which is almost a constant value 
considering the receiver is operating at a temperature of 500 K. Hence, the transmittance value for 
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different coatings significantly affects the amount of solar power absorbed by the receiver and for 
the case without any cover on top of the receiver the transmittance value is equal to 1, and this 
case provides more entering solar power compared to the other cases wherein the transmittance 
through the receiver cover is less than 1.  It should be noted that usually a typical PDC system uses 
a conventional low-E coating on top of the receiver. Consequently, in Figure 5-4 the generated 
power using a PDC system operating at T= 500 K when a dielectric mirror with [HL]5f1, [HQLQ]
5
f1, 
[HQLQ]
5
f1·[HQLQ]
5
f2, and [HQLQ]
5
f1·[HQLQ]
5
f2·[HL]
5
f3 is applied on top of the receiver is compared 
to the case wherein an In2O3:Sn film is on top of the receiver. With respect to Figure 5-4, compared 
to the case when an In2O3:Sn film is on top of the receiver, the generated power with low solar 
concentration ratio of 6 increases by ~ 60 % using [HQLQ]
5
f1 (equal to ~ 380 W), by ~ 85 % using 
[HQLQ]
5
f1·[HQLQ]
5
f2 (equal to ~ 425 W) and by ~  100 % using [HQLQ]
5
f1·[HQLQ]
5
f2·[HL]
5
f3 (equal 
to ~ 450 W) on top of the receiver. Considering higher solar concentration ratios (e.g. higher than 
30), the improvement in generated power decreases to ~ 35 % for all three kinds of the dielectric 
mirrors with quintic profiles. To put it another way, for higher solar concentration ratios, a PDC 
system with a dielectric mirror with [HQLQ]
5
f1 is more efficient than those with 
[HQLQ]
5
f1·[HQLQ]
5
f2 or [HQLQ]
5
f1·[HQLQ]
5
f2·[HL]
5
f3 on top of the receiver.  However, the PDC 
system with [HL]5f1 on top of the receiver does not show higher generated power compared to the 
case with the conventional low-E coating at low solar concentration, although by increasing the 
number of suns to more than 15 the generated power with [HL]5 increases and reaches to ~ 5 % 
more than the conventional case when an In2O3:Sn film coated on a glass substrate functions as 
the low-E coating on top of the receiver.  
Figure 5-5 shows the generated power versus number of suns for different PDC systems with and 
without a single, double and triple -stack transparent heat mirror on top of the receiver operating 
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at T = 1,000 K where alternating layers of films within the dielectric mirror with [HL]5f1, [HQLQ]
5
f1, 
[HQLQ]
5
f1·[HQLQ]
5
f2, and [HQLQ]
5
f1·[HQLQ]
5
f2·[HL]
5
f3 have refractive indices of nH =2 and nL =1.3. 
In practice, as an example, the solar concentration ratio for a PDC system operating at T = 1,000 
K may be as high as 2,000 while the generated power may reach 25 kW [174-175]. For example, 
SolarTron Energy Systems Inc. [175] provides a commercial PDC system operating at T = 1,000 
K with solar concentration ratio of 1,000 and generated power of 25 kW [171]. As can be seen in 
Figure 5-5, considering different solar concentration ratios, the generated power shows different 
behaviour. Accordingly, for a low number of incident suns (e.g. less than 200) the generated power 
for the case when a dielectric mirror with [HQLQ]
5
f1 or [HQLQ]
5
f1·[HQLQ]
5
f2 or 
[HQLQ]
5
f1·[HQLQ]
5
f2·[HL]
5
f3  is applied on top of the receiver is higher than the PDC system 
without any cover on top of the receiver or the case when a conventional TCO film (e.g. an  
In2O3:Sn film) coated on a glass substrate functions as the low-E coating on top of the receiver 
[173]. However, for the case of a PDC system operating at T=1,000 K with a higher number of 
incident suns (e.g. higher than 200), the generated power for the PDC system without any cover 
on top of the receiver is always higher than the cases with cover on top of the receiver. The main 
reason for this behaviour is that, considering Equation 5-1, as number of suns increases the 
absorbed solar power plays a greater role compared to the heat losses which is almost a constant 
value considering the receiver operates at a temperature of 1,000 K. Hence, the transmittance value 
for different coatings significantly affects the entering solar power and because the transmittance 
value is 1 for the case when there is no cover on the receiver, more solar power is absorbed 
compared to the other cases wherein the transmittance is less than 1.  It should be noted that usually 
a typical PDC system uses a conventional low-E coating on top of the receiver. Consequently, in 
Figure 5-6 the generated power using a PDC system operating at T= 1,000 K when a dielectric 
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mirror with [HL]5f1, [HQLQ]
5
f1, [HQLQ]
5
f1·[HQLQ]
5
f2, and [HQLQ]
5
f1·[HQLQ]
5
f2·[HL]
5
f3 is applied on 
top of the receiver is compared to the case wherein an In2O3:Sn film is on top of the receiver. With 
respect to Figure 5-6, compared to the case when an In2O3:Sn film is on top of the receiver, the 
generated power when the solar concentration is 40 increases by ~ 129 % using [HQLQ]
5
f1 (equal 
to ~ 1,202 W), by ~ 283 % using [HQLQ]
5
f1·[HQLQ]
5
f2 (equal to ~ 2,010 W) and by ~ 360 % using 
[HQLQ]
5
f1·[HQLQ]
5
f2·[HL]
5
f3 (equal to ~ 2,418 W) on top of the receiver. Considering higher solar 
concentration ratios, the improvement in generated power decreases to ~ 30 % for all three kinds 
of the dielectric mirrors with quintic profiles. To put it another way, for higher solar concentration 
ratios, a PDC system with a dielectric mirror with [HQLQ]
5
f1 is more efficient than those with 
[HQLQ]
5
f1·[HQLQ]
5
f2 or [HQLQ]
5
f1·[HQLQ]
5
f2·[HL]
5
f3 on top of the receiver. However, the PDC 
system with [HL]5f1 on top of the receiver does not show higher generated power compared to the 
case with the conventional low-E coating at lower incident solar concentration ratios, although by 
increasing the number of incident suns to more than 100 the generated power with [HL]5 increases 
and reaches to ~ 5 % more than the conventional case with an In2O3:Sn film coated on a glass 
substrate functions as the low-E coating on top of the receiver.  
Figure 5-7 shows the generated power versus concentration ratio of the number of incident suns 
for different PDC systems with and without a single, double or triple -stack transparent heat mirror 
on top of its receiver for an operating temperature of  T = 1,500 K, where the alternating layers of 
films within the dielectric mirror with [HL]5f1, [HQLQ]
5
f1, [HQLQ]
5
f1·[HQLQ]
5
f2, and 
[HQLQ]
5
f1·[HQLQ]
5
f2·[HL]
5
f3 have refractive indices of nH =2 and nL =1.3. In practice, the maximum 
operating temperature of the receiver within a PDC system is typically less than 1,500 K. For 
example, Shuang-Ying Wu et all [176] reported a PDC system operating at T = 1,300 K with solar 
concentration ratio of more than 2,000. Nevertheless, here we model a PDC system operating at T 
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= 1,500 K at a solar concentration ratio of more than 3,000 with generated power up to 50 kW to 
investigate the performance of the transparent dielectric heat mirrors designed in this work at high 
operating temperatures [176-177]. As can be seen in Figure 5-7, considering different solar 
concentration ratios, the generated power shows different behaviour. Accordingly, for a low 
number of incident suns (e.g. less than 200) the generated power for the case when a dielectric 
mirror with [HQLQ]
5
f1 or [HQLQ]
5
f1·[HQLQ]
5
f2 or [HQLQ]
5
f1·[HQLQ]
5
f2·[HL]
5
f3  is applied on top of 
the receiver is higher than the PDC system without any cover on top of its receiver or the case 
when a conventional TCO film (e.g. a In2O3:Sn film) coated on a glass substrate functions as the 
low-E coating on top of the receiver [173]. However, for the case of a PDC system operating at 
T=1,500 K with a higher number of incident suns (e.g. higher than 200), the generated power for 
the PDC system without any cover on top of the receiver is always higher than the cases when a 
cover is on top of the receiver. Similar to the cases when the PDC system is operating at 500 K or 
1,000 K, the main reason for this behaviour is that, considering Equation 5-1, as the number of 
suns increases the absorbed solar power plays a more influential role compared to the heat losses, 
which are almost constant considering a consistent operating temperature of T = 1,500 K. Hence, 
the transmittance value for different coatings significantly affects the amount of solar power 
absorbed and because the transmittance value for the case when there is no cover on top of the 
receiver is equal to 1, the amount of solar power absorbed is greater compared to the other cases 
when the receiver is covered and the transmittance is less than 1.  It should be noted that usually a 
typical PDC system uses a conventional low-E coating on top of the receiver. Consequently, in 
Figure 5-8 the generated power using a PDC system operating at T= 1,500 K when a dielectric 
mirror with [HL]5f1, [HQLQ]
5
f1, [HQLQ]
5
f1·[HQLQ]
5
f2, and [HQLQ]
5
f1·[HQLQ]
5
f2·[HL]
5
f3 is applied on 
top of the receiver is compared to the case wherein an In2O3:Sn film is on top of the receiver. With 
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respect to Figure 5-8, the power generated when the solar concentration ratio is 200 increases by 
~ 106 % using [HL]5f1 (equal to ~ 4,504 W), by ~ 245 % using [HQLQ]
5
f1 (equal to ~ 7,530 W), by 
~ 426 % using [HQLQ]
5
f1·[HQLQ]
5
f2 (equal to ~ 11,480 W) and by ~ 480 % using 
[HQLQ]
5
f1·[HQLQ]
5
f2·[HL]
5
f3 (equal to ~ 12,650 W) on top of the receiver. Considering higher solar 
concentration ratios, the improvement in generated power decreases to ~ 26 % for all three kinds 
of the dielectric mirrors with quintic profiles. To put it another way, for higher solar concentration 
ratios, a PDC system with a dielectric mirror with [HQLQ]
5
f1 is more efficient than those with 
[HQLQ]
5
f1·[HQLQ]
5
f2 or [HQLQ]
5
f1·[HQLQ]
5
f2·[HL]
5
f3 on top of the receiver because the 
transmittance through [HQLQ]
5
f1 is higher. That is for the PDC system operating at higher 
temperatures of T = 1,500 K, the [HQLQ]
5
f1·[HQLQ]
5
f2·[HL]
5
f3 does not show higher generated 
power compared to the cases with [HQLQ]
5
f1 and [HQLQ]
5
f1·[HQLQ]
5
f2 because the transmittance 
drops from 89.76 % for [HQLQ]
5
f1 and 89.36 % for [HQLQ]
5
f1·[HQLQ]
5
f2 to ~ 84 % for 
[HQLQ]
5
f1·[HQLQ]
5
f2·[HL]
5
f3. 
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Figure 5-3. Generated power versus solar concentration ratio for different PDC systems operating at 500 
K with transparent heat mirrors in the form of [HL]5f1, [HQLQ]5f1, [HQLQ]
5
f1·[HQLQ]
5
f2 and 
[HQLQ]
5
f1·[HQLQ]
5
f2·[HL]
5
f3 on top of the receiver within a PDC system. The cases in which a TCO 
cover and no cover are over top of the receiver are also shown for comparison.  
 
Figure 5-4. Power improvement for different PDC systems operating at 500 K with transparent heat 
mirrors in the form of [HL]5f1, [HQLQ]5f1, [HQLQ]
5
f1·[HQLQ]
5
f2 and [HQLQ]
5
f1·[HQLQ]
5
f2·[HL]
5
f3 on 
top of the receiver within a PDC system in comparison to the case when a single TCO film (e.g. 
In2O3:Sn film) is used to cover the receiver within the PCD system. 
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Figure 5-5. Generated power versus solar concentration ratio for different PDC systems operating at 
1,000 K with transparent heats mirror in the form of [HL]5f1, [HQLQ]5f1, [HQLQ]
5
f1·[HQLQ]
5
f2 and 
[HQLQ]
5
f1·[HQLQ]
5
f2·[HL]
5
f3 on top of the receiver within the PDC system. The cases in which a TCO 
cover and no cover over top of the receiver are also shown for comparison.  
 
Figure 5-6. Power improvement for different PDC systems operating at 1,000 K with transparent heat 
mirrors in the form of [HL]5f1, [HQLQ]5f1, [HQLQ]
5
f1·[HQLQ]
5
f2 and [HQLQ]
5
f1·[HQLQ]
5
f2·[HL]
5
f3 on 
top of the receiver within a PDC system in comparison to the case when a single TCO film (e.g. 
In2O3:Sn film) is used to cover the receiver within the PCD system. 
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Figure 5-7. Generated power versus solar concentration ratio for different PDC systems operating at 
1,500 K with transparent heat mirrors in the form of [HL]5f1, [HQLQ]5f1, [HQLQ]
5
f1·[HQLQ]
5
f2 and 
[HQLQ]
5
f1·[HQLQ]
5
f2·[HL]
5
f3 on top of the receiver within a PDC system. The cases in which a TCO 
cover and no cover over top of the receiver are also shown for comparison. 
 
Figure 5-8. Power improvement for different PDC systems operating at 1,500 K with transparent heat 
mirrors in the form of [HL]5f1, [HQLQ]5f1, [HQLQ]
5
f1·[HQLQ]
5
f2 and [HQLQ]
5
f1·[HQLQ]
5
f2·[HL]
5
f3 on 
top of the receiver within a PDC system in comparison to the case when a single TCO film (e.g. 
In2O3:Sn film) is used to cover the receiver within the PCD system. 
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5-3. Transmitted solar radiation and thermal radiation losses 
Figure 5-9, Figure 5-10, and Figure 5-11 show the transmitted solar radiation and thermal radiation 
losses that pass from a receiver operating at 500 K through the single, double and triple stack heat 
mirrors, respectively. The cover of the PDC systems is either an In2O3:Sn film or a single-stack, a 
double-stack or a triple-stack transparent heat mirror located on top of the receiver and the 
alternating layers of the films within the dielectric mirror have refractive indices of nH = 2 and nL 
= 1.3. As discussed in Chapter 4, the temperature of a blackbody receiver under a dielectric heat 
mirror is proportional to (
t
ε
)
1/4
. In order to design the double-stack dielectric mirror with 
maximum achievable temperature, the first stack reflectance peak position is at 6,600 nm and the 
second stack reflectance peak position is at 9,200 nm. Also, for the case of the triple-stack design 
with one stack having a reflectance peak position that coincides with the maximum of the thermal 
radiation spectra emitted from a black body at 500 K (5,800 nm), the second stack reflectance peak 
position is at 7,800 nm and the third stack reflectance peak position is at 10,500 nm. As can be 
seen, the radiative losses when [HQLQ]
5 is used as the receiver cover (in solid red color) are a lot 
less than for the cases when the emitter is covered with the In2O3:Sn cover, and without any cover, 
resulting in more power generated by the PDC system when its receiver is coated with [HQLQ]
5.  
Figure 5-12, Figure 5-13 and Figure 5-14 show the transmitted solar radiation and thermal radiation 
losses that pass from a receiver operating at 1,000 K through the single, double and triple stack 
heat mirrors, respectively.  The cover is either an In2O3:Sn film or a single-stack, a double-stack 
or a triple-stack transparent heat mirror located on top of the receiver where the alternating layers 
of the films within the dielectric mirror have refractive indices of nH = 2 and nL = 1.3. As discussed 
earlier, in order to design the double-stack dielectric mirror with maximum achievable 
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temperature, the first stack reflectance peak position is at 3,500 nm and the second stack 
reflectance peak position is at 4,800 nm. Also, for the case of the triple-stack design with one stack 
having a reflectance peak position that coincides with the maximum of the thermal radiation 
spectra emitted from a black body at 1,000 K (2,900 nm), the second stack reflectance peak 
position is at 4,000 nm and the third stack reflectance peak position is at 5,600 nm. As can be seen, 
the radiative losses for the [HQLQ]
5 (in solid red color) are still a lot less than that for the cases 
when the receiver is covered with a In2O3:Sn film or when the receiver is not covered, resulting in 
more power generated by the PDC system when [HQLQ]
5 is used on top the receiver. 
Figure 5-15, Figure 5-16 and Figure 5-17 show the transmitted solar radiation and thermal radiation 
losses that pass from a receiver operating at 1,500 K through the single, double and triple-stack 
heat mirrors, respectively. The cover is either an In2O3:Sn film or a single-stack, a double-stack or 
a triple-stack transparent heat mirror located on top of the receiver where the alternating layers of 
the films within the dielectric mirror have refractive indices of nH = 2 and nL = 1.3. As discussed 
earlier, in order to design the double-stack dielectric mirror with maximum achievable 
temperature, the first stack reflectance peak position is at 2,400 nm and the second stack 
reflectance peak position is at 3,700 nm. Also, for the case of the triple-stack design with one stack 
having a reflectance peak position that coincides with the maximum of the thermal radiation 
spectra emitted from a black body at 1,500 K (1,930 nm), the second stack reflectance peak 
position is at 3,000 nm and the third stack reflectance peak position is at 4,800 nm. As can be seen, 
the radiative losses for [HQLQ]
5 (in solid red color) are still a lot less than that for the In2O3:Sn film 
and without any cover resulting in more power generated by the PDC system using this kind of 
dielectric mirror on top the receiver.  
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With respect to the results from Figure 5-9 to Figure 5-17, the overlap between the incoming solar 
irradiance and the thermal emission spectra from the emitter increases as the operating temperature 
of the receiver increases. Accordingly, this overlap, especially for the case with higher solar 
concentrations, results in a lower amount of incident solar radiation passing through the dielectric 
mirror coated on top of the receiver for a PDC system operating at higher temperatures and 
compared to the cases without any cover on top of the receiver, they provide lower average relative 
increases in power for high solar concentrations from ~ 35 % for a PDC system operating at 500 
K to ~ 30 % for a PDC system operating at 1,000 K and to ~ 26 % for a PDC system operating at 
1,500 K.  
It can also be noted that the radiative power emitted from the receivers is spread out over a broader 
spectral range when the receiver is at a lower temperature, and it might be expected that the fraction 
of radiant energy reflected by [HL]5 or [HQLQ]5 decreases for lower emitter temperatures. 
However, the FWHM of the reflectance peaks from [HL]5 and [HQLQ]5 also increases when they 
are designed to reflect radiation from objects operating at lower temperatures. For example the 
FWHM of the reflectance peak for [HQLQ]5 is 6,870 nm, 3,450 nm, and 2,290 nm when it is 
designed to work with a receiver at temperatures of 500 K, 1,000 K, and 1,500 K, respectively. 
The increase in the FWHM of the reflectance peak with decreasing receiver temperature tends to 
offset the increase, or broadening, of the radiation spectra that is emitted from the receiver as its 
temperature decreases. In fact, the amount of radiation from a receiver that is transmitted through 
[HQLQ]5 is calculated to be 61% whether it is operating at 500 K, 1000 K, or 1500 K.   
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Figure 5-9. Solar power incident onto the receiver and radiative losses from the receiver for different PDC 
systems with and without a single-stack transparent heat mirror on top of the receiver operating at T = 
500 K where alternating layers of films within the dielectric mirror with [HQLQ]
5
f1 have refractive 
indices of nH =2 and nL =1.3. 
 
Figure 5-10. Solar power incident onto the receiver and radiative losses from the receiver for different 
PDC systems with and without a double-stack transparent heat mirror on top of the receiver operating at T 
= 500 K where alternating layers of films within the [HQLQ]
5
f1·[HQLQ]
5
f2 dielectric mirrors have 
refractive indices of nH = 2 and nL = 1.3.   
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Figure 5-11. Solar power incident onto the receiver and radiative losses from the receiver for different 
PDC systems with and without a triple-stack transparent heat mirror on top of the receiver operating at T 
= 500 K where alternating layers of films within the [HQLQ]
5
f1·[HQLQ]
5
f2·[HL]
5
f3 dielectric mirrors 
have refractive indices of nH = 2 and nL = 1.3. 
   
Figure 5-12. Solar power incident onto the receiver and radiative losses from the receiver for different 
PDC systems with and without a single-stack transparent heat mirror on top of the receiver operating at T 
= 1,000 K where alternating layers of films within the [HQLQ]
5
f1 dielectric mirrors have refractive indices 
of nH = 2 and nL = 1.3. 
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Figure 5-13. Solar power incident onto the receiver and radiative losses from the receiver for different 
PDC systems with and without a double-stack transparent heat mirror on top of the receiver operating at 
T= 1,000K where alternating layers of films within the [HQLQ]
5
f1·[HQLQ]
5
f2 dielectric mirrors have 
refractive indices of nH = 2 and nL = 1.3. 
  
Figure 5-14. Solar power incident onto the receiver and radiative losses from the receiver for different 
PDC systems with and without a triple-stack transparent heat mirror on top of the receiver operating at T 
= 1,000K where alternating layers of films within the [HQLQ]
5
f1·[HQLQ]
5
f2·[HL]
5
f3 dielectric mirrors 
have refractive indices of nH = 2 and nL = 1.3. 
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Figure 5-15. Solar power incident onto the receiver and radiative losses from the receiver for different 
PDC systems with and without a single-stack transparent heat mirror on top of the receiver operating at T 
= 1,500 K where alternating layers of films within the [HQLQ]
5
f1 dielectric mirrors have refractive indices 
of nH = 2 and nL = 1.3. 
 
Figure 5-16. Solar power incident onto the receiver and radiative losses from the receiver for different 
PDC systems with and without a double-stack transparent heat mirror on top of the receiver operating at 
T= 1,500 K where alternating layers of films within the [HQLQ]
5
f1·[HQLQ]
5
f2 dielectric mirror have 
refractive indices of nH = 2 and nL = 1.3. 
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Figure 5-17. Solar power incident onto the receiver and radiative losses from the receiver for different 
PDC systems with and without a triple-stack transparent heat mirror on top of the receiver operating at T= 
1,500K where alternating layers of films within the [HQLQ]
5
f1·[HQLQ]
5
f2·[HL]
5
f3 dielectric mirrors have 
refractive indices of nH = 2 and nL = 1.3. 
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6. Thesis summary 
Accelerated global warming due to green house gas (GHG) emissions is an important modern-day 
challenge. Among all the renewable energy resources, solar energy is undoubtedly the largest 
useable resource, providing one of the cleanest energy resources. In general, solar energy 
technologies can be divided into two different groups: active and passive. Furthermore, active solar 
energy systems which are mainly used for energy harvesting can be categorized into two areas: 1. 
solar photovoltaic cells (PV) and 2. solar thermal technology or concentrated solar thermal power 
(CSP). CSP is unique among all renewable energy resources as it can simply be coupled with 
thermal energy storage and conventional fuels, making it extremely flexible. An efficient method 
to avoid radiative thermal losses and to achieve high temperatures on the receiver within CSP 
systems is to implement low-Emissivity (low-E) coatings on top of the surface of the receiver. 
Low-E materials can significantly reduce energy usage by reducing radiative heat losses. 
Furthermore, transparent solar selective coatings exhibit high transmittance for solar radiation and 
high reflectance in the near infrared and infrared spectral regions. Consequently, by applying a 
transparent solar selective surface, herein also referred to as a transparent heat mirror, on the 
surface of a receiver (which transmits solar radiation and functions as a low-E coating in the 
infrared region) subjected to concentrated solar radiation will result in a considerable reduction in 
thermal losses. For example, more electric power can be produced by Dish-Stirling systems when 
its receiver is coated with a highly efficient solar selective coating. 
In order to maximize the temperature of a blackbody subjected to incident solar radiation, with 
respect to Equation 2-11, T = constant·(
t
ε
)
1/4
, where t is the transmittance and 𝜀 is the emissivity 
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of the dielectric mirror, the transmittance for solar irradiation and the emissivity of a spectral 
selective coating should be maximized and minimized, respectively. 
6-1. Contributions 
One-dimensional dielectric mirrors (otherwise referred to as a Bragg-reflector) have been designed 
to function as coatings for solar concentrators that reflect infrared radiation to reduce radiative heat 
losses. In this work, a dielectric mirror is considered wherein the index of refraction of the 
alternating layers within the mirror are 2.0 and 1.3. In practice, this structure can be fabricated 
using films such as titanium dioxide (TiO2), colloidal yttrium oxide (Y2O3) and indium-doped tin 
oxide (ITO) films for the layers with the higher index of refraction (nH=2) and using films such as 
SiO2 nanoparticle films for the layers with the lower index of refraction (nL=1.3). It is assumed 
that the spectral distribution of radiation emitted from the receiver approximates that of a 
blackbody at various temperatures from 500 K to 1500 K, and the thicknesses of the H and L films 
were chosen such that the spectral position of the reflectance peak of the dielectric mirror matched 
the peak of the radiation spectra emitted from the receiver, thereby minimizing the radiative heat 
losses from the receiver. 
The design of the dielectric mirror is based on the quarter-wave stack (e.g. quarter-wave thickness 
equal to λ0/4n, where λ0 is the reference wavelength and n denotes the refractive index of either 
high or low index) which exhibits the largest reflectance peak for a dielectric mirror. For the 
quarter-wave stack condition the dielectric mirror is comprised of 725 nm thick TCO films and 
1,115.4 nm thick SiO2 NP films. These quarter-wave stacks reflect a large amount of radiation 
form the blackbody receiver, however, their reflectance peaks in the solar spectral region reduce 
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the amount of solar radiation incident onto the solar collector, and thus reduces its efficiency and 
performance. 
To reduce reflection in the solar spectral region, the interfacial graded index technique has been 
used to increase transmittance in the visible wavelength range while keeping the large reflectance 
in infrared spectral regions. The technique includes producing continuously varying indices of 
refraction according to different thicknesses. Three different profiles as index variations (e.g. 
linear, cubic and quintic profiles) have been used to study antireflection in the interface of two 
dielectric media. The dielectric mirrors investigated in this thesis are comprised of five bilayers, 
and the cases of linear (e.g. [HLLL]
5) , cubic (e.g. [HCLC]
5), and quintic (e.g. [HQLQ]
5) interfacial 
index of refraction profiles are considered along with the conventional quarter-wave stack wherein 
the index of refraction profile is a step-function (e.g. [HL]5) at the interface between the H and L 
layers. 
In order to define a design approach towards the best transparent heat mirror, the effects of altering 
the dielectric mirror parameters on its performance are investigated. That is, the sensitivity of the 
transmittance and reflectance spectra of the dielectric mirror towards its number of layers, 
resolution of the refractive index profiles, refractive index, number of stacked dielectric mirrors, 
absorption, and incident angle of the incoming light was analyzed. Results are shown in Table 1: 
Table 6-1. Summary of the effects of altering the dielectric mirror parameters on its performance 
Number of 
layers 
• Increasing the number of layers results in a reduction in the fraction of solar 
spectral power transmitted. 
• Increasing the number of layers increases the reflectance peaks of the dielectric 
mirrors in the infrared spectral region. However, beyond a certain number of 
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layers, further increasing the number of layers decreases the total amount of 
thermal radiation reflected (this is because, although the reflectance peak for the 
heat mirror increases, the FWHM of the peak decreases resulting in a net decrease 
in the amount of thermal radiation reflected) 
Refractive 
index of the H 
and L layers 
within the 
heat mirror 
• Increasing nH results in an increase for both the FWHM and intensity of the 
reflectance peak exhibited by the heat mirror. 
• By increasing the value for nH more blackbody radiation will be reflected by 
different dielectric mirrors. However, the general trend for the solar power 
transmitted through the dielectric mirror is that the transmitted solar power 
increases as the value of nH is decreased and becomes closer to nL, which is equal 
to 1.3.   
• By increasing the contrast between the high and low refractive indices results 
improve and higher temperature on the surface of a blackbody is achieved. 
Consequently, for all cases considered, the best design for all cases is with nH= 
2.5 and nL= 1.1 
Additional 
stacked heat 
mirrors 
• Considering that additional heat mirrors (quarter-wave dielectric mirror) with 
different peak reflectance wavelengths can be stacked on top of each other, 
increasing the number of stacks generally results in a decrease and large 
increase of the amount of solar radiation transmitted and thermal radiation 
reflected, respectively. The benefits of increasing the amount of thermal 
radiation that is reflected outweighs the losses due to decreased transmittance 
of the incident solar radiation.  
• The best result for a double-stack design (wherein each heat mirror in the stack 
is comprised of five bilayers) for a receiver operating at 500 K is for the case 
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when all two stacks have the [HQLQ]5 structure and the first stack reflectance 
peak position is at 6,600 nm and the second stack reflectance peak position is 
at 9,200 nm. As a result, the total amount of thermal radiation reflected from a 
black body at 500 K increases from ~ 42 % for the [HL]5 to  ~ 55 % for 
[HQLQ]5·[HQLQ]5and the total amount of the solar radiation transmitted through 
the dielectric mirror increases from ~ 77 % for the [HL]5 to more than 97 % 
for the [HQLQ]5·[HQLQ]5. 
• The best result for a triple-stack design (wherein each heat mirror in the stack 
is comprised of five bilayers) for a receiver operating at 500 K and with one 
stack having a reflectance peak position that coincides with the maximum of 
the thermal radiation spectra emitted from a black body at 500 K (5,800 nm) 
is for the case when all three stacks have the [HQLQ]5  structure and the second 
stack reflectance peak position is at 7,800 nm and the third stack reflectance 
peak position is at 10,500 nm. As a result, the total amount of thermal radiation 
reflected from a black body at 500 K increases from ~42 % for the [HL]5 to ~ 
70 % for the [HQLQ]5·[HQLQ]5·[HQLQ]5 and the total amount of the solar 
radiation transmitted through the dielectric mirror increases from ~ 77 % for 
the [HL]5 to more than 96 % for the [HQLQ]5·[HQLQ]5·[HQLQ]5. 
Absorption 
coefficient 
• Depending on the absorption spectra of the material selected for the H and L films, 
the transmittance and reflectance spectra will be affected. 
• Overall, increased absorption within the H and L films reduces the efficiency of 
the dielectric mirror. 
As an application of the transparent heat mirrors designed in this work, a parabolic dish collector 
(PDC) system, or a Dish-Stirling system, was analysed to determine the benefits of using the 
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selective transparent heat mirror on top of its receiver. Considering different Dish-Stirling systems 
and applying the transparent heat mirrors on top of the receivers will result in a significant increase 
in the power conversion efficiency. Results for different receiver temperatures of 500 K, 1,000 K 
and 1,500 K were provided for the cases when the receiver is covered with single-stack, double-
stack and triple-stack dielectric heat mirrors. Moreover, the power generated in Dish-Stirling 
systems for the case when the receiver is covered with a single TCO (In2O3:Sn) layer and the case 
when the receiver is not covered was also shown for comparison. Considering different solar 
concentration ratios, the generated power shows different behaviour.  
In the following, Table 6-2 illustrates the generated power for different PDC systems with receiver 
temperatures of 500 K, 1,000 K and 1,500 K for the cases when the receiver is covered with single-
stack, double-stack and triple-stack dielectric heat mirrors compared to the case when an In2O3:Sn 
film is on top of the receiver. 
Table 6-2. Results for different receiver temperatures of 500 K, 1,000 K and 1,500 K for the cases when 
the receiver is covered with single-stack, double-stack and triple-stack dielectric heat mirrors compared to 
the case when an In2O3:Sn film is on top of the receiver. 
 
[HQLQ]5f1 [HQLQ]5f1·[HQLQ]5f2 [HQLQ]5f1·[HQLQ]5f2·[HL]5f3 
High SCR 
Low Solar Concentration Ratio (SCR) 
T= 
500 K 
~ 60 % 
 (~ 380 W) 
~ 85 %  
(~ 425 W) 
~ 100 % 
 (~ 450 W) 
~ 35 % 
SCR = 6 SCR> 30 
T= 
1000 
K 
~ 129 % 
(~ 1,202 W) 
~ 283 %  
(~ 2,010 W) 
~  360 % 
 (~ 2,418 W) 
~ 30 % 
SCR = 40 SCR> 200 
T= 
1500 
K 
~ 106 % 
 (~ 4,504 W) 
~ 245 % 
 (~ 7,530 W) 
~ 426 %  
(~ 11,480 W) 
~ 26 % 
SCR = 200 SCR> 1000 
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Overall, for higher solar concentration ratios, a PDC system with a dielectric mirror with [HQLQ]
5
f1 
is more efficient than those with [HQLQ]
5
f1·[HQLQ]
5
f2 or [HQLQ]
5
f1·[HQLQ]
5
f2·[HL]
5
f3 on top of the 
receiver because the transmittance through [HQLQ]
5
f1 is higher. 
6-2. Future works 
Although graded index profiles exhibit excellent improvement in the design of transparent heat 
mirrors, it would be very difficult to precisely fabricate the linear, cubic, and quintic graded index 
profiles throughout the dielectric mirror. The main reason is that it is difficult to control the 
continuous change of the refractive index profile over the large number of periods in the dielectric 
mirror. Consequently, the dielectric mirrors presented in this work are not presently expected to 
the best option from an economic standpoint when compared to commercially available solar 
selective films. However, results recently reported in the literature show various emerging methods 
to fabricate graded-index films including lithography and wet etching, integrated nano-island 
coating arrays on nano-conical-frustum arrays, improved metal-induced chemical etching, 
oblique-angle deposition, electron beam coevaportion, ion beam assisted deposition, plasma-
enhanced chemical vapor deposition and sol-gel process. Most of the reports demonstrate oblique-
angle decomposition technique as a successful method to fabricate graded-index films. Future 
work will focus on using these fabrication techniques to demonstrate a decent method to simply 
fabricate graded index profiles and dielectric heat mirrors presented in this work such that they can 
be economically used in various solar thermal applications. Also, challenges due to the absorption 
within the material is of interest. A potential high index film, although a bit expensive, is zinc 
selenide (ZnSe) with refractive index as high as n = 2.5 and extinction coefficient as low as k = 
5.62e-7 over a broad wavelength range extending from the visible spectral region to wavelengths 
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of 20 microns [178]. Furthermore, one material that may become very useful for the low index 
layer in this application is highly porous SiO2 NP films or aerogels. Fabrication of SiO2 NP films 
with refractive index of 1.23 for quarter-wave layers or even lower indices of 1.14 for thicker 
layers were demonstrated using sol-gel. Although, this method is good for very low index coatings, 
it is not presently suitable for depositing films with thicknesses on the order of ~100 nm.  However, 
recently, electron-beam evaporation demonstrated fabrication of a highly porous thin SiO2 NP 
films with a refractive index as low as 1.08 [179-181].  In general, the future development of thin-
films with highly controlled optical properties in the infrared spectral region will benefit the 
advancement of the transparent dielectric heat mirrors designed in this work and will enable the 
enhancement of radiative energy control in a broad range of applications such as Dish-Stirling 
systems and other solar energy harvesting systems.     
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Appendix 
In this thesis, a MATLAB code was developed based on the methods described in Chapter 3, that 
calculates the reflectance and transmittance spectra of dielectric mirrors. In the following the code 
is presented through Sections I to V which is more of an example. Section I calculates the 
reflectance and transmittance of the multilayer film using different graded-index profiles (e.g. 
linear, cubic and quintic). Section II calculates the diagrams of the profiles, solar irradiance and 
the amount of spectral power transmitted through different designs and blackbody radiation and the 
amount of spectral power reflected by different dielectric mirror. Section III calculates the generated 
power and power distribution of a Dish-Stirling system considering different transparent heat 
mirrors on top of the receiver. In order to run each part of the code, one needs to call Section IV 
and V which are modified versions of the functions provided by J. Zhang et al [151]. 
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I- Reflectance and transmittance code 
clc 
clear all; 
close all; 
um = 1e-6; 
nm = 1e-9; 
% define admittance for medium 
Air = 1; 
nH = 2; 
% nL = 1.3; 
yL=1.3; 
Glass = 1.52; 
tt=0.0:1/19:1; 
number_of_steps_tt=length(tt); 
  
 yH_1=yL+(nH-yL).*tt; 
 yH_2=yL+(nH-yL).*(3.*(tt.^2)-2.*(tt.^3)); 
 yH_3=yL+(nH-yL).*(10.*(tt.^3)-15.*(tt.^4)+6.*(tt.^5)); 
 yH_1_rev=nH+(yL-nH).*tt; 
 yH_2_rev=nH+(yL-nH).*(3.*(tt.^2)-2.*(tt.^3)); 
 yH_3_rev=nH+(yL-nH).*(10.*(tt.^3)-15.*(tt.^4)+6.*(tt.^5)); 
  
% define visible region of light 
lambda_max=20000; 
number_of_steps=2001; 
step=lambda_max./number_of_steps; 
lambda = linspace(0,lambda_max,number_of_steps)*nm; 
% define thin film structure 
y_inc = Air; % incident medium admittance 
y_sub = Glass; % substrate medium admittance 
theta = 0; % in degree 
  
%---------------------------------------Black Body Radiation-----------
----------------------------% 
%---------------------------------------------------------------------
-----------------------------%     
c=3*10^8; % speed of light in vacuum 
h=6.625*10.^-34; %  Planck constant  
k=1.38*10.^-23; %   Boltzmann constant 
T1=5340; % Temperatures in Kelvin 
T2_contant=500; 
T2_variable=500; 
%--------------------------------------Planks Law----------------------
----------------------------% 
  
I1=(2*h*c*c)./((lambda.^5).*(exp((h.*c)./(k.*T1.*lambda))-1)).*1e-13; 
Sum_Sun=(sum(I1(2:number_of_steps))).*(step); 
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%---------------------------------------------------------------------
-----------------------------% 
  
I2_constant=(2*h*c*c)./((lambda.^5).*(exp((h.*c)./(k.*T2_contant.*lamb
da))-1)).*1e-13; 
I2=(2*h*c*c)./((lambda.^5).*(exp((h.*c)./(k.*T2_variable.*lambda))-
1)).*1e-13; 
Sum_Black_body=(sum(I2(2:number_of_steps))).*(step); 
%---------------------------------------------------------------------
---%     
[Peak_I2 Wavelengeth_Peak_I2]=max(I2); 
lambda_f= lambda(1,Wavelengeth_Peak_I2); 
  
portion=0.5; 
thickness_11=(lambda_f./4./nH./nm);   % quarter stack 
thickness_22=(lambda_f./4./yL./nm);   % quarter stack 
thickness_11_variable=((thickness_11.*portion)./number_of_steps_tt).*o
nes(1,number_of_steps_tt); 
thickness1_2_variable=(((thickness_11+thickness_22).*portion)./number_
of_steps_tt).*ones(1,number_of_steps_tt); 
thickness_11_constant=thickness_11*(1-2*portion); 
thickness_22_constant=thickness_22*(1-2*portion); 
  
d = 
[thickness_11_variable*nm,thickness_11_constant*nm,thickness1_2_variab
le*nm,thickness_22_constant*nm,... 
    
thickness1_2_variable*nm,thickness_11_constant*nm,thickness1_2_variabl
e*nm,thickness_22_constant*nm,... 
    
thickness1_2_variable*nm,thickness_11_constant*nm,thickness1_2_variabl
e*nm,thickness_22_constant*nm,... 
    
thickness1_2_variable*nm,thickness_11_constant*nm,thickness1_2_variabl
e*nm,thickness_22_constant*nm,... 
    
thickness1_2_variable*nm,thickness_11_constant*nm,thickness1_2_variabl
e*nm,thickness_22_constant*nm,... 
    
thickness1_2_variable*nm,thickness_11_constant*nm,thickness1_2_variabl
e*nm]; 
  
y1 = [yH_1,nH,yH_1_rev,yL,yH_1,nH,yH_1_rev,yL,... 
      yH_1,nH,yH_1_rev,yL,yH_1,nH,yH_1_rev,yL,... 
      yH_1,nH,yH_1_rev,yL,yH_1,nH,yH_1_rev];   
  
y2 = [yH_2,nH,yH_2_rev,yL,yH_2,nH,yH_2_rev,yL,... 
    yH_2,nH,yH_2_rev,yL,yH_2,nH,yH_2_rev,yL,... 
    yH_2,nH,yH_2_rev,yL,yH_2,nH,yH_2_rev]; 
  
y3 = [yH_3,nH,yH_3_rev,yL,yH_3,nH,yH_3_rev,yL,... 
    yH_3,nH,yH_3_rev,yL,yH_3,nH,yH_3_rev,yL,... 
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    yH_3,nH,yH_3_rev,yL,yH_3,nH,yH_3_rev]; 
  
    for ii=1:length(lambda) 
         
            [rho_p_1(ii),tao_p_1(ii),R_p_1(ii),T_p_1(ii)] = 
calculation_p(d,y1,y_inc,y_sub,lambda(ii),theta); 
                
    end 
     
    for ii=1:length(lambda) 
          
            [rho_s_1(ii),tao_s_1(ii),R_s_1(ii),T_s_1(ii)] = 
calculation_s(d,y1,y_inc,y_sub,lambda(ii),theta); 
        
    end 
  
    for ii=1:length(lambda) 
         
            [rho_p_2(ii),tao_p_2(ii),R_p_2(ii),T_p_2(ii)] = 
calculation_p(d,y2,y_inc,y_sub,lambda(ii),theta); 
                
    end 
     
    for ii=1:length(lambda) 
          
            [rho_s_2(ii),tao_s_2(ii),R_s_2(ii),T_s_2(ii)] = 
calculation_s(d,y2,y_inc,y_sub,lambda(ii),theta); 
        
    end 
     
    for ii=1:length(lambda) 
         
            [rho_p_3(ii),tao_p_3(ii),R_p_3(ii),T_p_3(ii)] = 
calculation_p(d,y3,y_inc,y_sub,lambda(ii),theta); 
                
    end 
     
    for ii=1:length(lambda) 
          
            [rho_s_3(ii),tao_s_3(ii),R_s_3(ii),T_s_3(ii)] = 
calculation_s(d,y3,y_inc,y_sub,lambda(ii),theta); 
        
    end 
  
R_p_1_sun=I2.*R_p_1; 
R_p_2_sun=I2.*R_p_2; 
R_p_3_sun=I2.*R_p_3; 
  
T_p_1_sun=I1.*T_p_1; 
T_p_2_sun=I1.*T_p_2; 
T_p_3_sun=I1.*T_p_3; 
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thickness_11=(lambda_f./4./nH./nm);  % quarter stack 
portion=0.0; 
thickness_1_1=portion*(thickness_11./(number_of_steps_tt/2)).*ones(1,(
number_of_steps_tt/2)); 
thickness_1_2=thickness_11*(1-2.*portion); 
thickness_1_3=thickness_1_1; 
thickness_22=(lambda_f./4./yL/nm);   % quarter stack   
thickness_2_1=portion*(thickness_22./(number_of_steps_tt/2)).*ones(1,(
number_of_steps_tt/2)); 
thickness_2_2=thickness_22*(1-2.*portion); 
thickness_2_3=thickness_2_1; 
  
d = 
[thickness_1_1*nm,thickness_2_1*nm,thickness_1_2*nm,thickness_1_3.*nm,
thickness_2_3*nm,thickness_2_2*nm,thickness_1_1*nm,... 
    
thickness_2_1*nm,thickness_1_2*nm,thickness_1_3.*nm,thickness_2_3*nm,t
hickness_2_2*nm,thickness_1_1*nm,thickness_2_1*nm,... 
    
thickness_1_2*nm,thickness_1_3.*nm,thickness_2_3*nm,thickness_2_2*nm,t
hickness_1_1*nm,thickness_2_1*nm,thickness_1_2*nm,... 
    
thickness_1_3.*nm,thickness_2_3*nm,thickness_2_2*nm,thickness_1_1*nm,t
hickness_2_1*nm,thickness_1_2*nm,thickness_1_3.*nm,... 
    
thickness_2_3*nm,thickness_2_2*nm,thickness_1_1*nm,thickness_2_1*nm,th
ickness_1_2*nm,thickness_1_3.*nm,thickness_2_3*nm];   
  
y1 = 
[yH_1,nH,yH_1_rev,yL,yH_1,nH,yH_1_rev,yL,yH_1,nH,yH_1_rev,yL,yH_1,nH,y
H_1_rev,yL,yH_1,nH,yH_1_rev,yL,yH_1,nH,yH_1_rev];   
  
    for ii=1:length(lambda) 
         
            
[rho_p_quarter(ii),tao_p_quarter(ii),R_p_quarter(ii),T_p_quarter(ii)] = 
calculation_p(d,y1,y_inc,y_sub,lambda(ii),theta); 
                
    end 
     
    for ii=1:length(lambda) 
          
            
[rho_s_quarter(ii),tao_s_quarter(ii),R_s_quarter(ii),T_s_quarter(ii)] = 
calculation_s(d,y1,y_inc,y_sub,lambda(ii),theta); 
        
    end   
  
R_p_quarter_sun=I2.*R_p_quarter; 
T_p_quarter_sun=I1.*T_p_quarter; 
Sum_quarter=((sum(T_p_quarter_sun(2:number_of_steps))).*(step)./Sum_Su
n).*100; 
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% Power_Sun=(sum(I2(2:1001))).*(10000/1000); 
% 
Power_Quarter_Stack_Alone=(sum(T_p_quarter_sun(2:1001))).*(10000/1000)
; 
% Power_Linear=(sum(T_p_1_sun(2:1001))).*(10000/1000); 
% Power_Cubic=(sum(T_p_2_sun(2:1001))).*(10000/1000); 
% Power_Quintic=(sum(T_p_3_sun(2:1001))).*(10000/1000); 
  
  
 % plot the result 
    figure  
    axes1 = axes('Parent',figure); 
    hold(axes1,'on'); 
    plot(lambda/nm,I1,'-','color',[0.7 0.7 0.7],'LineWidth',2) 
    hold on 
    plot(lambda/nm,T_p_quarter_sun,'-','color',[0.5 0.5 
0.5],'LineWidth',1) 
    hold on 
    plot(lambda/nm,T_p_1_sun,'--k','LineWidth',1); 
    hold on 
    plot(lambda/nm,T_p_2_sun,'-.k','LineWidth',1); 
    hold on 
    plot(lambda/nm,T_p_3_sun,':k','LineWidth',1); 
    hold on 
    legend({'Solar Spectrum','Step Profile','Linear Profile','Cubic 
Profile','Quintic Profile'},'fontsize',20) 
    xlabel('Wavelength (nm)','fontsize',25); 
    ylabel('Radiation Intensity (W/{m^2nm})','fontsize',25); 
    set(axes1,'FontSize',25); 
    xlim ([0 4000]) 
    % axis([350 850 0 105]); 
    grid on; 
     
    % plot the result 
    figure  
    axes1 = axes('Parent',figure); 
    hold(axes1,'on'); 
    plot(lambda/nm,I2,'-','color',[0.7 0.7 0.7],'LineWidth',2) 
    hold on 
    plot(lambda/nm,R_p_quarter_sun,'-','color',[0.5 0.5 
0.5],'LineWidth',1) 
    hold on 
    plot(lambda/nm,R_p_1_sun,'--k','LineWidth',1); 
    hold on 
    plot(lambda/nm,R_p_2_sun,'-.k','LineWidth',1); 
    hold on 
    plot(lambda/nm,R_p_3_sun,':k','LineWidth',1); 
    hold on 
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    legend({'Black Body Irradiance at T=500K','Step Profile','Linear 
Profile','Cubic Profile','Quintic Profile'},'fontsize',20) 
    xlabel('Wavelength (nm)','fontsize',25); 
    ylabel('Radiation Intensity (W/{m^2nm})','fontsize',25); 
    set(axes1,'FontSize',25); 
%     ylim ([0 100]) 
    % axis([350 850 0 105]); 
    grid on; 
     
   % plot the result 
    figure  
    axes1 = axes('Parent',figure); 
    hold(axes1,'on'); 
    plot(lambda/nm,T_p_1,'--k','LineWidth',1); 
    hold on 
    plot(lambda/nm,T_p_2,'-.k','LineWidth',1); 
    hold on 
    plot(lambda/nm,T_p_3,':k','LineWidth',1); 
    hold on 
    plot(lambda/nm,T_p_quarter,'-','color',[0.5 0.5 0.5],'LineWidth',1) 
%     title('Transmission, 5 layers, T=100^oC','fontsize',16); 
    legend({'Linear Profile','Cubic Profile','Quintic Profile','Step 
Profile'},'fontsize',20) 
    xlabel('Wavelength (nm)','fontsize',25); 
    ylabel('Transmission (%)','fontsize',25); 
    set(axes1,'FontSize',25) 
    xlim ([0 10000]) 
    grid on;     
  
    % plot the result 
    figure  
    axes1 = axes('Parent',figure); 
    hold(axes1,'on'); 
    plot(lambda/nm,R_p_1,'--k','LineWidth',1); 
    hold on 
    plot(lambda/nm,R_p_2,'-.k','LineWidth',1); 
    hold on 
    plot(lambda/nm,R_p_3,':k','LineWidth',1); 
    hold on 
    plot(lambda/nm,R_p_quarter,'-','color',[0.5 0.5 0.5],'LineWidth',1) 
%     title('Reflection, 5 layers, T=100^oC','fontsize',16); 
    legend({'Linear Profile','Cubic Profile','Quintic Profile','Step 
Profile'},'fontsize',20) 
    xlabel('Wavelength (nm)','fontsize',25); 
    ylabel('Reflection (%)','fontsize',25); 
    set(axes1,'FontSize',25); 
    xlim ([0 10000])    
    grid on;    
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II- Profiles and blackbody fraction code 
clc 
clear all; 
close all; 
um = 1e-6; 
nm = 1e-9; 
% define admittance for medium 
Air = 1; 
nH = 2; 
% nL = 1.3; 
yL=1.3; 
Glass = 1.52; 
tt=0.0:1/19:1; 
 yH_1=yL+(nH-yL).*tt; 
 yH_2=yL+(nH-yL).*(3.*(tt.^2)-2.*(tt.^3)); 
 yH_3=yL+(nH-yL).*(10.*(tt.^3)-15.*(tt.^4)+6.*(tt.^5)); 
 yH_1_rev=nH+(yL-nH).*tt; 
 yH_2_rev=nH+(yL-nH).*(3.*(tt.^2)-2.*(tt.^3)); 
 yH_3_rev=nH+(yL-nH).*(10.*(tt.^3)-15.*(tt.^4)+6.*(tt.^5)); 
  
% define visible region of light 
lambda = linspace(0,10000,1001)*nm; 
% define thin film structure 
y_inc = Air; % incident medium admittance 
y_sub = Glass; % substrate medium admittance 
theta = 0; % in degree 
  
%---------------------------------------Black Body Radiation-----------
----------------------------% 
%---------------------------------------------------------------------
-----------------------------%     
c=3*10^8; % speed of light in vaccum 
h=6.625*10.^-34; %  Planck constant  
k=1.38*10.^-23; %   Boltzmann constant 
T1=5778; % Temperatures in Kelvin 
T2_contant=500; 
T2_variable=500; 
%--------------------------------------Planks Law----------------------
----------------------------% 
  
I1=(2*h*c*c)./((lambda.^5).*(exp((h.*c)./(k.*T1.*lambda))-1)).*1e-13; 
  
Sum_Sun=(sum(I1(2:1001))).*(10000/1000); 
  
%---------------------------------------------------------------------
-----------------------------%      
  
I2_constant=(2*h*c*c)./((lambda.^5).*(exp((h.*c)./(k.*T2_contant.*lamb
da))-1)).*1e-13; 
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I2=(2*h*c*c)./((lambda.^5).*(exp((h.*c)./(k.*T2_variable.*lambda))-
1)).*1e-13; 
Sum_Black_body=(sum(I2(2:1001))).*(10000/1000); 
%---------------------------------------------------------------------
-----------------------------%    
[Peak_I2 Wavelengeth_Peak_I2]=max(I2_constant); 
  
lambda_f= lambda(1,Wavelengeth_Peak_I2); 
  
 
portion=0.0; 
thickness_11=(lambda_f./4./nH./nm);  % quarter stack 
thickness_22=(lambda_f./4./yL./nm);   % quarter stack   
thickness_11_variable=((thickness_11.*portion)./20).*ones(1,20); 
thickness1_2_variable=(((thickness_11+thickness_22).*portion)./20).*on
es(1,20);   
thickness_11_constant=thickness_11*(1-2*portion); 
thickness_22_constant=thickness_22*(1-2*portion); 
  
d = 
[thickness_11_variable*nm,thickness_11_constant*nm,thickness1_2_variab
le*nm,thickness_22_constant*nm,... 
    
thickness1_2_variable*nm,thickness_11_constant*nm,thickness1_2_variabl
e*nm,thickness_22_constant*nm,... 
    
thickness1_2_variable*nm,thickness_11_constant*nm,thickness1_2_variabl
e*nm,thickness_22_constant*nm,... 
    
thickness1_2_variable*nm,thickness_11_constant*nm,thickness1_2_variabl
e*nm,thickness_22_constant*nm,... 
    
thickness1_2_variable*nm,thickness_11_constant*nm,thickness1_2_variabl
e*nm,thickness_22_constant*nm,... 
    
thickness1_2_variable*nm,thickness_11_constant*nm,thickness1_2_variabl
e*nm]; 
  
y1 = [yH_1,nH,yH_1_rev,yL,yH_1,nH,yH_1_rev,yL,... 
      yH_1,nH,yH_1_rev,yL,yH_1,nH,yH_1_rev,yL,... 
      yH_1,nH,yH_1_rev,yL,yH_1,nH,yH_1_rev];   
  
y2 = [yH_2,nH,yH_2_rev,yL,yH_2,nH,yH_2_rev,yL,... 
    yH_2,nH,yH_2_rev,yL,yH_2,nH,yH_2_rev,yL,... 
    yH_2,nH,yH_2_rev,yL,yH_2,nH,yH_2_rev]; 
  
y3 = [yH_3,nH,yH_3_rev,yL,yH_3,nH,yH_3_rev,yL,... 
    yH_3,nH,yH_3_rev,yL,yH_3,nH,yH_3_rev,yL,... 
    yH_3,nH,yH_3_rev,yL,yH_3,nH,yH_3_rev]; 
  
  
for iii=2:length(d)+1 
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    ww_00(1)=0./nm; 
    ww_00(iii)=ww_00(iii-1)+d(iii-1)./nm; 
end 
ww_00=ww_00(2:252); 
  
  
    for ii=1:length(lambda) 
         
            [rho_p_1(ii),tao_p_1(ii),R_p_1(ii),T_p_1(ii)] = 
calculation_p(d,y1,y_inc,y_sub,lambda(ii),theta); 
                
    end 
     
    for ii=1:length(lambda) 
          
            [rho_s_1(ii),tao_s_1(ii),R_s_1(ii),T_s_1(ii)] = 
calculation_s(d,y1,y_inc,y_sub,lambda(ii),theta); 
        
    end 
  
    for ii=1:length(lambda) 
         
            [rho_p_2(ii),tao_p_2(ii),R_p_2(ii),T_p_2(ii)] = 
calculation_p(d,y2,y_inc,y_sub,lambda(ii),theta); 
                
    end 
     
    for ii=1:length(lambda) 
          
            [rho_s_2(ii),tao_s_2(ii),R_s_2(ii),T_s_2(ii)] = 
calculation_s(d,y2,y_inc,y_sub,lambda(ii),theta); 
        
    end 
     
    for ii=1:length(lambda) 
         
            [rho_p_3(ii),tao_p_3(ii),R_p_3(ii),T_p_3(ii)] = 
calculation_p(d,y3,y_inc,y_sub,lambda(ii),theta); 
                
    end 
     
    for ii=1:length(lambda) 
          
            [rho_s_3(ii),tao_s_3(ii),R_s_3(ii),T_s_3(ii)] = 
calculation_s(d,y3,y_inc,y_sub,lambda(ii),theta); 
        
    end 
    
T_p_1_sun=I1.*T_p_1; 
T_p_2_sun=I1.*T_p_2; 
T_p_3_sun=I1.*T_p_3; 
Sum_Linear_00=((sum(T_p_1_sun(2:1001))).*(10000/1000)./Sum_Sun).*100; 
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Sum_Cubic_00=((sum(T_p_2_sun(2:1001))).*(10000/1000)./Sum_Sun).*100; 
Sum_Quintic_00=((sum(T_p_3_sun(2:1001))).*(10000/1000)./Sum_Sun).*100; 
  
R_p_1_blackbody=I2.*R_p_1; 
R_p_2_blackbody=I2.*R_p_2; 
R_p_3_blackbody=I2.*R_p_3; 
  
Sum_blackbody_Linear_00=((sum(R_p_1_blackbody(2:1001))).*(10000/1000).
/Sum_Black_body).*100; 
Sum_blackbody_Cubic_00=((sum(R_p_2_blackbody(2:1001))).*(10000/1000)./
Sum_Black_body).*100; 
Sum_blackbody_Quintic_00=((sum(R_p_3_blackbody(2:1001))).*(10000/1000)
./Sum_Black_body).*100; 
  
  
[Peak_Reflection_001 Wavelengeth_Peak_Reflection_001]=max(R_p_1); 
[Peak_Reflection_002 Wavelengeth_Peak_Reflection_002]=max(R_p_2); 
[Peak_Reflection_003 Wavelengeth_Peak_Reflection_003]=max(R_p_3); 
  
w1_low=629; 
w1_high=876; 
w2_low=699; 
w2_high=997; 
  
Half_Peak_Reflection_001=Peak_Reflection_001./2; 
x_0011=interp1(R_p_1(w1_low:w1_high),lambda(w1_low:w1_high),Half_Peak_
Reflection_001)./nm; 
x_0012=interp1(R_p_1(w2_low:w2_high),lambda(w2_low:w2_high),Half_Peak_
Reflection_001)./nm; 
FWHM_001=x_0012-x_0011; 
  
Half_Peak_Reflection_002=Peak_Reflection_002./2; 
x_0021=interp1(R_p_2(w1_low:w1_high),lambda(w1_low:w1_high),Half_Peak_
Reflection_002)./nm; 
x_0022=interp1(R_p_2(w2_low:w2_high),lambda(w2_low:w2_high),Half_Peak_
Reflection_002)./nm; 
FWHM_002=x_0022-x_0021; 
  
Half_Peak_Reflection_003=Peak_Reflection_003./2; 
x_0031=interp1(R_p_3(w1_low:w1_high),lambda(w1_low:w1_high),Half_Peak_
Reflection_003)./nm; 
x_0032=interp1(R_p_3(w2_low:w2_high),lambda(w2_low:w2_high),Half_Peak_
Reflection_003)./nm; 
FWHM_003=x_0032-x_0031; 
  
%============================================== 
  
  
portion=0.1; 
thickness_11=(lambda_f./4./nH./nm);  % quarter stack 
thickness_22=(lambda_f./4./yL./nm);   % quarter stack   
thickness_11_variable=((thickness_11.*portion)./20).*ones(1,20); 
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thickness1_2_variable=(((thickness_11+thickness_22).*portion)./20).*on
es(1,20);   
thickness_11_constant=thickness_11*(1-2*portion); 
thickness_22_constant=thickness_22*(1-2*portion); 
  
d = 
[thickness_11_variable*nm,thickness_11_constant*nm,thickness1_2_variab
le*nm,thickness_22_constant*nm,... 
    
thickness1_2_variable*nm,thickness_11_constant*nm,thickness1_2_variabl
e*nm,thickness_22_constant*nm,... 
    
thickness1_2_variable*nm,thickness_11_constant*nm,thickness1_2_variabl
e*nm,thickness_22_constant*nm,... 
    
thickness1_2_variable*nm,thickness_11_constant*nm,thickness1_2_variabl
e*nm,thickness_22_constant*nm,... 
    
thickness1_2_variable*nm,thickness_11_constant*nm,thickness1_2_variabl
e*nm,thickness_22_constant*nm,... 
    
thickness1_2_variable*nm,thickness_11_constant*nm,thickness1_2_variabl
e*nm]; 
  
for iii=2:length(d)+1 
    ww_01(1)=0./nm; 
    ww_01(iii)=ww_01(iii-1)+d(iii-1)./nm; 
end 
ww_01=ww_01(2:252); 
  
  
  
  
    for ii=1:length(lambda) 
         
            [rho_p_1(ii),tao_p_1(ii),R_p_1(ii),T_p_1(ii)] = 
calculation_p(d,y1,y_inc,y_sub,lambda(ii),theta); 
                
    end 
     
    for ii=1:length(lambda) 
          
            [rho_s_1(ii),tao_s_1(ii),R_s_1(ii),T_s_1(ii)] = 
calculation_s(d,y1,y_inc,y_sub,lambda(ii),theta); 
        
    end 
  
    for ii=1:length(lambda) 
         
            [rho_p_2(ii),tao_p_2(ii),R_p_2(ii),T_p_2(ii)] = 
calculation_p(d,y2,y_inc,y_sub,lambda(ii),theta); 
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    end 
     
    for ii=1:length(lambda) 
          
            [rho_s_2(ii),tao_s_2(ii),R_s_2(ii),T_s_2(ii)] = 
calculation_s(d,y2,y_inc,y_sub,lambda(ii),theta); 
        
    end 
     
    for ii=1:length(lambda) 
         
            [rho_p_3(ii),tao_p_3(ii),R_p_3(ii),T_p_3(ii)] = 
calculation_p(d,y3,y_inc,y_sub,lambda(ii),theta); 
                
    end 
     
    for ii=1:length(lambda) 
          
            [rho_s_3(ii),tao_s_3(ii),R_s_3(ii),T_s_3(ii)] = 
calculation_s(d,y3,y_inc,y_sub,lambda(ii),theta); 
        
    end 
    
T_p_1_sun=I1.*T_p_1; 
T_p_2_sun=I1.*T_p_2; 
T_p_3_sun=I1.*T_p_3; 
  
Sum_Linear_01=((sum(T_p_1_sun(2:1001))).*(10000/1000)./Sum_Sun).*100; 
Sum_Cubic_01=((sum(T_p_2_sun(2:1001))).*(10000/1000)./Sum_Sun).*100; 
Sum_Quintic_01=((sum(T_p_3_sun(2:1001))).*(10000/1000)./Sum_Sun).*100; 
  
R_p_1_blackbody=I2.*R_p_1; 
R_p_2_blackbody=I2.*R_p_2; 
R_p_3_blackbody=I2.*R_p_3; 
  
Sum_blackbody_Linear_01=((sum(R_p_1_blackbody(2:1001))).*(10000/1000).
/Sum_Black_body).*100; 
Sum_blackbody_Cubic_01=((sum(R_p_2_blackbody(2:1001))).*(10000/1000)./
Sum_Black_body).*100; 
Sum_blackbody_Quintic_01=((sum(R_p_3_blackbody(2:1001))).*(10000/1000)
./Sum_Black_body).*100; 
  
  
[Peak_Reflection_011 Wavelengeth_Peak_Reflection_011]=max(R_p_1); 
[Peak_Reflection_012 Wavelengeth_Peak_Reflection_012]=max(R_p_2); 
[Peak_Reflection_013 Wavelengeth_Peak_Reflection_013]=max(R_p_3); 
  
w1_low=637; 
w1_high=890; 
w2_low=703; 
w2_high=998; 
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Half_Peak_Reflection_011=Peak_Reflection_011./2; 
x_0111=interp1(R_p_1(w1_low:w1_high),lambda(w1_low:w1_high),Half_Peak_
Reflection_011)./nm; 
x_0112=interp1(R_p_1(w2_low:w2_high),lambda(w2_low:w2_high),Half_Peak_
Reflection_011)./nm; 
FWHM_011=x_0112-x_0111; 
  
Half_Peak_Reflection_012=Peak_Reflection_012./2; 
x_0121=interp1(R_p_2(w1_low:w1_high),lambda(w1_low:w1_high),Half_Peak_
Reflection_012)./nm; 
x_0122=interp1(R_p_2(w2_low:w2_high),lambda(w2_low:w2_high),Half_Peak_
Reflection_012)./nm; 
FWHM_012=x_0122-x_0121; 
  
Half_Peak_Reflection_013=Peak_Reflection_013./2; 
x_0131=interp1(R_p_3(w1_low:w1_high),lambda(w1_low:w1_high),Half_Peak_
Reflection_013)./nm; 
x_0132=interp1(R_p_3(w2_low:w2_high),lambda(w2_low:w2_high),Half_Peak_
Reflection_013)./nm; 
FWHM_013=x_0132-x_0131; 
  
%============================================== 
  
portion=0.2; 
thickness_11=(lambda_f./4./nH./nm);  % quarter stack 
thickness_22=(lambda_f./4./yL./nm);   % quarter stack   
thickness_11_variable=((thickness_11.*portion)./20).*ones(1,20); 
thickness1_2_variable=(((thickness_11+thickness_22).*portion)./20).*on
es(1,20);   
thickness_11_constant=thickness_11*(1-2*portion); 
thickness_22_constant=thickness_22*(1-2*portion); 
  
d = 
[thickness_11_variable*nm,thickness_11_constant*nm,thickness1_2_variab
le*nm,thickness_22_constant*nm,... 
    
thickness1_2_variable*nm,thickness_11_constant*nm,thickness1_2_variabl
e*nm,thickness_22_constant*nm,... 
    
thickness1_2_variable*nm,thickness_11_constant*nm,thickness1_2_variabl
e*nm,thickness_22_constant*nm,... 
    
thickness1_2_variable*nm,thickness_11_constant*nm,thickness1_2_variabl
e*nm,thickness_22_constant*nm,... 
    
thickness1_2_variable*nm,thickness_11_constant*nm,thickness1_2_variabl
e*nm,thickness_22_constant*nm,... 
    
thickness1_2_variable*nm,thickness_11_constant*nm,thickness1_2_variabl
e*nm]; 
  
for iii=2:length(d)+1 
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    ww_02(1)=0./nm; 
    ww_02(iii)=ww_02(iii-1)+d(iii-1)./nm; 
end 
ww_02=ww_02(2:252); 
  
  
  
    for ii=1:length(lambda) 
         
            [rho_p_1(ii),tao_p_1(ii),R_p_1(ii),T_p_1(ii)] = 
calculation_p(d,y1,y_inc,y_sub,lambda(ii),theta); 
                
    end 
     
    for ii=1:length(lambda) 
          
            [rho_s_1(ii),tao_s_1(ii),R_s_1(ii),T_s_1(ii)] = 
calculation_s(d,y1,y_inc,y_sub,lambda(ii),theta); 
        
    end 
  
    for ii=1:length(lambda) 
         
            [rho_p_2(ii),tao_p_2(ii),R_p_2(ii),T_p_2(ii)] = 
calculation_p(d,y2,y_inc,y_sub,lambda(ii),theta); 
                
    end 
     
    for ii=1:length(lambda) 
          
            [rho_s_2(ii),tao_s_2(ii),R_s_2(ii),T_s_2(ii)] = 
calculation_s(d,y2,y_inc,y_sub,lambda(ii),theta); 
        
    end 
     
    for ii=1:length(lambda) 
         
            [rho_p_3(ii),tao_p_3(ii),R_p_3(ii),T_p_3(ii)] = 
calculation_p(d,y3,y_inc,y_sub,lambda(ii),theta); 
                
    end 
     
    for ii=1:length(lambda) 
          
            [rho_s_3(ii),tao_s_3(ii),R_s_3(ii),T_s_3(ii)] = 
calculation_s(d,y3,y_inc,y_sub,lambda(ii),theta); 
        
    end 
  
[Peak_Reflection_021 Wavelengeth_Peak_Reflection_021]=max(R_p_1); 
[Peak_Reflection_022 Wavelengeth_Peak_Reflection_022]=max(R_p_2); 
[Peak_Reflection_023 Wavelengeth_Peak_Reflection_023]=max(R_p_3);  
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w1_low=641; 
w1_high=881; 
w2_low=704; 
w2_high=993; 
  
T_p_1_sun=I1.*T_p_1; 
T_p_2_sun=I1.*T_p_2; 
T_p_3_sun=I1.*T_p_3; 
  
Sum_Linear_02=((sum(T_p_1_sun(2:1001))).*(10000/1000)./Sum_Sun).*100; 
Sum_Cubic_02=((sum(T_p_2_sun(2:1001))).*(10000/1000)./Sum_Sun).*100; 
Sum_Quintic_02=((sum(T_p_3_sun(2:1001))).*(10000/1000)./Sum_Sun).*100; 
  
R_p_1_blackbody=I2.*R_p_1; 
R_p_2_blackbody=I2.*R_p_2; 
R_p_3_blackbody=I2.*R_p_3; 
  
Sum_blackbody_Linear_02=((sum(R_p_1_blackbody(2:1001))).*(10000/1000).
/Sum_Black_body).*100; 
Sum_blackbody_Cubic_02=((sum(R_p_2_blackbody(2:1001))).*(10000/1000)./
Sum_Black_body).*100; 
Sum_blackbody_Quintic_02=((sum(R_p_3_blackbody(2:1001))).*(10000/1000)
./Sum_Black_body).*100; 
  
Half_Peak_Reflection_021=Peak_Reflection_021./2; 
x_0121=interp1(R_p_1(w1_low:w1_high),lambda(w1_low:w1_high),Half_Peak_
Reflection_021)./nm; 
x_0122=interp1(R_p_1(w2_low:w2_high),lambda(w2_low:w2_high),Half_Peak_
Reflection_021)./nm; 
FWHM_021=x_0122-x_0121; 
  
Half_Peak_Reflection_022=Peak_Reflection_022./2; 
x_0221=interp1(R_p_2(w1_low:w1_high),lambda(w1_low:w1_high),Half_Peak_
Reflection_022)./nm; 
x_0222=interp1(R_p_2(w2_low:w2_high),lambda(w2_low:w2_high),Half_Peak_
Reflection_022)./nm; 
FWHM_022=x_0222-x_0221; 
  
Half_Peak_Reflection_023=Peak_Reflection_023./2; 
x_0321=interp1(R_p_3(w1_low:w1_high),lambda(w1_low:w1_high),Half_Peak_
Reflection_023)./nm; 
x_0322=interp1(R_p_3(w2_low:w2_high),lambda(w2_low:w2_high),Half_Peak_
Reflection_023)./nm; 
FWHM_023=x_0322-x_0321; 
%============================================== 
  
portion=0.3; 
thickness_11=(lambda_f./4./nH./nm);  % quarter stack 
thickness_22=(lambda_f./4./yL./nm);   % quarter stack   
thickness_11_variable=((thickness_11.*portion)./20).*ones(1,20); 
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thickness1_2_variable=(((thickness_11+thickness_22).*portion)./20).*on
es(1,20);   
thickness_11_constant=thickness_11*(1-2*portion); 
thickness_22_constant=thickness_22*(1-2*portion); 
  
d = 
[thickness_11_variable*nm,thickness_11_constant*nm,thickness1_2_variab
le*nm,thickness_22_constant*nm,... 
    
thickness1_2_variable*nm,thickness_11_constant*nm,thickness1_2_variabl
e*nm,thickness_22_constant*nm,... 
    
thickness1_2_variable*nm,thickness_11_constant*nm,thickness1_2_variabl
e*nm,thickness_22_constant*nm,... 
    
thickness1_2_variable*nm,thickness_11_constant*nm,thickness1_2_variabl
e*nm,thickness_22_constant*nm,... 
    
thickness1_2_variable*nm,thickness_11_constant*nm,thickness1_2_variabl
e*nm,thickness_22_constant*nm,... 
    
thickness1_2_variable*nm,thickness_11_constant*nm,thickness1_2_variabl
e*nm]; 
  
for iii=2:length(d)+1 
    ww_03(1)=0./nm; 
    ww_03(iii)=ww_03(iii-1)+d(iii-1)./nm; 
end 
ww_03=ww_03(2:252); 
  
  
    for ii=1:length(lambda) 
         
            [rho_p_1(ii),tao_p_1(ii),R_p_1(ii),T_p_1(ii)] = 
calculation_p(d,y1,y_inc,y_sub,lambda(ii),theta); 
                
    end 
     
    for ii=1:length(lambda) 
          
            [rho_s_1(ii),tao_s_1(ii),R_s_1(ii),T_s_1(ii)] = 
calculation_s(d,y1,y_inc,y_sub,lambda(ii),theta); 
        
    end 
  
    for ii=1:length(lambda) 
         
            [rho_p_2(ii),tao_p_2(ii),R_p_2(ii),T_p_2(ii)] = 
calculation_p(d,y2,y_inc,y_sub,lambda(ii),theta); 
                
    end 
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    for ii=1:length(lambda) 
          
            [rho_s_2(ii),tao_s_2(ii),R_s_2(ii),T_s_2(ii)] = 
calculation_s(d,y2,y_inc,y_sub,lambda(ii),theta); 
        
    end 
     
    for ii=1:length(lambda) 
         
            [rho_p_3(ii),tao_p_3(ii),R_p_3(ii),T_p_3(ii)] = 
calculation_p(d,y3,y_inc,y_sub,lambda(ii),theta); 
                
    end 
     
    for ii=1:length(lambda) 
          
            [rho_s_3(ii),tao_s_3(ii),R_s_3(ii),T_s_3(ii)] = 
calculation_s(d,y3,y_inc,y_sub,lambda(ii),theta); 
        
    end 
     
T_p_1_sun=I1.*T_p_1; 
T_p_2_sun=I1.*T_p_2; 
T_p_3_sun=I1.*T_p_3; 
  
w1_low=646; 
w1_high=874; 
w2_low=712; 
w2_high=999; 
  
  
Sum_Linear_03=((sum(T_p_1_sun(2:1001))).*(10000/1000)./Sum_Sun).*100; 
Sum_Cubic_03=((sum(T_p_2_sun(2:1001))).*(10000/1000)./Sum_Sun).*100; 
Sum_Quintic_03=((sum(T_p_3_sun(2:1001))).*(10000/1000)./Sum_Sun).*100; 
  
R_p_1_blackbody=I2.*R_p_1; 
R_p_2_blackbody=I2.*R_p_2; 
R_p_3_blackbody=I2.*R_p_3; 
  
Sum_blackbody_Linear_03=((sum(R_p_1_blackbody(2:1001))).*(10000/1000).
/Sum_Black_body).*100; 
Sum_blackbody_Cubic_03=((sum(R_p_2_blackbody(2:1001))).*(10000/1000)./
Sum_Black_body).*100; 
Sum_blackbody_Quintic_03=((sum(R_p_3_blackbody(2:1001))).*(10000/1000)
./Sum_Black_body).*100; 
  
  
[Peak_Reflection_031 Wavelengeth_Peak_Reflection_031]=max(R_p_1); 
[Peak_Reflection_032 Wavelengeth_Peak_Reflection_032]=max(R_p_2); 
[Peak_Reflection_033 Wavelengeth_Peak_Reflection_033]=max(R_p_3); 
  
Half_Peak_Reflection_031=Peak_Reflection_031./2; 
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x_0131=interp1(R_p_1(w1_low:w1_high),lambda(w1_low:w1_high),Half_Peak_
Reflection_031)./nm; 
x_0132=interp1(R_p_1(w2_low:w2_high),lambda(w2_low:w2_high),Half_Peak_
Reflection_031)./nm; 
FWHM_031=x_0132-x_0131; 
  
Half_Peak_Reflection_032=Peak_Reflection_032./2; 
x_0231=interp1(R_p_2(w1_low:w1_high),lambda(w1_low:w1_high),Half_Peak_
Reflection_032)./nm; 
x_0232=interp1(R_p_2(w2_low:w2_high),lambda(w2_low:w2_high),Half_Peak_
Reflection_032)./nm; 
FWHM_032=x_0232-x_0231; 
  
Half_Peak_Reflection_033=Peak_Reflection_033./2; 
x_0331=interp1(R_p_3(w1_low:w1_high),lambda(w1_low:w1_high),Half_Peak_
Reflection_033)./nm; 
x_0332=interp1(R_p_3(w2_low:w2_high),lambda(w2_low:w2_high),Half_Peak_
Reflection_033)./nm; 
FWHM_033=x_0332-x_0331; 
  
%============================================== 
  
portion=0.4; 
thickness_11=(lambda_f./4./nH./nm);  % quarter stack 
thickness_22=(lambda_f./4./yL./nm);   % quarter stack   
thickness_11_variable=((thickness_11.*portion)./20).*ones(1,20); 
thickness1_2_variable=(((thickness_11+thickness_22).*portion)./20).*on
es(1,20);   
thickness_11_constant=thickness_11*(1-2*portion); 
thickness_22_constant=thickness_22*(1-2*portion); 
  
d = 
[thickness_11_variable*nm,thickness_11_constant*nm,thickness1_2_variab
le*nm,thickness_22_constant*nm,... 
    
thickness1_2_variable*nm,thickness_11_constant*nm,thickness1_2_variabl
e*nm,thickness_22_constant*nm,... 
    
thickness1_2_variable*nm,thickness_11_constant*nm,thickness1_2_variabl
e*nm,thickness_22_constant*nm,... 
    
thickness1_2_variable*nm,thickness_11_constant*nm,thickness1_2_variabl
e*nm,thickness_22_constant*nm,... 
    
thickness1_2_variable*nm,thickness_11_constant*nm,thickness1_2_variabl
e*nm,thickness_22_constant*nm,... 
    
thickness1_2_variable*nm,thickness_11_constant*nm,thickness1_2_variabl
e*nm]; 
  
for iii=2:length(d)+1 
    ww_04(1)=0./nm; 
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    ww_04(iii)=ww_04(iii-1)+d(iii-1)./nm; 
end 
ww_04=ww_04(2:252); 
  
  
    for ii=1:length(lambda) 
         
            [rho_p_1(ii),tao_p_1(ii),R_p_1(ii),T_p_1(ii)] = 
calculation_p(d,y1,y_inc,y_sub,lambda(ii),theta); 
                
    end 
     
    for ii=1:length(lambda) 
          
            [rho_s_1(ii),tao_s_1(ii),R_s_1(ii),T_s_1(ii)] = 
calculation_s(d,y1,y_inc,y_sub,lambda(ii),theta); 
        
    end 
  
    for ii=1:length(lambda) 
         
            [rho_p_2(ii),tao_p_2(ii),R_p_2(ii),T_p_2(ii)] = 
calculation_p(d,y2,y_inc,y_sub,lambda(ii),theta); 
                
    end 
     
    for ii=1:length(lambda) 
          
            [rho_s_2(ii),tao_s_2(ii),R_s_2(ii),T_s_2(ii)] = 
calculation_s(d,y2,y_inc,y_sub,lambda(ii),theta); 
        
    end 
     
    for ii=1:length(lambda) 
         
            [rho_p_3(ii),tao_p_3(ii),R_p_3(ii),T_p_3(ii)] = 
calculation_p(d,y3,y_inc,y_sub,lambda(ii),theta); 
                
    end 
     
    for ii=1:length(lambda) 
          
            [rho_s_3(ii),tao_s_3(ii),R_s_3(ii),T_s_3(ii)] = 
calculation_s(d,y3,y_inc,y_sub,lambda(ii),theta); 
        
    end     
         
T_p_1_sun=I1.*T_p_1; 
T_p_2_sun=I1.*T_p_2; 
T_p_3_sun=I1.*T_p_3; 
  
w1_low=656; 
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w1_high=884; 
w2_low=722; 
w2_high=991; 
  
  
Sum_Linear_04=((sum(T_p_1_sun(2:1001))).*(10000/1000)./Sum_Sun).*100; 
Sum_Cubic_04=((sum(T_p_2_sun(2:1001))).*(10000/1000)./Sum_Sun).*100; 
Sum_Quintic_04=((sum(T_p_3_sun(2:1001))).*(10000/1000)./Sum_Sun).*100; 
  
[Peak_Reflection_041 Wavelengeth_Peak_Reflection_041]=max(R_p_1); 
[Peak_Reflection_042 Wavelengeth_Peak_Reflection_042]=max(R_p_2); 
[Peak_Reflection_043 Wavelengeth_Peak_Reflection_043]=max(R_p_3);     
  
R_p_1_blackbody=I2.*R_p_1; 
R_p_2_blackbody=I2.*R_p_2; 
R_p_3_blackbody=I2.*R_p_3; 
  
Sum_blackbody_Linear_04=((sum(R_p_1_blackbody(2:1001))).*(10000/1000).
/Sum_Black_body).*100; 
Sum_blackbody_Cubic_04=((sum(R_p_2_blackbody(2:1001))).*(10000/1000)./
Sum_Black_body).*100; 
Sum_blackbody_Quintic_04=((sum(R_p_3_blackbody(2:1001))).*(10000/1000)
./Sum_Black_body).*100; 
  
Half_Peak_Reflection_041=Peak_Reflection_041./2; 
x_0141=interp1(R_p_1(w1_low:w1_high),lambda(w1_low:w1_high),Half_Peak_
Reflection_041)./nm; 
x_0142=interp1(R_p_1(w2_low:w2_high),lambda(w2_low:w2_high),Half_Peak_
Reflection_041)./nm; 
FWHM_041=x_0142-x_0141; 
  
Half_Peak_Reflection_042=Peak_Reflection_042./2; 
x_0241=interp1(R_p_2(w1_low:w1_high),lambda(w1_low:w1_high),Half_Peak_
Reflection_042)./nm; 
x_0242=interp1(R_p_2(w2_low:w2_high),lambda(w2_low:w2_high),Half_Peak_
Reflection_042)./nm; 
FWHM_042=x_0242-x_0241; 
  
Half_Peak_Reflection_043=Peak_Reflection_043./2; 
x_0341=interp1(R_p_3(w1_low:w1_high),lambda(w1_low:w1_high),Half_Peak_
Reflection_043)./nm; 
x_0342=interp1(R_p_3(w2_low:w2_high),lambda(w2_low:w2_high),Half_Peak_
Reflection_043)./nm; 
FWHM_043=x_0342-x_0341; 
  
  
%============================================== 
  
portion=0.5; 
thickness_11=(lambda_f./4./nH./nm);  % quarter stack 
thickness_22=(lambda_f./4./yL./nm);   % quarter stack   
thickness_11_variable=((thickness_11.*portion)./20).*ones(1,20); 
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thickness1_2_variable=(((thickness_11+thickness_22).*portion)./20).*on
es(1,20);   
thickness_11_constant=thickness_11*(1-2*portion); 
thickness_22_constant=thickness_22*(1-2*portion); 
  
d = 
[thickness_11_variable*nm,thickness_11_constant*nm,thickness1_2_variab
le*nm,thickness_22_constant*nm,... 
    
thickness1_2_variable*nm,thickness_11_constant*nm,thickness1_2_variabl
e*nm,thickness_22_constant*nm,... 
    
thickness1_2_variable*nm,thickness_11_constant*nm,thickness1_2_variabl
e*nm,thickness_22_constant*nm,... 
    
thickness1_2_variable*nm,thickness_11_constant*nm,thickness1_2_variabl
e*nm,thickness_22_constant*nm,... 
    
thickness1_2_variable*nm,thickness_11_constant*nm,thickness1_2_variabl
e*nm,thickness_22_constant*nm,... 
    
thickness1_2_variable*nm,thickness_11_constant*nm,thickness1_2_variabl
e*nm]; 
  
for iii=2:length(d)+1 
    ww_05(1)=0./nm; 
    ww_05(iii)=ww_05(iii-1)+d(iii-1)./nm; 
end 
ww_05=ww_05(2:252); 
  
    for ii=1:length(lambda) 
         
            [rho_p_1(ii),tao_p_1(ii),R_p_1(ii),T_p_1(ii)] = 
calculation_p(d,y1,y_inc,y_sub,lambda(ii),theta); 
                
    end 
     
    for ii=1:length(lambda) 
          
            [rho_s_1(ii),tao_s_1(ii),R_s_1(ii),T_s_1(ii)] = 
calculation_s(d,y1,y_inc,y_sub,lambda(ii),theta); 
        
    end 
  
    for ii=1:length(lambda) 
         
            [rho_p_2(ii),tao_p_2(ii),R_p_2(ii),T_p_2(ii)] = 
calculation_p(d,y2,y_inc,y_sub,lambda(ii),theta); 
                
    end 
     
    for ii=1:length(lambda) 
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            [rho_s_2(ii),tao_s_2(ii),R_s_2(ii),T_s_2(ii)] = 
calculation_s(d,y2,y_inc,y_sub,lambda(ii),theta); 
        
    end 
     
    for ii=1:length(lambda) 
         
            [rho_p_3(ii),tao_p_3(ii),R_p_3(ii),T_p_3(ii)] = 
calculation_p(d,y3,y_inc,y_sub,lambda(ii),theta); 
                
    end 
     
    for ii=1:length(lambda) 
          
            [rho_s_3(ii),tao_s_3(ii),R_s_3(ii),T_s_3(ii)] = 
calculation_s(d,y3,y_inc,y_sub,lambda(ii),theta); 
        
    end 
     
  
T_p_1_sun=I1.*T_p_1; 
T_p_2_sun=I1.*T_p_2; 
T_p_3_sun=I1.*T_p_3; 
  
w1_low=669; 
w1_high=881; 
w2_low=726; 
w2_high=994; 
  
  
Sum_Linear_05=((sum(T_p_1_sun(2:1001))).*(10000/1000)./Sum_Sun).*100; 
Sum_Cubic_05=((sum(T_p_2_sun(2:1001))).*(10000/1000)./Sum_Sun).*100; 
Sum_Quintic_05=((sum(T_p_3_sun(2:1001))).*(10000/1000)./Sum_Sun).*100; 
  
R_p_1_blackbody=I2.*R_p_1; 
R_p_2_blackbody=I2.*R_p_2; 
R_p_3_blackbody=I2.*R_p_3; 
  
Sum_blackbody_Linear_05=((sum(R_p_1_blackbody(2:1001))).*(10000/1000).
/Sum_Black_body).*100; 
Sum_blackbody_Cubic_05=((sum(R_p_2_blackbody(2:1001))).*(10000/1000)./
Sum_Black_body).*100; 
Sum_blackbody_Quintic_05=((sum(R_p_3_blackbody(2:1001))).*(10000/1000)
./Sum_Black_body).*100; 
  
  
[Peak_Reflection_051 Wavelengeth_Peak_Reflection_051]=max(R_p_1); 
[Peak_Reflection_052 Wavelengeth_Peak_Reflection_052]=max(R_p_2); 
[Peak_Reflection_053 Wavelengeth_Peak_Reflection_053]=max(R_p_3); 
  
Half_Peak_Reflection_051=Peak_Reflection_041./2; 
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x_0151=interp1(R_p_1(w1_low:w1_high),lambda(w1_low:w1_high),Half_Peak_
Reflection_051)./nm; 
x_0152=interp1(R_p_1(w2_low:w2_high),lambda(w2_low:w2_high),Half_Peak_
Reflection_051)./nm; 
FWHM_051=x_0152-x_0151; 
  
Half_Peak_Reflection_052=Peak_Reflection_052./2; 
x_0251=interp1(R_p_2(w1_low:w1_high),lambda(w1_low:w1_high),Half_Peak_
Reflection_052)./nm; 
x_0252=interp1(R_p_2(w2_low:w2_high),lambda(w2_low:w2_high),Half_Peak_
Reflection_052)./nm; 
FWHM_052=x_0252-x_0251; 
  
Half_Peak_Reflection_053=Peak_Reflection_053./2; 
x_0351=interp1(R_p_3(w1_low:w1_high),lambda(w1_low:w1_high),Half_Peak_
Reflection_053)./nm; 
x_0352=interp1(R_p_3(w2_low:w2_high),lambda(w2_low:w2_high),Half_Peak_
Reflection_053)./nm; 
FWHM_053=x_0352-x_0351; 
  
      % plot the Profile diagram, Quintic 
     figure  
     axes1 = axes('Parent',figure); 
     hold(axes1,'on'); 
     plot(ww_00,y1,'color',[0.75 0.75 0.75],'LineWidth',2) 
     hold on 
     plot(ww_01,y1,'-k',ww_02,y1,'--k',ww_03,y1,'-.k',ww_04,y1,':k') 
     plot(ww_05,y1,'color',[0.5 0.5 0.5],'LineWidth',2) 
     
legend({'W_{grin}=0','W_{grin}=0.1·t_{H+L}','W_{grin}=0.2·t_{H+L}','W_
{grin}=0.3·t_{H+L}','W_{grin}=0.4·t_{H+L}','W_{grin}=0.5·t_{H+L}'},'fo
ntsize',30) 
     xlabel('Distance (nm)','fontsize',25); 
     ylabel('Refractive Index','fontsize',25); 
     set(axes1,'FontSize',25); 
     grid on;         
      
  
      % plot the Profile diagram, Quintic 
     figure  
     axes1 = axes('Parent',figure); 
     hold(axes1,'on'); 
     plot(ww_00,y2,'color',[0.75 0.75 0.75],'LineWidth',2) 
     hold on 
     plot(ww_01,y2,'-k',ww_02,y2,'--k',ww_03,y2,'-.k',ww_04,y2,':k') 
     plot(ww_05,y2,'color',[0.5 0.5 0.5],'LineWidth',2) 
     
legend({'W_{grin}=0','W_{grin}=0.1·t_{H+L}','W_{grin}=0.2·t_{H+L}','W_
{grin}=0.3·t_{H+L}','W_{grin}=0.4·t_{H+L}','W_{grin}=0.5·t_{H+L}'},'fo
ntsize',30) 
     xlabel('Distance (nm)','fontsize',25); 
     ylabel('Refractive Index','fontsize',25); 
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     set(axes1,'FontSize',25); 
     grid on;    
      
  
      % plot the Profile diagram, Quintic 
     figure  
     axes1 = axes('Parent',figure); 
     hold(axes1,'on'); 
     plot(ww_00,y3,'color',[0.75 0.75 0.75],'LineWidth',2) 
     hold on 
     plot(ww_01,y3,'-k',ww_02,y3,'--k',ww_03,y3,'-.k',ww_04,y3,':k') 
     plot(ww_05,y3,'color',[0.5 0.5 0.5],'LineWidth',2) 
     
legend({'W_{grin}=0','W_{grin}=0.1·t_{H+L}','W_{grin}=0.2·t_{H+L}','W_
{grin}=0.3·t_{H+L}','W_{grin}=0.4·t_{H+L}','W_{grin}=0.5·t_{H+L}'},'fo
ntsize',30) 
     xlabel('Distance (nm)','fontsize',25); 
     ylabel('Refractive Index','fontsize',25); 
     set(axes1,'FontSize',25); 
     grid on; 
  
     
    % plot the results of Black body Reflection 
     figure  
     axes1 = axes('Parent',figure); 
     hold(axes1,'on'); 
     
plot([0,0.1,0.2,0.3,0.4,0.5],[Sum_blackbody_Linear_00,Sum_blackbody_Li
near_01,Sum_blackbody_Linear_02,Sum_blackbody_Linear_03,Sum_blackbody_
Linear_04,Sum_blackbody_Linear_05],'o-k','LineWidth',1) 
     hold on 
     
plot([0,0.1,0.2,0.3,0.4,0.5],[Sum_blackbody_Cubic_00,Sum_blackbody_Cub
ic_01,Sum_blackbody_Cubic_02,Sum_blackbody_Cubic_03,Sum_blackbody_Cubi
c_04,Sum_blackbody_Cubic_05],'s--k','LineWidth',1) 
     hold on     
plot([0,0.1,0.2,0.3,0.4,0.5],[Sum_blackbody_Quintic_00,Sum_blackbody_Q
uintic_01,Sum_blackbody_Quintic_02,Sum_blackbody_Quintic_03,Sum_blackb
ody_Quintic_04,Sum_blackbody_Quintic_05],'^:k','LineWidth',1) 
     legend({'Linear Profile','Cubic Profile','Quintic 
Profile'},'fontsize',20) 
     xlabel('Width of the graded index of refraction 
(W_{grin})','fontsize',25); 
     ylabel('Percent reflectance of thermal radiation','fontsize',25); 
     set(axes1,'FontSize',16); 
     grid on; 
     % plot the results of Solar Transmission 
     figure  
     axes1 = axes('Parent',figure); 
     hold(axes1,'on');     
plot([0,0.1,0.2,0.3,0.4,0.5],[Sum_Linear_00,Sum_Linear_01,Sum_Linear_0
2,Sum_Linear_03,Sum_Linear_04,Sum_Linear_05],'o-k','LineWidth',1) 
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     hold on     
plot([0,0.1,0.2,0.3,0.4,0.5],[Sum_Linear_00,Sum_Cubic_01,Sum_Cubic_02,
Sum_Cubic_03,Sum_Cubic_04,Sum_Cubic_05],'s--k','LineWidth',1) 
     hold on     
plot([0,0.1,0.2,0.3,0.4,0.5],[Sum_Linear_00,Sum_Quintic_01,Sum_Quintic
_02,Sum_Quintic_03,Sum_Quintic_04,Sum_Quintic_05],'^:k','LineWidth',1) 
     legend({'Linear Profile','Cubic Profile','Quintic 
Profile'},'fontsize',20) 
     xlabel('Width of the graded index of refraction 
(W_{grin})','fontsize',25); 
     ylabel('Percent transmittance of solar irradiance','fontsize',25); 
     set(axes1,'FontSize',25); 
     grid on;  
      
    % plot the results of Peak Reflection 
     figure  
     axes1 = axes('Parent',figure);     
plot([0,0.1,0.2,0.3,0.4,0.5],[Peak_Reflection_001,Peak_Reflection_011,
Peak_Reflection_021,Peak_Reflection_031,Peak_Reflection_041,Peak_Refle
ction_051],'o-k','LineWidth',1) 
     hold on     
plot([0,0.1,0.2,0.3,0.4,0.5],[Peak_Reflection_002,Peak_Reflection_012,
Peak_Reflection_022,Peak_Reflection_032,Peak_Reflection_042,Peak_Refle
ction_052],'s--k','LineWidth',1) 
     hold on     
plot([0,0.1,0.2,0.3,0.4,0.5],[Peak_Reflection_003,Peak_Reflection_013,
Peak_Reflection_023,Peak_Reflection_033,Peak_Reflection_043,Peak_Refle
ction_053],'^:k','LineWidth',1) 
     legend({'Linear Profile','Cubic Profile','Quintic 
Profile'},'fontsize',20) 
     xlabel('Width of the graded index of refraction 
(W_{grin})','fontsize',25); 
     ylabel('Peak reflection (%)','fontsize',25); 
     set(axes1,'FontSize',25); 
     grid on;      
 % plot the results of Full Width at Half Maximum 
     figure  
     
plot([0,0.1,0.2,0.3,0.4,0.5],[FWHM_001,FWHM_011,FWHM_021,FWHM_031,FWHM
_041,FWHM_051],'o-r','LineWidth',2) 
     hold on 
     
plot([0,0.1,0.2,0.3,0.4,0.5],[FWHM_002,FWHM_012,FWHM_022,FWHM_032,FWHM
_042,FWHM_052],'o-g','LineWidth',2) 
     hold on 
     
plot([0,0.1,0.2,0.3,0.4,0.5],[FWHM_003,FWHM_013,FWHM_023,FWHM_033,FWHM
_043,FWHM_053],'o-b','LineWidth',2) 
     title('Full Width at Half Maximum for different profile width with 
5 Layers , T=100^oC','fontsize',16); 
     legend({'Linear Profile','Cubic Profile','Quintic 
Profile'},'fontsize',16) 
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     xlabel('Profile Width','fontsize',16); 
     ylabel('FWHM (nm)','fontsize',16); 
     grid on; 
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III- Generated power code 
clc 
clear all; 
close all; 
um = 1e-6; 
nm = 1e-9; 
% define admittance for medium 
Air = 1; 
nH = 2; 
% nL = 1.3; 
yL=1.3; 
Glass =1.52; 
tt=0.0:1/19:1; 
  
    yH_1=yL+(nH-yL).*tt; 
    yH_2=yL+(nH-yL).*(3.*(tt.^2)-2.*(tt.^3)); 
    yH_3=yL+(nH-yL).*(10.*(tt.^3)-15.*(tt.^4)+6.*(tt.^5)); 
    yH_1_rev=nH+(yL-nH).*tt; 
    yH_2_rev=nH+(yL-nH).*(3.*(tt.^2)-2.*(tt.^3)); 
    yH_3_rev=nH+(yL-nH).*(10.*(tt.^3)-15.*(tt.^4)+6.*(tt.^5)); 
  
% define visible region of light 
lambda_max=50000; 
number_of_steps=5001; 
step=10; 
lambda = linspace(0,lambda_max,number_of_steps)*nm; 
  
% define thin film structure 
y_inc = Air; % incident medium admittance 
y_sub = Glass; % substrate medium admittance 
theta = 0;        % in degree 
% theta = 0:5:89; % in degree 
  
%---------------------------------------Black Body Radiation-----------
----------------------------% 
 
c=3*10^8; % speed of light in vaccum 
h=6.625*10.^-34; %  Planck constant 
k=1.38*10.^-23; %   Boltzmann constant 
T1=5778; % Temperatures in Kelvin 
T2_contant=500; 
T2_variable=T2_contant; 
% load data_second_layer_750K 
  
%--------------------------------------Planks Law----------------------
----------------------------% 
  
I1=(2*h*c*c)./((lambda.^5).*(exp((h.*c)./(k.*T1.*lambda))-1)).*1e-13; 
Sum_Sun=(sum(I1(2:number_of_steps))).*(step); 
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%---------------------------------------------------------------------
-----------------------------% 
  
I2_constant=(2*h*c*c)./((lambda.^5).*(exp((h.*c)./(k.*T2_contant.*lamb
da))-1)).*1e-13; 
I2=(2*h*c*c)./((lambda.^5).*(exp((h.*c)./(k.*T2_variable.*lambda))-
1)).*1e-13; 
Sum_black_body=(sum(I2(2:number_of_steps))).*(step); 
%---------------------------------------------------------------------
-----------------------------% 
  
[Peak_I2 Wavelengeth_Peak_I2]=max(I2_constant); 
lambda_f= lambda(1,Wavelengeth_Peak_I2); 
  
 
portion=0.0; 
thickness_11=(lambda_f./4./nH./nm);   % quarter stack 
thickness_22=(lambda_f./4./yL./nm);   % quarter stack 
thickness_11_variable=((thickness_11.*portion)./20).*ones(1,20); 
thickness1_2_variable=(((thickness_11+thickness_22).*portion)./20).*on
es(1,20); 
thickness_11_constant=thickness_11*(1-2*portion); 
thickness_22_constant=thickness_22*(1-2*portion); 
  
d = 
[thickness_11_variable*nm,thickness_11_constant*nm,thickness1_2_variab
le*nm,thickness_22_constant*nm,... 
    
thickness1_2_variable*nm,thickness_11_constant*nm,thickness1_2_variabl
e*nm,thickness_22_constant*nm,... 
    
thickness1_2_variable*nm,thickness_11_constant*nm,thickness1_2_variabl
e*nm,thickness_22_constant*nm,... 
    
thickness1_2_variable*nm,thickness_11_constant*nm,thickness1_2_variabl
e*nm,thickness_22_constant*nm,... 
    
thickness1_2_variable*nm,thickness_11_constant*nm,thickness1_2_variabl
e*nm,thickness_22_constant*nm,... 
    
thickness1_2_variable*nm,thickness_11_constant*nm,thickness1_2_variabl
e*nm]; 
  
y1 = [yH_1,nH,yH_1_rev,yL,yH_1,nH,yH_1_rev,yL,... 
      yH_1,nH,yH_1_rev,yL,yH_1,nH,yH_1_rev,yL,... 
      yH_1,nH,yH_1_rev,yL,yH_1,nH,yH_1_rev]; 
  
y2 = [yH_2,nH,yH_2_rev,yL,yH_2,nH,yH_2_rev,yL,... 
    yH_2,nH,yH_2_rev,yL,yH_2,nH,yH_2_rev,yL,... 
    yH_2,nH,yH_2_rev,yL,yH_2,nH,yH_2_rev]; 
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y3 = [yH_3,nH,yH_3_rev,yL,yH_3,nH,yH_3_rev,yL,... 
    yH_3,nH,yH_3_rev,yL,yH_3,nH,yH_3_rev,yL,... 
    yH_3,nH,yH_3_rev,yL,yH_3,nH,yH_3_rev]; 
  
  
for iii=2:length(d)+1 
    ww_00(1)=0./nm; 
    ww_00(iii)=ww_00(iii-1)+d(iii-1)./nm; 
end 
ww_00=ww_00(2:252); 
  
  
for jj=1:length(theta) 
    for ii=1:length(lambda) 
         
            
[rho_p_1_0(jj,ii),tao_p_1_0(jj,ii),R_p_1_0(jj,ii),T_p_1_0(jj,ii)] = 
calculation_p(d,y1,y_inc,y_sub,lambda(ii),theta(jj)); 
                
    end 
     
    for ii=1:length(lambda) 
          
            
[rho_s_1_0(jj,ii),tao_s_1_0(jj,ii),R_s_1_0(jj,ii),T_s_1_0(jj,ii)] = 
calculation_s(d,y1,y_inc,y_sub,lambda(ii),theta(jj)); 
        
    end 
  
    for ii=1:length(lambda) 
         
            
[rho_p_2_0(jj,ii),tao_p_2_0(jj,ii),R_p_2_0(jj,ii),T_p_2_0(jj,ii)] = 
calculation_p(d,y2,y_inc,y_sub,lambda(ii),theta(jj)); 
                
    end 
     
    for ii=1:length(lambda) 
          
            
[rho_s_2_0(jj,ii),tao_s_2_0(jj,ii),R_s_2_0(jj,ii),T_s_2_0(jj,ii)] = 
calculation_s(d,y2,y_inc,y_sub,lambda(ii),theta(jj)); 
        
    end 
     
    for ii=1:length(lambda) 
         
            
[rho_p_3_0(jj,ii),tao_p_3_0(jj,ii),R_p_3_0(jj,ii),T_p_3_0(jj,ii)] = 
calculation_p(d,y3,y_inc,y_sub,lambda(ii),theta(jj)); 
                
    end 
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    for ii=1:length(lambda) 
          
            
[rho_s_3_0(jj,ii),tao_s_3_0(jj,ii),R_s_3_0(jj,ii),T_s_3_0(jj,ii)] = 
calculation_s(d,y3,y_inc,y_sub,lambda(ii),theta(jj)); 
        
    end 
end 
  
% Solar Transmittance  
  
T_p_1_sun_0=I1.*T_p_1_0; 
T_p_2_sun_0=I1.*T_p_2_0; 
T_p_3_sun_0=I1.*T_p_3_0; 
  
for iii=1:length(theta) 
    
Sum_Linear_p_00(1,iii)=((sum(T_p_1_sun_0(iii,2:number_of_steps))).*(st
ep)./Sum_Sun).*100; 
end 
for iii=1:length(theta) 
    
Sum_Cubic_p_00(1,iii)=((sum(T_p_2_sun_0(iii,2:number_of_steps))).*(ste
p)./Sum_Sun).*100; 
end 
for iii=1:length(theta) 
    
Sum_Quintic_p_00(1,iii)=((sum(T_p_3_sun_0(iii,2:number_of_steps))).*(s
tep)./Sum_Sun).*100; 
end 
  
T_s_1_sun_0=I1.*T_s_1_0; 
T_s_2_sun_0=I1.*T_s_2_0; 
T_s_3_sun_0=I1.*T_s_3_0; 
  
for iii=1:length(theta) 
    
Sum_Linear_s_00(1,iii)=((sum(T_s_1_sun_0(iii,2:number_of_steps))).*(st
ep)./Sum_Sun).*100; 
end 
for iii=1:length(theta) 
    
Sum_Cubic_s_00(1,iii)=((sum(T_s_2_sun_0(iii,2:number_of_steps))).*(ste
p)./Sum_Sun).*100; 
end 
for iii=1:length(theta) 
    
Sum_Quintic_s_00(1,iii)=((sum(T_s_3_sun_0(iii,2:number_of_steps))).*(s
tep)./Sum_Sun).*100; 
end 
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% Blackbody Reflectance 
R_p_1_blackbody_0=I2.*R_p_1_0; 
R_p_2_blackbody_0=I2.*R_p_2_0; 
R_p_3_blackbody_0=I2.*R_p_3_0; 
T_p_3_blackbody_0=I2.*(1-R_p_3_0); 
  
for iii=1:length(theta) 
    
Sum_blackbody_Linear_p_00(1,iii)=((sum(R_p_1_blackbody_0(iii,2:number_
of_steps))).*(step)./Sum_black_body).*100; 
end 
  
for iii=1:length(theta) 
    
Sum_blackbody_Cubic_p_00(1,iii)=((sum(R_p_2_blackbody_0(iii,2:number_o
f_steps))).*(step)./Sum_black_body).*100; 
end 
  
for iii=1:length(theta) 
    
Sum_blackbody_Quintic_p_00(1,iii)=((sum(R_p_3_blackbody_0(iii,2:number
_of_steps))).*(step)./Sum_black_body).*100; 
end 
  
  
R_s_1_blackbody_0=I2.*R_s_1_0; 
R_s_2_blackbody_0=I2.*R_s_2_0; 
R_s_3_blackbody_0=I2.*R_s_3_0; 
  
  
for iii=1:length(theta) 
    
Sum_blackbody_Linear_s_00(1,iii)=((sum(R_s_1_blackbody_0(iii,2:number_
of_steps))).*(step)./Sum_black_body).*100; 
end 
  
for iii=1:length(theta) 
    
Sum_blackbody_Cubic_s_00(1,iii)=((sum(R_s_2_blackbody_0(iii,2:number_o
f_steps))).*(step)./Sum_black_body).*100; 
end 
  
for iii=1:length(theta) 
    
Sum_blackbody_Quintic_s_00(1,iii)=((sum(R_s_3_blackbody_0(iii,2:number
_of_steps))).*(step)./Sum_black_body).*100; 
end 
  
  
  
% %  
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%============================================== 
  
portion=0.5; 
thickness_11=(lambda_f./4./nH./nm);  % quarter stack 
thickness_22=(lambda_f./4./yL./nm);   % quarter stack   
thickness_11_variable=((thickness_11.*portion)./20).*ones(1,20); 
thickness1_2_variable=(((thickness_11+thickness_22).*portion)./20).*on
es(1,20);   
thickness_11_constant=thickness_11*(1-2*portion); 
thickness_22_constant=thickness_22*(1-2*portion); 
  
d = 
[thickness_11_variable*nm,thickness_11_constant*nm,thickness1_2_variab
le*nm,thickness_22_constant*nm,... 
    
thickness1_2_variable*nm,thickness_11_constant*nm,thickness1_2_variabl
e*nm,thickness_22_constant*nm,... 
    
thickness1_2_variable*nm,thickness_11_constant*nm,thickness1_2_variabl
e*nm,thickness_22_constant*nm,... 
    
thickness1_2_variable*nm,thickness_11_constant*nm,thickness1_2_variabl
e*nm,thickness_22_constant*nm,... 
    
thickness1_2_variable*nm,thickness_11_constant*nm,thickness1_2_variabl
e*nm,thickness_22_constant*nm,... 
    
thickness1_2_variable*nm,thickness_11_constant*nm,thickness1_2_variabl
e*nm]; 
  
% for iii=2:length(d)+1 
%     ww_05(1)=0./nm; 
%     ww_05(iii)=ww_05(iii-1)+d(iii-1)./nm; 
% end 
% ww_05=ww_05(2:252); 
  
for jj=1:length(theta) 
    for ii=1:length(lambda) 
         
            
[rho_p_1_5(jj,ii),tao_p_1_5(jj,ii),R_p_1_5(jj,ii),T_p_1_5(jj,ii)] = 
calculation_p(d,y1,y_inc,y_sub,lambda(ii),theta(jj)); 
                
    end 
     
    for ii=1:length(lambda) 
          
            
[rho_s_1_5(jj,ii),tao_s_1_5(jj,ii),R_s_1_5(jj,ii),T_s_1_5(jj,ii)] = 
calculation_s(d,y1,y_inc,y_sub,lambda(ii),theta(jj)); 
        
    end 
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    for ii=1:length(lambda) 
         
            
[rho_p_2_5(jj,ii),tao_p_2_5(jj,ii),R_p_2_5(jj,ii),T_p_2_5(jj,ii)] = 
calculation_p(d,y2,y_inc,y_sub,lambda(ii),theta(jj)); 
                
    end 
     
    for ii=1:length(lambda) 
          
            
[rho_s_2_5(jj,ii),tao_s_2_5(jj,ii),R_s_2_5(jj,ii),T_s_2_5(jj,ii)] = 
calculation_s(d,y2,y_inc,y_sub,lambda(ii),theta(jj)); 
        
    end 
     
    for ii=1:length(lambda) 
         
            
[rho_p_3_5(jj,ii),tao_p_3_5(jj,ii),R_p_3_5(jj,ii),T_p_3_5(jj,ii)] = 
calculation_p(d,y3,y_inc,y_sub,lambda(ii),theta(jj)); 
                
    end 
     
    for ii=1:length(lambda) 
          
            
[rho_s_3_5(jj,ii),tao_s_3_5(jj,ii),R_s_3_5(jj,ii),T_s_3_5(jj,ii)] = 
calculation_s(d,y3,y_inc,y_sub,lambda(ii),theta(jj)); 
        
    end 
end  
     
  
% Solar Transmittance  
  
T_p_1_sun_5=I1.*T_p_1_5; 
T_p_2_sun_5=I1.*T_p_2_5; 
T_p_3_sun_5=I1.*T_p_3_5; 
  
for iii=1:length(theta) 
    
Sum_Linear_p_05(1,iii)=((sum(T_p_1_sun_5(iii,2:number_of_steps))).*(st
ep)./Sum_Sun).*100; 
end 
for iii=1:length(theta) 
    
Sum_Cubic_p_05(1,iii)=((sum(T_p_2_sun_5(iii,2:number_of_steps))).*(ste
p)./Sum_Sun).*100; 
end 
for iii=1:length(theta) 
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Sum_Quintic_p_05(1,iii)=((sum(T_p_3_sun_5(iii,2:number_of_steps))).*(s
tep)./Sum_Sun).*100; 
end 
  
T_s_1_sun_5=I1.*T_s_1_5; 
T_s_2_sun_5=I1.*T_s_2_5; 
T_s_3_sun_5=I1.*T_s_3_5; 
  
for iii=1:length(theta) 
    
Sum_Linear_s_05(1,iii)=((sum(T_s_1_sun_5(iii,2:number_of_steps))).*(st
ep)./Sum_Sun).*100; 
end 
for iii=1:length(theta) 
    
Sum_Cubic_s_05(1,iii)=((sum(T_s_2_sun_5(iii,2:number_of_steps))).*(ste
p)./Sum_Sun).*100; 
end 
for iii=1:length(theta) 
    
Sum_Quintic_s_05(1,iii)=((sum(T_s_3_sun_5(iii,2:number_of_steps))).*(s
tep)./Sum_Sun).*100; 
end 
  
  
% Blackbody Reflectance 
R_p_1_blackbody_5=I2.*R_p_1_5; 
R_p_2_blackbody_5=I2.*R_p_2_5; 
R_p_3_blackbody_5=I2.*R_p_3_5; 
T_p_3_blackbody_5=I2.*(1-R_p_3_5); 
  
for iii=1:length(theta) 
    
Sum_blackbody_Linear_p_05(1,iii)=((sum(R_p_1_blackbody_5(iii,2:number_
of_steps))).*(step)./Sum_black_body).*100; 
end 
  
for iii=1:length(theta) 
    
Sum_blackbody_Cubic_p_05(1,iii)=((sum(R_p_2_blackbody_5(iii,2:number_o
f_steps))).*(step)./Sum_black_body).*100; 
end 
  
for iii=1:length(theta) 
    
Sum_blackbody_Quintic_p_05(1,iii)=((sum(R_p_3_blackbody_5(iii,2:number
_of_steps))).*(step)./Sum_black_body).*100; 
end 
  
  
R_s_1_blackbody_5=I2.*R_s_1_5; 
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R_s_2_blackbody_5=I2.*R_s_2_5; 
R_s_3_blackbody_5=I2.*R_s_3_5; 
  
for iii=1:length(theta) 
    
Sum_blackbody_Linear_s_05(1,iii)=((sum(R_s_1_blackbody_5(iii,2:number_
of_steps))).*(step)./Sum_black_body).*100; 
end 
  
for iii=1:length(theta) 
    
Sum_blackbody_Cubic_s_05(1,iii)=((sum(R_s_2_blackbody_5(iii,2:number_o
f_steps))).*(step)./Sum_black_body).*100; 
end 
  
for iii=1:length(theta) 
    
Sum_blackbody_Quintic_s_05(1,iii)=((sum(R_s_3_blackbody_5(iii,2:number
_of_steps))).*(step)./Sum_black_body).*100; 
end 
  
%==================================== Input data for power contribution 
=================================================% 
Solar_concentration_ratio=5:5:100;        % 
Solar_concentration_ratio=Area_aperture/Area_receiver 
Area_receiver=0.1.*(pi/4);             % receiver area 
Area_aperture=Solar_concentration_ratio.*Area_receiver;                % 
collector area  
etta=0.9;                       % efficiency of the collector 
T_inf=300;                      % environment temperature 
h=17.4;                          % the local convective heat transfer 
coefficient between the receiver and the surrounding environmentthe 
local convective heat transfer coefficient between the receiver and the 
surrounding environment 
  
 
%==================================== Determining input power from Sun 
=================================================% 
  
P_in_sollar_without_area=I1.*etta; 
P_in_sollar_sum_without_area=sum(P_in_sollar_without_area(2:number_of_
steps)).*step; 
Sum_black_body=(sum(I2(2:number_of_steps))).*(step); 
  
%==================================== Determining output power for the 
case without any cover 
=================================================% 
  
% Input power after passing the dielectric mirror 
P_in_nothing=P_in_sollar_without_area.*1; 
P_in_nothing_sum=(sum(P_in_nothing(2:number_of_steps)).*step).*Area_ap
erture; 
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% Radiative loss and Conductive&Convective losses after passing the 
dielectric mirror 
  
L_R_nothing=Area_receiver.*(1).*5.67.*(10^(-8)).*((T2_contant^4)-
(T_inf^4));        % Radiative loss  
L_H_nothing=Area_receiver.*h.*(T2_contant-T_inf);                                   
% Conductive&Convective losses 
  
  
P_out_nothing_sum= P_in_nothing_sum-(L_R_nothing+L_H_nothing); 
  
  
%==================================== Determining output power for a 
quintic profile =================================================% 
  
% Input power after passing the dielectric mirror 
P_in_quintic=P_in_sollar_without_area.*T_p_3_5; 
P_in_quintic_sum=(sum(P_in_quintic(2:number_of_steps)).*step).*Area_ap
erture; 
  
% Radiative loss and Conductive&Convective losses after passing the 
dielectric mirror 
R_p_quintic_blackbody=I2.*R_p_3_5; 
R_p_quintic=((sum(R_p_quintic_blackbody(2:number_of_steps))).*(step)./
Sum_black_body); 
  
L_R_quintic=Area_receiver.*(1-R_p_quintic).*5.67.*(10^(-
8)).*((T2_contant^4)-(T_inf^4));   % Radiative loss  
L_H_quintic=Area_receiver.*h.*(T2_contant-T_inf);                                          
% Conductive&Convective losses 
  
P_out_quintic_sum= P_in_quintic_sum-(L_R_quintic+L_H_quintic); 
  
  
eff_quintic=((P_out_quintic_sum-
P_out_nothing_sum)./P_out_nothing_sum).*100; 
  
%============================= Determining output power based on the 
reference TCO =============================================% 
  
load Adjusted_data_TCO_ref 
  
% Input power after passing the dielectric mirror 
P_in_TCO=P_in_sollar_without_area.*T_Bare_Glass_new_1; 
P_in_TCO_sum=(sum(P_in_TCO(24:number_of_steps)).*step).*Area_aperture; 
  
% Radiative loss and Conductive&Convective losses after passing the 
dielectric mirror 
R_p_TCO_blackbody=I2.*(1-T_R_Bare_Glass_new_1); 
R_p_TCO=((sum(R_p_TCO_blackbody(24:number_of_steps))).*(step)./Sum_bla
ck_body); 
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L_R_TCO=Area_receiver.*(1-R_p_TCO).*5.67.*(10^(-8)).*((T2_contant^4)-
(T_inf^4));   % Radiative loss  
L_H_TCO=Area_receiver.*h.*(T2_contant-T_inf);                                      
% Conductive&Convective losses 
  
P_out_TCO_sum= P_in_TCO_sum-(L_R_TCO+L_H_TCO); 
  
  
  
eff_TCO=((P_out_TCO_sum-P_out_nothing_sum)./P_out_nothing_sum).*100; 
  
  
%==================================== Determining output power for a 
quarter profile =================================================% 
  
% Input power after passing the dielectric mirror 
P_in_quarter=P_in_sollar_without_area.*T_p_3_0; 
P_in_quarter_sum=(sum(P_in_quarter(2:number_of_steps)).*step).*Area_ap
erture; 
  
% Radiative loss and Conductive&Convective losses after passing the 
dielectric mirror 
R_p_quarter_blackbody=I2.*R_p_3_0; 
R_p_quarter=((sum(R_p_quarter_blackbody(2:number_of_steps))).*(step)./
Sum_black_body); 
  
L_R_quarter=Area_receiver.*(1-R_p_quarter).*5.67.*(10^(-
8)).*((T2_contant^4)-(T_inf^4));   % Radiative loss  
L_H_quarter=Area_receiver.*h.*(T2_contant-T_inf);                                          
% Conductive&Convective losses 
  
P_out_quarter_sum= P_in_quarter_sum-(L_R_quarter+L_H_quarter); 
  
  
eff_quarter=((P_out_quarter_sum-
P_out_nothing_sum)./P_out_nothing_sum).*100; 
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IV- P-polarized calculation code 
 
function [ro,to,R,T] = calculation_p(d,y,y_i,y_s,l,ia) 
 
for m = 1:length(ia) 
for i = 1:length(y) 
y_s(m,i) = sqrt(real(y(i))^2-imag(-y(i))^2-y_i^2*sind(ia(m))^2-
2*1i*real(y(i))*imag(-y(i))); 
if imag(y_s(m,i))>0 
y_s(m,i) = -(y_s(m,i)); 
end 
delta_s(m,i) = 2*pi*d(i)/l*y_s(m,i); 
y_i_s(m) = y_i*cosd(ia(m)); 
y_s_s(m) = sqrt(real(y_s)^2-imag(-y_s)^2-y_i^2*sind(ia(m))^2-
2*1i*real(y_s)*imag(-y_s)); 
if imag(y_s_s(m))>0 
y_s_s(m) = -(y_s_s(m)); 
end 
y_p(m,i) = y(i)^2/y_s(m,i); 
delta_p(m,i) = delta_s(m,i); 
y_i_p(m) = y_i^2/y_i_s(m); 
y_s_p(m) = y_s^2/y_s_s(m); 
tp = [cos(delta_p(m,i)), 1i*sin(delta_p(m,i))/y_p(m,i); 
1i*y_p(m,i)*sin(delta_p(m,i)), cos(delta_p(m,i))]; 
if i == 1 
M = tp; 
else 
M = M*tp; 
end 
end 
BC = M*[1; y_s_p(m)]; 
B(m) = BC(1); 
C(m) = BC(2); 
 
ro(m) = (y_i_p(m)*B(m)-C(m))/(y_i_p(m)*B(m)+C(m)); 
phi_r(m) = angle(ro(m))/pi*180; % phase 
to(m) = 2*y_i_s(m)/(y_i_s(m)*B(m)+C(m)); 
phi_t(m) = angle(to(m))/pi*180; % phase 
 
R(m) = abs(ro(m))^2; 
T(m) =4*y_i_p(m)*real(y_s_p(m))/abs((y_i_p(m)*B(m)+C(m)))^2; 
end 
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V- S-polarized calculation code 
function [ro,to,R,T] = calculation_s(d,y,y_i,y_s,l,ia) 
 
for m = 1:length(ia) 
for i = 1:length(y) 
y_s(m,i) = sqrt(real(y(i))^2-imag(-y(i))^2-... 
y_i^2*sind(ia(m))^2-2*1i*real(y(i))*imag(-y(i))); 
if imag(y_s(m,i))>0 
y_s(m,i) = -(y_s(m,i)); 
end 
delta_s(m,i) = 2*pi*d(i)/l*y_s(m,i); 
y_i_s(m) = y_i*cosd(ia(m)); 
y_s_s(m) = sqrt(real(y_s)^2-imag(-y_s)^2-... 
y_i^2*sind(ia(m))^2-2*1i*real(y_s)*imag(-y_s)); 
if imag(y_s_s(m))>0 
y_s_s(m) = -(y_s_s(m)); 
end 
tp = [cos(delta_s(m,i)), 1i*sin(delta_s(m,i))/y_s(m,i); 
1i*y_s(m,i)*sin(delta_s(m,i)), cos(delta_s(m,i))]; 
if i == 1 
M = tp; 
else 
M = M*tp; 
end 
end 
BC = M*[1; y_s_s(m)]; 
B(m) = BC(1); 
C(m) = BC(2); 
 
ro(m) = (y_i_s(m)*B(m)-C(m))/(y_i_s(m)*B(m)+C(m)); 
phi_r(m) = angle(ro(m))/pi*180; % phase 
to(m) = 2*y_i_s(m)/(y_i_s(m)*B(m)+C(m)); 
phi_t(m) = angle(to(m))/pi*180; % phase 
 
R(m) = abs(ro(m))^2; 
T(m) = 4*y_i_s(m)*real(y_s_s(m))/abs((y_i_s(m)*B(m)+C(m)))^2; 
end 
 
 
 
 
 
